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Recent Conceptions of Children's Laming 
Implications for Classroom Practice* 

Neville Bennett 

pick you up and place you in a totally strange 
environment, such as on the face of an hitherto 
unknown planet, how would you begin to make 
sense of your new situation? All you would 
have available to you is your current knowledge, 
and your conceptions and understanding of your 
familiar world. But these are likely to be of little 
use to you. As you travel around your new 
world, certain similarities with familiar territory 
may be identified, but your initial learning is 
likely to be limited to the memorising of isolated 
facts, such as prominent landmarks, but you 
will not at this stage possess any conception, or 
schema, for integrating or interpreting these facts. 
Over time however, organising frameworks, or 
higher order structures, wil l be constructed 
which will allow the grouping and organising of 
information. In this way your understanding of 
your new world will develop, understanding 
which will shape how you make sense of new 
facts and experiences (cf. Shuell, 1990). 

What I hope this makes clear is that learning 
is not merely an additive process. Knowledge 
cannot, to use a common metaphor, be poured 
into learners' heads with the hope that learning 
will automatically occur or accumulate. Un- 
derstanding of new knowledge can only take 
place, or be constructed, in the minds of indi- 
vidual learners through a process of making 
sense of that new knowledge in the light of 
what they already know. 

* This paper was presented as the Ruth Wong Memorial Lec 
1991. 

Classroom Learning 

In considering learning in classrooms from the 
perspective of these psychological principles, it 
will be evident that what children learn in class- 
rooms will depend to a large extent on what 
they already know. Children, of whatever age, 
enter the classroom with extensive, but diver- 
gent, levels of prior knowledge and concep- 
tions which they have acquired from the myriad 
everyday influences and experiences - books, 
TV, talking to parents and friends, visits to places 
of interest, previous learning in school, and so 
on. Consequently, they are likely to have some 
knowledge, some conceptions, of whatever 
learning topics they are confronted with in the 
classroom. 

However, these conceptions, or schema as 
they are generally called, are likely to be in- 
complete, hazy or even plain wrong. They are, 
nevertheless, the children's current ideas, which 
they use to make sense of everyday experi- 
ences. In other words, children do not come to 
any lesson empty-headed; they come with par- 
tial schemas. The teachers' job, then, is to find 
effective ways for children to modify, extend or 
elaborate their schemas. Indeed, we can define 
learning in these terms - the extension, modifi- 
cation or elaboration of existing cognitive 
schemas. 

That children in the same class have very 
different schema is now well recorded, 
particularly in relation to concepts inmaths and 
science. For example, a teacher of nine year 
olds ascertained her children's ideas of shadows 
(Green, 1989). One third argued that a shadow 

:ture at the National University of Singapore on 5th March 
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is an area blotted out from the sun's rays by an 
object, whereas another third said that a shadow 
is caused by the body acting as a mirror which 
reflects the sun's rays on to the floor. One child 
believed that a shadow is a little black thing that 
follows you around! A Swedish research group 

considered the conceptions of 12-1 5 year old 
children about light and its propagation 
(Anderson and Karrquist, 1983). They asked the 
pupils to explain how you can see a book - 
what happens between the eye and the book. 
Their responses are shown below: 

Type 1 
(Nothing happens) 

Type 2 
(The visual system is 
active) 

I Type 3 
(Light is necessary for 

(Something goes back and 
forth between eye and book) 

Type 6 
(Something enters the eye) 

'Nothing happens between the eyes and the book' 

'The girl adjusts her lens to the book. 
The eyes concentrate on the book' 

'Light reflects and gives objects form and colour by 
making them visible' 

'The eyes send out some kind of ray, which returns to the 
head and gives a message' 

'The book is reproduced as a picture on the retina' I 
and 

'The eye perceives the book. The picture enters the eye 
upside-down, then the picture enters the brain and turns 
the picture the right way up' 
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Of the 600 students who answered this, only 
twenty per cent showed signs of having under- 
stood that light is something which exists and 
propagates in space, a key image to under- 
standing optics. Fifty per cent of students thought 
that visual rays, looks or impulses were actually 
emitted by the eye. 

What the body of research into children's 
'alternative frameworks' has shown is that they 
often hold unorthodox conceptions about a wide 
range of topics taught in school; that these 
conceptions shape how they make sense of new 
information, thereby often exacerbating learn- 
ing difficulties; and that learners often find it 
difficult to modify their conceptions, particu- 
larly in areas like science, where they prefer to 
hold onto their intuitive ideas. 

In the classroom then, children make sense 
of new inputs by constructing links with their 
prior knowledge. It is assumed that the con- 
struction of these links is an intellectual process 
involving the generation, checking and re- 
structuring of ideas in the light of those already 
held. This construction of meaning i s  a continu- 
ous and active process. Not surprisingly, this 
view of learning is often referred to as 
'constructivist'. 

There i s  little argument amongst theorists that 
learning involves the construction of knowl- 
edge through experience. Arguments occur in 
relation to the conditions under which such 
learning is optimised - should learning be indi- 
vidual or social? Bruner and Haste (1987) cap- 
ture this argument well contrasting children as 
'social beings' and 'lone scientists'. 

"A quiet revolution has taken place in devel- 
opmental psychology in the last decade. It is 
not only that we have begun to think again of 
the child as a social being - one who plays and 
talks with others, learns through interactions 
with parents and teachers - but because we 
have come once more to appreciate that through 
social life, the child acquires a framework for 
integrating experience, and learning ho W to 
negotiate meaning in a manner congruent with 
the requirements of the culture. 'Making sense' 
is a social process; it is an activity that is always 
situated within a cultural and historical con- 
text. " 

"Before that, we had fallen into the habit of 
thinking of the child as an 'active scientist', 
constructing hypotheses about the world, 
reflecting upon experience, interacting with the 
physical environment and formulating 
increasingly complex structures of thought. But 
this active, constructing child had been 
conceived as a rather isolated being, working 
alone at her problem-solving. increasingly we 
see now that, given an appropriate, sharedsocial 
context, the child seems more competent as an 
intelligent social operator than she is a lone 
scientist' coping with a world of unknowns" 
(Bruner and Haste, 1987). 

This support for the child as a social being 
rather than as a lone scientist constitutes an 
attack on Paiget's views of learning, which as- 
sume that genuine intellectual competence is a 
manifestation of the importance of social settings 
in learning. 

"I have come increasingly to recognise that 
most learning in most settings is a communal 
activity, a sharing of the culture. It is not just 
that the child must make his knowledge his 
own, but that he must make it his own in a 
community of those who share his sense of 
belonging to a culture" (Bruner, 7 986). 

This leads him to emphasise the role of ne- 
gotiating and sharing in children's classroom 
learning, and in this he has been influenced by 
the work of Vygotsky. Vygotsky (1 978) assigned 
a much greater significance to the social envi- 
ronment than Piaget. "Learning awakens a vari- 
ety of internal developmental processes that are 
able to operate only when the child is interact- 
ing with people in his environment and in co- 
operation with his peers." Social interaction i s  
thus assigned a central role in facilitating learn- 
ing. For him a child's potential for learning is 
revealed and indeed is often realised in interac- 
tions with more knowledgeable others. These 
'more knowledgeable others' can be anybody - 
peers, siblings, the teacher, parents, grandpar- 
ents and so on. 

One of Vygotsky's main contributions to our 
understanding of learning is his concept of the 
'zone of proximal development', which refers 
to the gap between what an individual can do 
alone and unaided, and what can be achieved 



with the help of more knowledgeable others - 
"What a child can do today in cooperation, 
tomorrow he will be able to do on his own" 
(Vygotsky, 1962). For him the foundation of 
learning and development i s  cooperatively 
achieved success, and the basis of that success 
is language and communication. "Children solve 
practical tasks with the help of their speech, as 
well as with their eyes and their hands" 
(Vygotsky, 1962). Through speech to themselves 
(inner speech) and others, children begin to 
organise their experiences into thought. It is 
now widely believed that for most types of 
knowledge, interaction with other people pro- 
vides an essential input to the process of con- 
struction (Wells, Chang and Maker, 1990). In 
other words, talk drives learning. 

The belief that talk is central to learning is 
not new. Twenty years ago Britton wrote "We 
have seen that talk is a major instrument of 
learning in infancy; that the infant learns by 
talking and that he learns to talk by talking ... 
they must practice language in the sense in 
which a doctor 'practices' ... and not in the 
sense in which a juggler 'practises' a new trick 
before he performs it" (Britton, 1972). The Bul- 
lock Report (1 975) devoted itself entirely to lan- 
guage, and welcomed the growth in interest in 
oral language, "For we cannot emphasise too 
strongly our conviction of its importance in the 
education of the child." It argued that all schools 
ought to have, as a priority objective, a commit- 
ment to the speech needs of their pupils. 

The status of talk in theclassroom was rein- 
forced in the 1980s through the focus on oracy 
by the Assessment and Performance Unit (APU). 
From their survey of 11 year olds they reported 
that gains in mastery of spoken language may 
have beneficial effects on pupils' learning capa- 
bilities. "The experience of expressing and 
shaping ideas through talk as well as writing, 
and of collaborating to discussing problems or 
topics, help to develop a critical and explora- 
tory attitude towards knowledge and concepts." 
They concluded that "Pupils' performances 

could be substantially improved if they were 
given regular opportunities in the classroom to 
use their speaking and listening skills over a 
range of purposes, in a relaxed atmosphere" 
(APU, 1986). 

Following this, the authors of the English 
National Curriculum recommended a separate 
language component for speaking and listen- 
ing, thus demonstrating their belief in oracy. 
"Our inclusion of speaking and listening as a 
separate profile component in our recommen- 
dations is a reflection of our conviction that 
these skills are of central importance to chil- 
dren's development" (National Curriculum. 
English, 1989). 

To sum up: a constructivist view of learning 
perceives children as intellectually active learn- 
ers already holding ideas or schema which they 
use to make sense of their everyday experi- 
ences. Learning in classrooms involves the ex- 
tension, elaboration or modification of their 
schemas. This process is one in which learners 
actively make sense of the world by construct- 
ing meanings. Learning is believed to be 
optimised in settings where social interaction, 
particularly between a learner and more knowl- 
edgeable others, is encouraged, and where co- 
operatively achieved success is a major aim. 
The medium for this success is talk, which is 
now widely accepted as a means of promoting 
pupils' understanding, and of evaluating their 
progress. 

Implications for Classroom Practice 

The classroom implications of these concep- 
tions of children's learning are now considered 
in the light of contemporary practice in Britain. 
Divergences between implications and practice 
will show clearly where current practice might 
be re-considered. For this purpose a simple 
model of a teaching cycle is used as shown 
below. 
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Assessment Presentation 

Figure l :  A Teaching Cycle 

The cycle begins with the teacher planning 
and preparing tasks and activities for children 
which are then presented in some way, for ex- 
ample, through discussion, an experiment, a TV 
programme, etc. The children then engage with 
their work within a crassroom management sys- 
tem set up by the teacher, for example, indi- 
viduals working on individual tasks; the whole 
class working in small cooperative groups on 
the same task, and so on. Once this work has 
been completed, it would be expected that 
teachers would assess or diagnose it, using that 
information to feed back to pupils, and to feed 
forward to inform their next round of planning. 

Planning and Preparation 

A crucial part of planning is the selection or 
design of tasks appropriate to children's capa- 
bilities. This i s  often referred to as the match 
between task and child. There are three aspects 
of this - choosing appropriate content, the ap- 
propriate level and the appropriate intellectual 
demand, all of which assume an understanding 
by the teacher of the children's conceptions. 

Choosing the content relies heavily on the 
teacher's knowledge of the subject unless, as in 
many areas of the United States, there i s  a set 
textbook which has to be followed. Choosing 
the appropriate level means avoiding ' the twin 
pitfalls of demanding too much or expecting 
too little'. Her Majesty's lnspectorate have, in 
Britain, long expressed concern about poor lev- 
els of matching, particularly in areas like sci- 
ence and project work. They argue that the 
level of demand, and pace of work, is most 
often directed toward children of average abil- 

ity in the class, and that high attainers in the 
class tend to be underestimated and low attainers 
over-estimated. These professional judgements 
of the lnspectorate are borne out by research 
studies (Bennett et al, 1984; 1987). 

Choosing the appropriate level of intellec- 
tual demand relates to the point made earlier 
about learning being a gradual process which 
takes place over time. One theorist has recently 
argued that learning occurs in three different 
phases. The initial phase, as I mentioned ear- 
lier, is the memorisation of facts, often on a rote 
basis. Some of these facts will be added to 
existing knowledge structures and these are used 
for interpreting the new information and giving 
it meaning. If no meaning can be found, the 
information remains as isolated facts. The infor- 
mation acquired during this initial phase is con- 
crete rather than abstract, and bound to the 
specific context in which it occurs. 

In the intermediate phase the learner begins 
to see similarities and relationships among these 
conceptually isolated pieces of information. The 
fog begins to lift. As relationships become better 
developed they are formed into higher order 
structures and networks. New schema that pro- 
vide the learner with more conceptual power 
are formed, and as our knowledge becomes 
more abstract and more capable of being gener- 
alised to a variety of situations it becomes less 
dependent on the specific context in which it 
was originally acquired. Of most importance 
for the teacher in choosing the appropriate in- 
tellectual demand is the view that learning does 
not necessarily progress to this intermediate 
phase. For this to occur it requires facts to be 
used in problem solving in different situations, 
using relevant examples. 



In the terminal phase of learning the knowl- 
edge structures and schema formed in the inter- 
mediate phase become better integrated, and 
function more autonomously. Ideally, therefore, 
the teacher needs to be aware of the phase of 
learning the child is in order to provide the 
optimal learning experience. 

In this context Vygotsky's notion of the zone 
of proximal development is also important. He 
believed that optimal learning i s  that which 
involves the acquisition of cognitive skills slightly 
beyond the child's independent grasp in a co- 
operative setting. This conception of matching 
is not common in current practice and its im- 
plementation has implications both for teachers' 
planning and for classroom management. 

It will, I hope, be clear, how important a 
teaching skill matching is. It is alsoan extremely 
difficult skill to acquire. 

b 

Presentation 

The tasks, when planned, are presented to an 
individual child, a group or the whole class. 
This presentation could simply take the form of 
a general direction to 'get on from where you 
left off yesterday', as occurs in many mathemat- 
ics lessons across the nation (Bennett et al, 1984), 
or it could be a discussion, a class written task, 
a TV programme, a science experiment and so 
on. Whatever mode of working is decided upon, 
it is critical that children are clear of the re- 
quirements, have the necessary information, and 
any relevant materials. 

It is becoming increasingly clear how crucial 
presentation is in terms of children's learning. 
Our recent studies have highlighted how infre- 
quently teachers: of children of any age, indi- 
cate the purpose of activities. They are very 
good at telling children what to do, but not on 
telling them why they are doing it. This is im- 
portant, since the manner in which the task is 
specified confers i mportance to certain aspects 
of it and ignores others. For example, in our 
recent study of four year olds in an infant class 
(Bennett and Kell, 1989), one teacher's inten- 
tion was for picture sequencing - to help the 
children to think logically and to give them the 

idea of direction. The activity chosen to fulfil 
this intention was appropriate, comprising pic- 
tures to be put into temporal sequence. How- 
ever it was presented with the words 'now we 
are going to do some colouring and cutting'. In 
another class the teacher's intention was the 
practice of numbers 1-5. She planned to use a 
large farm layout which had different numbers 
of animals in the fields and farmyard. However 
she presented the activity by saying 'would you 
like to play with the farm animals?' Observing 
and talking to the children after these activities 
made it clear that they did what the teacher had 
asked them to do, that is, colouring and playing 
with animals. No picture sequencing or count- 
ing took place. The teacher's presentation had 
dictated the children's activity, thereby subvert- 
ing the teacher's own good intentions. 

Presentation is also linked to assessment. This 
is most clearly seen in writing activities. We 
have often observed in creative writing sessions 
that teachers called for a really exciting story 
with lots of imagination, but actually assessed 
in terms of length, neatness and grammar. The 
children were alert to this. When we asked 
them what the teacher wanted when she asked 
for a really exciting story, they answered 'half a 
page of neat writing with full stops and capital 
letters'. The young children were being very 
clever human beings. They had recognised that 
what the teacher demanded was not what she 
assessed and rewarded, so they went for what 
she assessed. Whether we like it or not, chil- 
dren's perceptions of what is to be assessed and 
rewarded is what often drives classroom work. 

Presentation thus dictates and sometimes con- 
fuses task demand with inevitable consequences 
for the quality of work produced and with im- 
portant consequences for teachers' task man- 
agement. 

Implementation 

The view that learning is optimised through talk 
in cooperative settings has implications for pres- 
entation, as well as for classroom management. 
The nature of the teacher's talk needs to be 
carefully considered, as does the kind of class- 
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room settings which allows for peer tutoring 
and cooperative working between pupils. 

The most explicit advice on this aspect of 
classroom practice is to be found in the Na- 
tional Curriculum guidance on the English cur- 
riculum, particularly that on speaking and lis- 
tening (1989). Here the guidance prescribes 
classrooms where children feel sufficiently en- 
couraged and secure to be able to express and 
explore their thoughts and feelings and emo- 
tions; where teachers encourage talk which is 
genuinely tentative and explanatory, whilst 
demonstrating that talk is a rigorous activity. 
Drawing clearly from constructivist ideas, the 
guidance argues that children should be able to 
make connections between what they already 
know and new experiences and ideas, and that 
the main vehicle for this wil l  be their own talk. 
Teachers are also asked to reflect on their own 
questioning strategies. For example, in talking 
with children the teacher should ensure that 
questions are genuinely open-ended, that chil- 
dren have problems to solve without a subtly 
indicated, expected answer, and that they are 
encouraged to speculate, hypothesise, predict 
and test out ideas with each other and with the 
teacher. The emphasis should be on language 
being used, not to communicate what is known, 
but as an instrument of learning. "It i s  time for 
children to think aloud, to grapple with ideas 
and to clarify thoughts." The guidance argues 
that once children have developed new under- 
standing they wil l  need to reflect and exchange 
ideas and views with other pupils and the teacher 
in order to consolidate their learning. Such talk 
does of course also indicate to the teacher the 
state of the child's understanding, that is, it is an 
aid to diagnosis. 

This guidance, although in line with current 
views on children's learning, is not in line with 
current practice in Britain, which i s  ostensibly 
based on the individualisation of learning. In 
reality children tend to be grouped by ability, 
but research on these groups presents a sober- 
ing picture. One study reported that most of the 
talk was between members of the same sex, 
even in mixed sex groups; that only half of the 
talk was concerned with their work, and that 
conversations tended to be short. It concluded 

that seating children in groups "is no guarantee 
that they wi l l  talk freely about anything, let 
alone their work." Almost identical findings were 
reported by a larger study of junior children 
(Galton et al, 1980). It was found that whilst 
most children sat in groups, for the great major- 
ity of the time they worked as individuals on 
their own tasks. Whilst in the group, pupils 
spent on average two thirds of their time inter- 
acting with no one. Only about one sixth of the 
time did they talk to another child, but most of 
this talk was not about the work. In this study it 
was exceptional to find a group working a co- 
operative task, that is, one requiring a group 
outcome. In other words pupils worked in 
groups, but not as groups. 

So what is it about typical grouping practice 
that produces such a dismal picture? A major 
weakness is that although children sit in groups 
there is usually no specific demand for them to 
work together, and rarely is a group given the 
opportunity to work on a group task. One study 
concluded, "While in most classrooms the pu- 
pils are organised in one or more seated groups 
for the various activities undertaken, with few 
exceptions they then work largely alone, as in- 
dividuals. The setting is socialised in this sense 
but the work is individualised." (Galton et al, 
1980). The dearth of cooperative endeavour is 
also reported by HMI. Their survey of middle 
schools showed "Not many opportunities are 
provided for extended discussion; for collabo- 
rative work in groups, or for the exercise of 
choice, responsibility and initiative within the 
curriculum" (1983). Finally, and most recently, 
Tizzard et al (1988), from their research in in- 
fant classrooms, report that: "Group work, where 
children worked cooperatively on a task or ac- 
tivity, for example to solve a prbblem or produce 
a joint product, occurred rarely." 

It would seem clear that the nature and-qual- 
ity of pupil talk leaves room for much improve- 
ment. But what of teacher-pupil interaction? 
Three studies allow us to gain a reasonable 
sense of the trends here. One, (Galton et al, 
1980) observed junior teachers, pnd remarked 
on the striking asymmetry of teacher-pupil in- 
teraction. "While the 'typical' teacher spends 
most of the lesson time interacting with pupils 
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... each individual pupil, by contrast, interacts 
with the teacher for only a small proportion of 
his time. And most of that interaction is experi- 
enced by the pupil when the teacher is address- 
ing the whole class." In fact the teacher only 
interacted with a child on an individual basis 
for an average of just over two percent of the 
time. A similar pattern was found in observa- 
tions of infant classes (Tizzard et al, 1988). 
Teacher contact meant that individual children 
were mostly either listening to the teacher ad- 
dress the whole class or another individual child; 
pupils therefore had an almost entirely passive 
role. They concluded, "From the child's point 
of view, though individual work is common in 
the infant school, individual teaching is not." 

They also recorded the type of teacher to 
pupil talk. Nearly eighty percent was directly 
concerned with communicating facts, ideas or 
concepts whether by explaining, informing, dem- 
onstrating, questioning or suggesting. Clearly, 
then, the authors argue, "Infant classrooms are 
businesslike places where much of the contact 
between teachers and children is concerned 
with the tasks in hand." They recorded little 
social or personal contacts, little praise (one 
percent) and very little disapproval or criticism. 

The latest study to report teacher-pupil inter- 
actions in a range of primary schools classified 
the talk into five categories of interaction work, 
monitoring, routine, disciplinary and other 
(PRINDEP, 1990). "Well over a third of all inter- 
actions were about the content of the tasks which 
had been set, and a further fifth were concerned 
with checking, marking or otherwise monitor- 
ing progress. Routine matters accounted for just 
over a quarter, and discipline and control for 
one in ten." 

The same asymmetry of classroom interaction 
was found here as in earlier studies. Teachers 
may be talking for almost the whole of the 
teaching session but the children averaged just 
five work related interactions per hour, with 
some having as few as two, and none having 
more than eleven. 

This study also carried a qualitative analysis 
of teacher-pupil talk, arguing, that "it i s  essen- 
tially in the discourse between teacher and pu- 
pils that education is done, or fails to be done." 

The main points to arise out of this analysis 
were: 

i) Teachers ask a great many questions. 
However, there were few questions 
which encouraged children to work 
through an idea or a problem or to build 
on previous learning. Many were rhe- 
torical or pseudo-questions. Others were 
closed, requiring simple one or two word 
responses, and yet others were inappro- 
priately pitched. "Although questions 
were indeed prevalent, it was nearly al- 
ways the teacher who asked them." 

ii) A problem of matching arises with 
questions. Generating questions, the 
demands which match children's differ- 
ing abilities, i s  virtually impossible. 
Genuine dialogue with the whole class 
did not therefore occur despite the fact 
that some teachers attempted to main- 
tain that illusion. The most common 
expedient was to pitch genuine ques- 
tions at a very low level, and accept 
pupil responses which were barely ad- 
equate or relevant. 

iii) There is a reluctance to pronounce any 
child's response as wrong. The other 
factbr which often determined the teach- 
er's treatment of pupil response was its 
relation to the teacher's train of thought, 
and the extent to which it enabled her to 
say what she wanted to say, irrespective 
of its correctness or relevance. 

The report concluded that the fostering of 
children's capabilities to talk and listen emerged 
as a particular issue, and supported the view of 
HMI that "Where the work is less effective than 
it should be, it is the development of oracy that 
i s  often impoverished and given too little time 
..." (HMI, 1990). 

Assessment 

That pupils bring schema of their own to bear 
on any given topic, and that some of these will 
be shared and others idiosyncratic, has to be 
taken into account by teachers in their planning 
of classroom tasks. To take these schema 
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adequately into account necessitates a clear 
understanding of what they are, that is, it requires 
the teacher to take on the role of diagnostician 
(Bennett et al, 1984). A useful metaphor for 
gaining access to children's conceptions i s  that 
of creating 'a window into the child's mind'. To 
draw the curtains of that window often needs 
far more than a rudimentary look at a child's 
work. It demands a sophisticated combination 
of observation and careful questioning, and this 
likely to need a great deal of time. 

However, as we have seen, the individual 
child spends very little time interacting with the 
teacher, so how can effective diagnosis be hap- 
pening? The short answer is that it isn't. What, 
in fact, i s  often found in contemporary class- 
rooms is  a great deal of assessment, some infor- 
mal and unrecorded, and much assessment char- 
acterised by ticks, crosses and brief comments. 
There i s  a lack of diagnosis, and this i s  often 
accompanied by teachers concentrating on what 
children produce, for example, a page of com- 
pleted sums, rather than on how it has been 
achieved. Yet both are necessary for diagnosis. 
An analysis of common errors in written work, 
or in number work, gives teachers a first glimpse 
through the 'window'; further questioning of 
the child concerning strategies used when com- 
ing to those typical errors opens the 'curtains' 
even wider (Bennett et al, 1984; Bennett and 
Cass, 1989; Bennett and Kell, 1989). 

Poor diagnosis has serious implications. No 
teacher can decide on the next optimal step for 
a child or children without a clear view of 
where they are now. It i s  not possible to extend 
or modify schema without knowledge of those 
schema. Lack of diagnosis also has substantial 
implications for the quality of matching. We 
have argued that at the root of poor matching i s  
inadequate diagnosis (Bennett et al, 1984), and 
this is supported by HMI. "Generally, schools 
that had good procedures for the assessment of 
individual children's needs, abilities and attain- 
ments were, not surprisingly, markedly more 
successful in providing appropriate work for 
their pupils than were those schools without 
such procedures" (HMI, 1980). However, let me 
be clear lest I leave you confused. The assess- 

ments that Her Majesty's Inspectorate were re- 
ferring to were not the formal paper and pencil 
test which appear to be prevalent, perhaps too 
prevalent, in Singapore. These seem to be de- 
signed more to compare child with child, rather 
than to gain a clear understanding of each child's 
achievements. As such they are of little value in 
diagnosis, and seem to me to have unfortunate 
implications for flexibility of teaching and 
learning. 

Teacher Knowledge 

For teachers to effectively diagnose children's 
conceptions, to plan appropriate classroom tasks, 
to present quality explanations and demonstra- 
tions and to make curricular choices, all require 
knowledge and understanding of subject mat- 
ter. Recent research indicates that teachers have 
a better chance of being able to help their pu- 
pils develop flexible understanding of subject 
matter if they understand it well themselves. 
Moreover, such understanding enable teachers 
to develop a variety of ways of representing 
their understanding to pupils who bring very 
different experiences and knowledge with them 
(McDiarmid, Ball and Anderson, 1989). 

This argument may seem self evident, but 
there i s  increasing evidence from Britain and 
the United States that teachers in training, and 
experienced teachers, both elementary and 
secondary, do not understand subjects in depth. 
In Britain the Department of Education and 
Science (1 985) has recently argued, for example, 
that "the greatest obstacle to the continued 
improvement of science in primary schools is 
that many existing teachers lack a working 
knowledge of elementary science." This has been 
confirmed in a set of studies on primary teachers 
understanding of science concepts. It was 
reported that the majority of teachers views were 
based on a "mixture of intuitive beliefs and half 
remembered textbook science from their school 
days, sometimes with incorrect or imprecise 
use of scientific language." Another, smaller, 
group of teachers seemed not to possess any 
theoretical understanding of phenomena 
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presented. This group had received little 
education in science at school and of necessity 
were able to explain the instances only at a 
perceptual level, or not at all. They concluded 
that the scientific thinking of many of the teachers 
studied resembled that of children, being limited 
to perceptual and observable entities (PSTS, 
1988). These findings accord with our own 
assessments of graduate teachers, and our 
national surveys of teachers perceived 
competence (Wragg, Bennett and Dunne, 1989). 
Recent research attests strongly to the influential 
role of teacher knowledge in teaching. Recent 
research also confirms how important the 
primary school years are in providing the 
foundation for later success. But the primary 
teacher is a generalist, teaching all subjects, so 
is it not strange that in some countries it is  
considered that primary teachers need shorter 
training than secondary teachers? I therefore 
welcome the introduction of graduate primary 
teacher training courses in Singapore, and hope 
that eventually all primary teachers will have 
the opportunity to upgrade to a graduate 
qualification. 

Conclusion 

Theories, of any kind, areonly provisional. What 
I have attempted to demonstrate in this presen- 
tation is that theories of children's learning have 
undergone a change in the last few years. Chil- 
dren as learners are now conceived as 'social 
beings', not 'lone scientists'. The social setting 
of learning is now seen to be crucial both in 
terms of the quality of teacher-pupil, and pupil- 
pupil dialogue. As such, modes of organising 
classrooms are sought which allow for coopera- 
tive endeavours and which celebrate the rigour 
of talk. 

The role and expertise of teachers is en- 
hanced in this perspective. They need to be 
expert in subject matter, and in ways of its 
presentation. They need to be expert diagnosti- 
cians and tasks designers, and be adept at the 
monitoring and manipulation of social settings 
for learning. In short, it highlights the complex- 
ity and skilled nature of high quality teaching, 
and high quality teaching is what we must be 
aiming for. The years of schooling are critical 
both for the pupils themselves, and for the soci- 
ety they live in. They have to be as good as we 
can make them. 
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The Environment for Values h n i n g  

Eng Soo Peck 

Abstract 

This study examines the impact o f  the environment o n  pupils' learning o f  values. The sample selected 
for the study was l 4  secondary schools, 3 Mission and l l government schools. I n  all, 31 02 Secondary 
1 and 2 pupils were involved i n  the study. The study adopted an 8O0/0 cut-off point as a decision rule 
for interpreting the data. Among the dimensions considered were teacher helpfulness, affiliation, 
peer relationship and cooperativeness, class learning environment, values o f  respect, trust and 
attitude towards school rules. The study found that sharing and caring, mutual respect between 
teachers and pupils and courtesy were not  strongly represented. It also found a bias towards 
friendship over obligation t o  public morality. O n  the positive side, there was strong achievement 
orientation and a belief among pupils that teachers were helpful and interested i n  pupils. 

Descriptors: moral education, values learning, learning environments, secondary schools 

Introduction - 

heenvironment shapes human 
development. Recognition of its pervasive influ- 
ence on children and adults alike has led to 
voluminous studies but despite numerous stud- 
ies, the state of the art in the social sciences still 
fails to come to grips with the complexities of 
environmental forces interacting amongst 
themselves and their impact on human devel- 
opment in any definitive terms. How different 
elements or combination of elements selectively 
affect individuals or categories of individuals 
either positively or negatively is  an area still 
awaiting investigation. Neither does one know 
the threshold level of different individuals when 
certain environmental elements in different 
quantities and qualities can begin to have an 
impact on them either positively or negatively. 

Some work has been done in this area (Rutter, 
1981) and provides prima facie evidence that 
individuals differ dramatically in the way they 
respond to similar and different environmental 
elements traceable perhaps to temperamental 
differences and prior experiences which set the 
frame for the interpretative response to the envi- 
ronment they are confronted with. 

The impact of extreme environmental condi- 
tions on human development has been well 
documented. The classic example is the wolf 
children from India where the startling impact 
of a wolf's habitat turned the humans into half 
wolves. Less extreme than the wolf habitat but 
nevertheless pronouncedly different from the 
norm of human environment is the kind of ster- 
ile and non-stimulating environment of institu- 
tions for orphans or unwanted children. Such 
an environment is reported to have a depressing 
effect on children's intellectual and social de- 
velopment. Inadequate contact with adults, a 
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paucity of significant sensory stimuli, the steril- 
ity of the physical surrounding contribute to the 
negative impact institutional environment has 
on child development (Rutter, 1981). 

The impact of the ghetto environment of ur- 
ban centres on the development of both intel- 
lectual and effective behavioural patterns 
inimicable to school achievement is well-docu- 
mented (Passow,1970). No school environment 
however we1 I-structured can compensate for the 
learning and perhaps "cultural" deficits built up 
over the years by the ghetto environment to 
which children have to return daily after school 
hours (Zigler and Valentine, 1979). War-torn 
environments where blood and gore i s  a daily 
fare and the snuffing out of life i s  taken without 
the batting of an eyelid produce children whose 
value in life is certainly a far cry from children 
from middle-class peaceful suburbia. Vietnam 
and Lebanon provide the classic examples. The 
urban-rural difference in important elements of 
the environment produces the distinctively dif- 
ferent urban and rural personalities. 

But in all environments except the most ex- 
treme ones, the impact of environmental ele- 
ments on individuals i s  as much dependent on 
the selectivity of individual perceptions of sali- 
ent environmental elements as it is on the pres- 
ence of those elements themselves. Indeed, the 
differential impact of a specific environmental 
complex on individuals or groups of individuals 
within a specified time and space, accounts for 
the wide variation of impact within groups ex- 
posed to the same environment in both time 
and space (Davis, 1947). In short, it is difficult 
to make definitive statements such as: environ- 
mental X i f  present will have impact Y on a 
group of individuals, such as a class of pupils. 
The perception of the environment and the 
meanings attached to the elements within it 
differ from individual to individual depending 
on the frame of reference the individual uses to 
perceive and filter the elements of salience to 
the individual. In brief, the same environmental 
elements may be interpreted as negative, posi- 
tive or neutral by different individuals experi- 
encing the "same" environment. Hence studies 
of environmental impact on pupils in class or 
school which show positive or negative aspects 

are probability statements and, even if signifi- 
cance levels are given, they should be inter- 
preted cautiously taking into consideration the 
limitations of all such studies. The classic case 
of streaming in school and differentiation of the 
curriculum together with the concept of self- 
fulfilling prophecy presumably leads to an envi- 
ronmental structure which purportedly affects 
adversely the pupils' self-concept and motiva- 
tion for achievement. Research in this area, 
however, has been informed more by ideology 
than scientific rigour. 

All the above examples do not imply that the 
environment in which one is immersed does 
not have an effect on one. We know for sure it 
has, but the hows and whys and the extent of 
the impact on individuals with different clusters 
of characteristics remain puzzles to be solved. 
We do have partial answers to the questions, 
answers that must suffice for the moment and 
must be acted upon that possible adverse out- 
comes may be averted. Teachers and educators 
are not unlike politicians; they are practical 
persons engaged in the day-to-day transactions 
of the class and the school. They have no alter- 
native but to acton whatever information they have. 

"Very few decisions worth making can be 
put off until there is adequate information to 
base them on. In medicine and poker, most 
actions must be taken, most decisions made, on 
insufficient data. Patients die, and money is 
lost, because action is taken when data are 
inadequate but more patients and more money 
would be lost if no action were taken at al l  ... " 
and "If Columbus had waited until he had a 
complete and accurate map of the world before 
setting sail his little fleet would still be sitting in 
Genoa" (Medley 1977, p 3). 

Incomplete evidence of the direction of 
environmental impact notwithstanding life's 
daily transactions must go on. Pupils have to be 
educated or socialised into a value system that 
supports and maintains the political economy 
of the nation-state. There is some consensus 
that both the physical and the psycho-social 
environments exercise a persuasive influence 
on values learning. Indeed, architectural design, 
space distribution and sitting arrangements 
reflect value positions of teacher-pupil 
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relationships vis-a-vis social interactions amongst 
peers and between teacher and pupils (David 
and Wright, 1975). Moos (1 979) documents, 
with research evidence, the architectural, 
organizational and contextual influences on 
student attitudes and college student's drinking 
patterns. What comes through most evidently is 
the psycho-social elements in the environment 
which transmit the values messages. The nature 
and quality of staff relationships, of teacher- 
pupil relationships, and of staff-administrator 
relationships are potent transmitters of values. 
Very often the values learnt pertain less to what 
is preached but to the environmental press which 
envelopes pupils in the sorts of values which 
define social life as it ought to be lived. In brief, 
the environment, which in substance is the web 
of social relationships which provides the 
boundary for life as it is lived within the class/ 
school, conveys most effectively the values 
messages which either reinforce, negate, weaken 
or subvert the values overtly taught in social 
studies or values education programmes. 

The social arrangements, relationships or 
norms of social practices within the class or 
school are variously referred to as the hidden 
curriculum or the hidden agenda. Dreeben 
(1 968) advances the proposition that the hidden 
agenda of the school, through its consistent and 
relentless pressure to internalise independence, 
competition, the use of universalism rather than 
particularism and other predominant social 
norms, socialises pupils to function within the 
industrial complex of the United States. Purpel 
and Ryan (1 976) in "It Comes With The Terri- 
tory" focus on school life as shot through and 
through with values messages through what 
teachers do and say, the human relationships 
either amongst peers or with authority figures 
(they label them the hidden curriculum), and 
the social norms of the class and school (they 
label them the class and school cultures). In- 
deed, authors of values programmes, mindful of 
the powerful influence of environments on val- 
ues learning, have stressed the importance of 
harmonising values taught and the development 
of an environment which not only reinforces 
values taught but also facilitates the practice of 
those values (McPhail, P, Thomas, ].R, and 

Chapman, H, 1972; Lickona, Thomas, 1980; 
Kohlberg, Lawrence, 1983). What is suggested 
for values learning is the close scrutiny and the 
deliberate structuring and development of the 
class/school socio-ecological system to facili- 
tate practices which reflect the values consid- 
ered worthy of internalisation. 

It does seem persuasive that if it is possible to 
maintain a values homology between the "offi- 
cial" and the "hidden" curriculum, then values 
taught in school has a higher probability of success. 

The Perceived and the Objective 
Environment 

In attempting to use the environmental press to 
enhance values learning, it is crucially important 
to realise that within every class or school there 
i s  not one but two environments: the objective 
environment and the perceived environment. 
Within the perceived environment, there are as 
many environments as there are individuals or 
groups of individuals with differing perceptual 
frames. As these frames change or are modified, 
so does the perceived environment. In values 
learning, the perceived environment is the more 
important of the two as what i s  perceived to be 
the case is indeed the case irrespective of the 
configuration of the objective environment. 
What is even more crucial is that people act on 
or react to their perceptions rather than on what 
is objectively true. In values learning, perceptual 
inputs or signals gel and crystalise over time 
forming the basis for attitudes, beliefs and values. 
What is taught is important but, in the final 
analysis, it i s  life as it is lived within the 
environment in the formative stage that i s  
decisive in distilling the flow and flux of 
significant events that inform and structure a 
person's world view. If the above argument 
holds, then it seems logical that the values 
educators should develop a vested sensitivity to 
the class-school environment through regular 
monitoring to ensure a values congruence 
between values taught and values that are 
environmentally transmitted. Incongruence can 
be minimised by adjusting the perceptual field 
of both teachers and pupils. 



Formal Schooling and Values Education 

The Singapore education system has made it 
explicit that the formal schooling enterprise i s  
concerned with values education. It comes with 
the territory as Purpel and Ryan (1976) put it. 
Whilst a number of other education systems 
recognise that schools transmit values whether 
school people admit to it or not, there is the 
crippling fear that a values education programme 
may become an indoctrinational device. 

Singapore confronts the issue of values edu- 
cation squarely; challenges of developing a 
values programme and implementing it were 
taken up and a list of values drawn up for 
inclusion in the programme. These are univer- 
sal values shared by all who must live and 
function in groups; these values such as trust, 
respect, co-operation, care and consideration, 
to mention but a few, are the essential cement 
which bonds individuals into groups for a de- 
cent and civilised lifestyle. The values pro- 
gramme places great stress on structuring an 
environment which supports these values and 
facilitates the practice of them. 

It i s  the important role placed in the class- 
school environment which provides the spring- 
board for this study to focus on the environmen- 
tal profile as perceived to identify strengths and 
possible inadequacies, that action and resources 
may be directed to where it matters the most. A 
caveat, however, is necessary as the descriptive 
words used 10 describe the perceived environ- 
ment are shared by all members of the English 
speaking world, and these words are interpret- 
able only within the cultural and expectation 
context of the school system and the society in 
which it is located. The expression "noisy class", 
for example, may connote different things and 
conjure up imagery not isomorphic with the 
scenarios which the words attempt to describe. 
It is  fair to say that in the Singapore context, the 
threshold level for noise, disorderly behaviour 
and disobedience is  low so that sometimes minor 
aberrations are defined as "misbehaviour". Not 
surprisingly, over the years pupils in school come 
to share the same definition. 

The Sample 

For the purpose of this study, a sample of 14 
schools were chosen: three Mission schools and 
11 Government schools. The target population 
was Secondary 1 and 2 classes. From each 
school, six classes were selected, three from 
Secondary 1 and three from Secondary 2. For 
each level, the top, average and bottom classes 
in terms of academic achievement were se- 
lected, yielding a sample of 31 02. 

The Decision Rule for Interpreting the Data 

The decision rule adopted for interpreting data 
is the 80% cut-off point; that is, if 80% or more 
of the pupils perceived an environment condi- 
tion as positive, then that environmental condi- 
tion is regarded as satisfactory. Conversely, if 
less than 20% agree to a negative statement 
about the environment, then that condition i s  
regarded as satisfactory. The implication of this 
decision rule i s  that we are prepared to tolerate 
20% of pupils not experiencing a positive envi- 
ronment. This is a reasonable though stringent 
criterion. Too high a tolerance level for nega- 
tive environments may negate what schools are 
supposed to do in educa~ing future citizens. The 
discussion which follows refers to the whole 
sample (see Table 1, column 3). 

Perceived Environment of Class/School 

The first dimension of concern pertains to the 
school/class environment, a dimension of great 
importance to values learning. The questions 
asked about pupils' focus on teacher helpfulness, 
pupil school/class affiliation, pupil-pupil 
relationship, the class environment for learning, 
the values of respect, trust, and attitude towards 
school rules. Very important values are involved 
here and although they refer to specific situations 
and events, they are generalisable to other 
situations and events. A measure of the extent 
to which these values are pervasive is an indirect 
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measure of the "health" of the school/class 
environment and indirectly a measure of the 
effectiveness of values learning. 

The second dimension of concern pertains 
to moral choice of action when confronted by a 
hypothetical situation. Such moral scenarios or 
dilemmas are well-tried techniques that attempt 
to get at the process of moral reasoning, not 
directly measurable, through compelling pupils 
to make a choice in a situation involving conflict. 

Teacher Helpfulness in School Work and  
Interest in  Pupils 

This dimension is tapped by two questions. For 
the whole sample, teachers are generally per- 
ceived as being heipful in assisting pupils in 
their school work (84%). Pupils also see teachers 
as being interested in them (72%). 

Afil iat ion or  Sense of Belonging 

This dimension is related to events in class- 
rooms and schools. A strong sense of belonging 
predisposes group actions or co-operative ef- 
forts to maintain school/class solidarity, and act 
in concert to upkeep the reputation of the 
school/class. The data seem to show a fairly 
strong sense of affiliation to the school/class. 
Almost a quarter of the pupils (23%) dislike the 
class they are in. Whilst 72% of pupils claim 
they are happy in their classes and are proud of 
their class membership; only about 40% extend 
their pride to include keeping the class clean 
and attractive. Pride in one's class must be 
manifested by actions reflecting that pride. The 
proportion of pupils (64%) willing to come to 
cheer for their schools falls short of the 80% 
cut-off point. 

Peer Relationship and Co-operativeness 

An important objective of the values education 
programme is to establish good pupil-pupil re- 
lationship and the value of caring and sharing. 
The data show unmistakedly that this is an area 
that warrants concerted action on the part of the 
schools and the values education programme to 
correct what may be described as an excessive 

self-centredness. Most pupils (84%) claim that 
pupils are very competitive and therefore each 
must learn to look after himself/herself. Over- 
competitiveness leads to an over-focus on self- 
interest and therefore an unwillingness to share 
for fear of losing out. More than half the pupils 
surveyed (58%) perceive other pupils as caring 
more for themselves than others. Only 48% say 
that pupils are willing to share notes to help one 
another do well in tests; over a third (36%) of 
the pupils sampled claim that pupils who score 
good grades do not want others to read their 
papers. Even in the area of helping one another in 
homework, only 61 O/O claim that this is being done. 

The Class Learning Environment 

The learning environment provides the setting 
which is often decisive in determining both the 
quantity and quality of what is learnt. The data 
seem to show that orderliness and studious ap- 
plication to learning may not be all that perva- 
sive. Pupils playing the fool (63%) when lessons 
are going on or pretending to work when they 
are really not working (5O0/0), being noisy (82%) 
and finding lessons generally boring (42%) are 
not particularly conducive to learning. Does it 
indicate a need for concerted action to create a 
more orderly environment for learning ? 

The Value of Respect 

Mutual respect is not as high as expected. A 
mere 55O/0 of pupils indicate that they respect 
their teachers. If courtesy is the outward mani- 
festation of respect, then much more needs to 
be done in this area: 53% of pupils say they are 
polite to their teachers. Playing the fool when 
teachers are teaching, another indicator of re- 
spect, is still at a fairly high level (34%). Teacher 
politeness to pupils is not universal either. Ac- 
cording to pupils 69% of teachers are courteous 
to them. 

The Value of Trust 

Pupils generally trust their teachers (72%) but 
do not trust them enough to want to speak to 
them about their personal problems (26%). 



Perhaps pupils do not see teachers as the right 
person to go to when they have personal 
problems. Either interpretation has its 
implications. D6 teachers want to play the role 
of counsellors? Do they have the skills? Is the 
role of the teacher as instructor and evaluator 
compatible with that of a counsellor? Leaving 
these issues aside, it can be seen that pupil- 
pupil trust is also low (42%). Pupils do not think 
it is safe to leave things around in classrooms 
(44%). they also feel that when things go wrong, 
they are the ones usually blamed (57%). 

Attitude Towards School Rules 

Rules are or should be minimum standards of 
conduct to facilitate group life. They are likely 
to be upheld if they are seen to be fair. Nearly 
two-thirds (65%) feel that school rules are fair. 
About a fifth (22%) of the pupils would break 
rules if they can avoid being caught and a quar- 
ter (25%) would vandalise school property. 
Whether such a percentage is  acceptable or not 
depends on society's or school's tolerance level. 
What i s  disturbing is that a high percentage of 
pupils (72%) would not telljhe truth when they 
break rules for fear of punishment. The whole 
complex of rule setting, participation and com- 
pliance needs closer attention. 

Mission and Government Schools 
Compared 
(Table l ,  columns 2 and 3) 

The main focus of this section i s  to highlight 
differences in environmental texture between 
Mission and Government schools. Differences 
of 10% or more in pupil responses to the thirty- 
item questionnaire will be considered differ- 
ences significant enough to comment upon. 

There is  an implicit assumption in Singapore 
that the learning environments of Mission and 
Government schools are different. The data do 
not seem to support this assumption. There is a 
surprising similarity amongst pupil responses to 
the 30 items which tap the different aspects of 
school and class environment. Pupils from both 
types of schools differ very little in terms of the 

dimensions of teacher helpfulness, sense of 
belonging, peer-peer relationship, class learning 
environment, respect, trust and school rules. 

There are, however, some differences worth 
highlighting. Pupils in Mission schools (60%) 
have greater pride in their schools than Govern- 
ment schools (49%) as manifested in pupils 
stating that they would wear their school badges 
both in and out of school (Item 8). But in terms 
of .teacher politeness to pupils, more pupils (73%) 
from Government schools perceive their teach- 
ers as polite than pupils (56%) from Mission 
schools (Item 21 ). 

Express and Normal Streams Com- 
pared 
(Table 2) 

The general conclusions drawn for the whole 
sample hold good for both the Express and the 
Normal Streams. No repetition is necessary. In- 
deed, in terms of pupil perception of the school/ 
class environment, pupils from the two streams 
have almost the same perceptions vis-a-vis 
teacher helpfulness, sense of belonging, peer- 
peer relationship, class learning environment, 
respect, trust and school rules. 

There are, however, some important differ- 
ences in eight of the 30 environmental items. A 
lower percentage of Express pupils dislike their 
class (1 9%) compared with pupik from the 
Normal Stream (30%). Conversely, more Ex- 
press Stream pupils (76%) say they feel happy 
in their class than Normal Stream pupils (66%). 
More Normal Stream pupils (71 %) would come 
to cheer their school in inter-school competi- 
tions than the Express Stream (60%), one of the 
indicators of the sense of belonging. 

On classroom learning environment, more 
pupils from the Normal Stream tend to pretend 
to work when they are not (5l0/0), to play the 
fool in class (73%) and to fool around whilst 
lessons are going on (43%) than Express Stream 
pupils. The percentages for the above three cat- 
egories of behaviour among Express Stream 
pupils are 38%, 58% and 28%, respectively. 

On trust within the class, more Normal Stream 
pupils (63%) than Express Stream pupils (54%) 
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claim they are blamed whenever things go 
wrong. Whilst both Express and Normal Stream 
classes feel that it is unsafe to leave things lying 
around in class, the Express classes feel it i s  
relatively safer (47%) than the Normal classes 
(37%). A third of the Normal Stream pupils (34%) 
claim that pupils are more likely to dirty school 
walls and furniture than Express Stream pupils 
(20%). More Normal Stream pupils (35%) than 
Express Stream pupils (21 %) turn to their teachers 
for help when faced with personal problems. 

eyes. They are in agreement on 29 out of 330 
items. The only item in which there is a 10% 
difference refers to the perception of school 
rules as fair. Less Secondary 2 pupils (59%) 
perceive school rules as fair than Secondary 1 
pupils (70%). The assumption is that pupils 
should perceive the environment in a more 
positive light as they adjust to the environment. 
This is obviously not so. The question is whether 
we should change pupils' perception or change 
the environment. If environmental forces influ- 
ence the kind and quality of learning, then con- 
certed action in this area is  not a trivial matter. 

Boys and Girls Compared 
(Table 3) 

Moral Dilemmas and Choices 
Boys' and girls' perception of the school/class 
environment is remarkedly similar. Of the 30 
measures on school/class environment, only 
eight measures differ by 10% or more. The fo- 
cus here is on the sex differences in perception. 

Girls appear to have a greater affiliation need: 
girls (60%) would wear their school badges both 
in and out of school, an indication of greater 
pride in school membership, compared to boys 
(44%). It is also clear that more girls (54%) than 
boys (43%) would be willing to share notes to 
help one another do well in tests though, when 
girls (31%) obtain good grades in their papers, 
they are more reluctant than boys (42%) to let 
others read them. As for playing the fool in class 
generally and for fooling around when lessons 
are going on, girls (58%, 27% respectively) gen- 
erally are less inclined to do so than boys (68O/0, 
40% respectively). As expected, girls (20%) are 
less prone to vandalism than boys (29%). On 
breaking schools rules and not telling for fear of 
punishment, more boys (77%) are less likely to 
tell teachers than girls (66%). 

Secondary One and Two Compared 
(Table 4) 

Secondary 1 and 2 pupils' perception of the 
school/class environment is remarkably similar. 
Indeed, using the 10% difference as a decision- 
making rule for significant differences, they see 
the environment almost through one another's 

To evaluate pupils' moral thinking or expressed 
commitment to certain moral values as reflected 
in choice of preferred action to be taken, four 
scenarios (moral dilemmas) with moral import 
were presented. The first scenario portrays a 
classroom setting, pitting friendship against 
wrong-doing (cheating); the second portrays an 
off-duty prefect confronted by wrong-doing 
(vandalism in school); the third has the family 
for its setting with the pull and push of party 
attractions and parental objection; and the fourth 
portrays wrong-doing in a public place, pitting 
friendship against wrong-doing (stealing). Each 
scenario is accompanied by five possible courses 
of action or moral stands. These actions or stands 
range from non-commitment or indifference to 
a definite commitment to a particular value. 
The analysis of pupils' responses refers to the 
whole sample. (see Table 5). 

Scenario 1: Cheating in the classroom and 
friendship 
(Table 5, column l) 

On scenario 1 in which a friend was cheating in 
an examination, almost all pupils acknowledge 
that cheating is  bad but would not tell the teacher 
about it. Almost a quarter of the pupils claim 
they would tell the teacher. It does seem that for 
over two-thirds of the pupils, friendship does 
count and the authority figure must be kept out 
of it. 



Scenario 2: 08-duty prefect when faced 
with vandalism 
(Table 5, column 1) 

O n  scenario 2, in which an off-duty prefect 
found a pupil  drawing on the wall, half the 
sample say the prefect should advise the culprit 
but not to  report to  the principal. Almost 41% 
(combining responses: report to  principal, bring 
boy/girl along to  the principal) are in  favour of 
involving the authority figure. It does seem that 
where friendship is not at issue, more are wil l-  
ing to  see that the culprit gets his just desserts. 

Scenario 3: Pull of party and obedience to 
parents 
(Table 5, column l )  

O n  scenario 3, the problem posed is whether 
pupils should or should not attend a party in  the 
face of parental disapproval. 53% of the pupils 
choose to obey their parents and not go to  the 
party. The rest o f  the sample is almost equally 
divided amongst "parents are wrong about par- 
ties" (1 2%), "I'm big enough to decide for my- 
self" (15%) and "parents w i l l  punish me if I go" 
(12%). These pupils are 12 and 13 year olds, 
and obedience to parents is not unexpected. It 
would be interesting if  the study is extended to  
14 and 15 year olds to see if  defiance of or non- 
compliance with parental wishes increases with 
age. When friendship is pitted against parents, 
friendship takes second place. 

Scenario 4: Shoplifting in a supermarket 
and friendship 
(Table 5, column l )  

O n  scenario 4, the wrong-doing occurs in a 
supermarket (an impersonal organisation) and 
involves friendship. Most (61 %) would report 
the wrong-doer to the security guard; 21% vote 
not to  tell the guard as they do  not want to  put 
a friend in  trouble. 10% of the pupils say they 
woirld not report, as it is none of their business. 
Taking the evidence at face value, it does seem 

that commitment o f  a wrong in a public place 
warrants more drastic action than a wrong such 
as cheating in  the classroom. Does this imply 
that pupils (1 2 and 13 year olds) can make a 
distinction between more and less serious of- 
fences? 

A prima facie case can be made out i n  fa- 
vour of our pupils' ability to  reason fairly well  in 
the moral domain. There are no  serious aberra- 
tions in  terms of moral reasoning. But a caveat 
is necessary: expressed values must be distin- 
guished from operative values, the latter issue 
i n  action congruent wi th the values expressed 
or values which one espouses. Further studies 
into the degree of relatedness of expressed val- 
ues and operative values would certainly help 
teachers focus on the right elements in the val- 
ues education programme. The responses also 
suggest that there are certain areas of concern 
which should be picked up and dealt with in  
the values lessons. 

Express and Normal Stream Compared 
(Table 5, column 2) 

Using the decision rule that a 10% difference in  
response rate constitutes a significant difference, 
it is noted that responses of Express and Normal 
pupils are almost similar, that is, there is con- 
sensus on what constitutes the preferred action. 

Mission and Government Schools 
Compared 
(Table 6, column l )  

Again using the decision rule that a 10% differ- 
ence in  response rate constitutes a significant 
difference, i t  is remarkable how the responses 
of Mission school pupils are similar to those of 
Government school pupils. O n  the invitation- 
to-the-party scenario, however, there is one sig- 
nificant difference. Less pupils from Govern- 
ment schools (53%) would give up the party 
invitation to  obey their parents than Mission 
school pupils (63%). 

19'12 Vol. 12, No. 1 1Y 
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Boys and Girls Compared 
(Table 6, column 2) 

Boys and girls also tend to give similar responses 
when presented with the moral choices. Only 
in two items do they differ. On what the off- 
duty prefect should do when faced with the 
wrong-doer (vandalism), more girls (57%) than 
boys (47%) vote for advising the culprit but not 
to report him to the school authority. On the 
shoplifting scenario, more girls (70%) want the 
shoplifter (a friend) reported to the security guard 
than boys (54%). 

Secondary 1 and Secondary 2 Compared 
(Table 6, column 3) 

Again the similarity of moral choices of action 
is remarkably striking between Secondary 1 and 
2 pupils. There are, however, three significant 
differences. More Secondary 2 pupils (69%) 
prefer to advise the culprit not to cheat in ex- 
aminations but not to tell the school authority 
than Secondary 1 pupils (59%). Indeed, more 
Secondary 1 pupils (31%) consider cheating 
bad and the teacher must be told compared to 
only 18% of pupils in Secondary 2. Again in the 
off-duty prefect scenario, more Secondary 2 
pupils (60%) prefer advising the vandal rather 
than reporting him compared to 47% of Sec- 
ondary 1 pupils. The shoplifting scenario pro- 
duces a similar response from the older Second- 
ary 2 pupils, 55% of whom choose not to tell 
the security guard compared to 71 O/O of Second- 
ary 1 pupils who choose to tell the guard. And 
more Secondary 2 pupils (27%) than Secondary 
1 pupils (17%) say they would not report the 
culprit to the guard because they do not wish to 
get a friend into trouble. In the party scenario, 
less Secondary 2 pupils (51 %) would obey their 
parents than Secondary 1 pupils (60%). 

It is quite clear that Singapore pupils can 
distinguish between right and wrong action and 
the reason for certain actions. Certainly very 
few (negligible number) choose the right thing 
for the wrong reason or the wrong thing for the 
right reason. On the growing strength of friend- 
ship as pupils move from Secondary 1 to Sec- 

ondary 2, as against sacrificing friendship in the 
interest of doing what is legally right, it is a 
trend worth watching. 

Conclusion and Discussion 

This preliminary study provides a snap-shot view 
of what the environment for values learning i s  
like. Like all learning situations, the environ- 
ment shapes attitudes and learning and in turn 
i s  shaped. It is  a potent teacher and signals what 
counts and what is of value. Indeed, as a moni- 
toring device, taking regular snap-shot views of 
the socio-ecological system of the school can 
provide invaluable information on the status of 
values learning and the sorts of action that can 
be taken to reshape that environment or to re- 
shape the perception of it to ensure optimal 
environmental conditions to reinforce and fa- 
cilitate values learning. 

For this study the target environment consid- 
ered acceptable for values learning is  a response 
rate of 80% or more for positive items and 20% 
or less for negative items. This is a stringent 
criterion. It implies that we are only willing to 
tolerate a negatively perceived and experienced 
environment for 20% of our pupils. There is 
nothing sacrosanct about the criterion set; in- 
deed for different schools different criterion is to 
be set to ensure attainability. 

The findings reveal some aspects of the 
school/class environment as "unsatisfactory" and 
in urgent need of concerted action. It is 
unsatisfactory in the sense that it has fallen below 
the criterion of 80% response rate (positive 
statements) and 20% response rate (negative 
statements) and it may be sending out strong 
signals contradicting what is overtly being taught 
in the values education programme and 
reinforcing those values that ought to be 
weakened, moderated or eliminated. Pupil-pupil 
relationship, a target area of the values education 
programme, needs strengthening. Sharing and 
caring (as defined in the questionnaire) is not a 
pervasive value; put it another way, pupils care 
more for themselves than others. Strong and 
unmitigated competitiveness as a value may 
have weakened the value of sharing and caring. 



The class environment itself does not seem to 
provide an optimal setting for values learning. 
Fooling around, a high level of noise and boring 
lessons tend to reduce the rate of learning and 
reflect values that may not be consonant with 
the values education programme. Whilst pupils 
trust their teachers, the mutuality of trust amongst 
pupils is below the level acceptable. The class 
environment is perceived as being unsafe for 
things to be left lying around. Neither do they 
feel safe when things go wrong; according to 
pupils they become targets of blame. Mutual 
respect of teachers and pupils is weaker than 
expected and courtesy, the outward manifestation 
or respect, is not pervasive either. Two positive 
aspects, however, emerge, that is, teachers are 
perceived as being helpful in assisting students 
in their academic work and as being interested 
in them as pupils. 

It may be argued that pupils' perception of 
the environment may not reflect an objective 
picture of that environment. It i s  true that pupils 
bring along with them a certain frame of refer- 
ence and perception is filtered through that 
frame. But it is  also true that what is perceived 
to be the case is indeed so to the perceiver. 
Also, people act on their perception and not on 
what i s  objectively true. Actions and values 
picked up are often congruent with perceptions 
of what that environment is. If the above argu- 
ment is valid, then effort expended to build the 
school/class environment will have pay-off not 
only in terms of values learning but also in 
terms of academic learning. 

An important part of the environment is the 
values reasoning profile of pupils. As the values 

FOOTNOTES 

reasoning processes are not directly observable, 
the technique generally used is the presentation 
of moral scenarios or dilemmas with conflict 
values involved, requiring pupils to make a 
choice. The choice is presumed to reflect a 
particular value. 

In the four moral scenarios presented involv- 
ing public authority figures and wrong-doing by 
a friend, the choice chosen indicates that the 
value of friendship dominates the reasoning 
process. The majority opted for advising the 
friend not to repeat the offence rather than re- 
porting the offender to the public authority fig- 
ure. This is so in the classroom setting when a 
friend i s  cheating, the school setting when an 
off-duty prefect catches a pupil vandalising 
school property, and the supermarket setting 
when a friend shoplifts a ballpoint pen. It would 
be fair to say in that the supermarket case more 
pupils would report the friend to the security 
guard but a sizeable number would merely ad- 
vise the friend. In the family setting scenario 
between friendship and obedience to parents, 
the value of friendship takes second place to the 
value of obedience. 

Whether the predominance of the value of 
friendship over obligation to public morality is 
a cause for concern depends on whether this is 
a passing phase that is developmentally deter- 
mined. If it is, then the dominance of friendship 
values above that of obligation to public moral- 
ity will pass with growing maturity. If is persists 
into adulthood, then it could have repercussion 
on the social fabric of society. The area of moral 
reasoning over the passage of time i s  worth 
researching into. 

1 All Tables are in the Appendix. 
2 Historically, mission schools were established and run by various religious orders. Today, they are also known as Aided 

Schools. 
3 At the secondary level, pupils are divided into two streams. The more able students are in the Express Stream and are 

expected to complete their secondary education in 4 years; the pupils in the Normal Stream are given 5 years to 
complete their secondary education. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1: Percentage distribution of pupil responses to school/class environment items by tape of school 

1 Teacher helps work 1 
2 Teacher's interest 

(1 (2) (3) 

Teacher 
interest 

MISSION 

Happy class 
Pride in class: 
clean & attractive 
Pupil dislike class 
Cheer School 
Pride in class 
School Badge 

Competitive: each 
for himself 
Cares for himself 

Affiliation 

GOVERNMENT 

l 
more than others 

11 Help one another 
in homework 

12 Pupils share notes 
13 Good grades: don't 

let others read 

TOTAL 
n % n 'Yo 

Relation- 
ship 

n 'Yo 

14 Pretend to work 
15 Boring lesson 
16 Fool around class 

Class 
Environ- 
ment 

17 Pupils noisy 

18 Pupils respect teachers 
19 Pupils polite to teachers 
20 Pupils fool around 
21 Teachers polite to pupils 

22 Pupils trust pupils 
23 Pupils trust teachers 
24 Pupils blamed when 

things go wrong 
25 Pupils safe -leave 

things in class 
26 Pupils speak to teachers: 

personal problems 

Respect 

Trust 

27 Break rules if not caught 
28 Pupils dirty school walls 
29 Pupils feel sch rules fair 
3 0  Break rules, don't tell, 

fear punishment 

Rules 
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Table 2: Percentage distribution of pupil responses to school/class environment by stream 

1 Teacher helps work 
2 Teacher's interest 

3 Happy class 
4 Pride in class: 

clean & attractive 
5 Pupil dislike class 
6 Cheer School 
7 Pride in class 
8 School Badge 

9 Competitive: each 
for himself 

10 Cares for himself more 
than others 

11 Help one another in 
homework 

1 2 Pupils share notes 
13 Good grades: don't 

I let others read 

Pretend to work 
Boring lesson 
Fool around class 
Pupils noisy 

Pupils respect teachers 
Pupils polite to teachers 
Pupils fool around 
Teachers polite to pupils 

22 Pupils trust pupils 
23 Pupils trust teachers 
24 Pupils blamed when 

things go wrong 
25 Pupils safe-leave things 

in class 
26 Pupils speak to 

teachers: personal problems 

27 Break rules if not caught 
28 Pupils dirty sch walls 
29 Pupils feel sch rules fair 
30 Break rules, don't 

tell, fear punishment 

NORMAL 
O/o EXPRESS 1 % 

Teacher 
interest 

Affiliation 

Peer-peer 
relationship 

Class 
Environment 

Respect 

Trust 

Rules 



Table 3: Percentage distribution of pupil responses to school/class environment items by sex 

- 

1 Teacher helps work 
2 Teacher's interest 

3 Happy class 
4 Pride in class: 

clean & attractive 
5 Pupil dislike class 
6 Cheer School 
7 Pride in class 
8 School Badge 

9 Competitive: each 
for himself 

10 Cares for himself 
more than others 

11 Help one another 
1 in homework 
12 Pupils share notes 
13 Good grades: don't 

let others read 

14 Pretend to work 
15 Boring lesson 
16 Fool around class 
17 Pupils noisy 

Pupils respect teachers 
Pupils polite to teachers 
Pupils fool around 
Teachers polite to pupils 

Pupils trust pupils 
Pupils trust teachers 
Pupils blamed when 
things go wrong 
Pu~ i l s  safe-leave 
things in class 
Pupils speak to teachers: 
personal problems 

27 Break rules if not caught 
28 Pupils dirty sch walls 
29 Pupils feel sch rules fair 
30 Break rules, don't tell, 

fear punishment 

(1) (2) 

BOYS GIRLS 
n YO n % 1 

Teacher 
, interest 

1 Affiliation 

Peer-peer 

Relationship 

Class 
Environment 

Respect 

Trust 

Rules 

I 
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Table 4: Percentage distribution of pupil responses to school/class environment items by level 

1 Teacher helps work 
2 Teacher's interest 

3 Happy class 
4 Pride in class: 

clean & attractive 
5 Pupil dislike class 
6 Cheer School 
7 Pride in class 
8 School Badge 

(1 (2) 

Teacher 
interest 

SEC 1 
O/O 

Affiliation 

SEC 2 
n YO 

9 Competitive: each 
for himself 

10 Cares for himself 
more than others 

1 1 Help one another 
in homework 

12 Pupils share notes 
13 Good grades: don't 

let others read 

14 Pretend to work 
15 Boring lesson 
16 Fool around class 
17 Pupils noisy 

Peer-peer 
Relationship 

Class 
Environment 

18 Pupils respect teachers 
19 Pupils polite to teachers 
20 Pupils fool around 
21 Teachers polite to pupils 

Respect 

22 Pupils trust pupils 
23 Pupils trust teachers 
24 Pupils blamed when 

things go wrong 
25 Pupils safe-leave 

things in class 
26 Pupils speak to teachers: 

personal problems 

Trust 

27 Break rules if not caught 
28 Pupils dirty sch walls 
29 Pupils feel sch rules fair 
30 Break rules, don't tell, 

fear punishment 

Rules 
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Table 5: Percentage distribution of pupil responses to each of the moral action choices by stream 

Total 1 n 3102 1 Stream 

Express Normal 

1 Friendship in class 
1 Tell teacher as cheating is bad 
2 Friend not get more marks 
3 Don't tell - good friend 
4 Don't tell - not my business 
5 Don't tell - but get advice 

2 Off Duty Prefect 
1 Pretend not to see 
2 Advise not to draw 
3 Report to Principal 
4 Bring boylgirl to Principal 
5 Don't report - friendship 

3 Invitation to Party 
1 Parents are wrong 
2 Big enough to decide 
3 Parental punishment 
4 Obey parents 
5 Not to lose friends 

4 Shoplifting 
1 Tell security guard 
2 Not harming supermarket 
3 Not put friend in trouble 
4 Not sharinglselfish 
5 None of my business 
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Table 6: Percentage distribution of pupil responses to each of the morla action choices by type of school, sex and 
level 

1 Friendship in class 
1 Tell teacher as cheating 

is bad 
2 Friend not get more marks 
3 Don't tell - good friend 
4 Don't tell - not my business 
5 Don't tell - but get advice 

2 Off-Duty Prefect 
1 Pretend not to see 
2 Advise not to draw 
3 Report to Principal 
4 Bring boy/girl to Principal 
5 Don't report - friendship 

3 Invitation to Party 
1 Parents are wrong 
2 Big enough to decide 
3 Parental punishment 
4 Obey parents 
5 Not to lose friends 

4 Shoplifting 
1 Tell security guard 
2 Not harming supermarket 
3 Not put friend in trouble 
4 Not sharinglselfish 
5 None of my business 

1 TYPE OF SCHOOL 

(2) 

-1 I SEX 
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TYPE OF SCHOOL 

MORAL VALUE MISSION GOVT WHOLE SAMPLE 

n YO n YO n YO 

1 Filial piety 671 94.9 241 7 94.0 3088 94.2 
2 Spirit of inquiry 672 90.9 241 9 91.9 3091 91 .5 
3 Self-discipline 672 76.0 2409 78.5 3081 77.9 
4 Humility 671 97.0 241 9 96.7 3090 96.7 
5 Perseverance 671 90.8 2422 91.7 3093 91.5 
6 Trust 671 81 .l 2422 91.3 3093 90.8 
7 Loyalty (School) 670 74.3 2420 80.5 3090 79.1 
8 Forgivingness 670 91.2 2421 89.5 3091 89.8 
9 Social work (Charity) 670 83.1 241 8 88.5 3088 87.3 

10 Caring for aged 671 95.1 242 1 95.3 3092 95.3 
1 1  Courtesy 669 89.5 241 7 93.3 3086 92.5 
12 Respect for law 6 70 83.3 2407 85.2 3077 84.8 
13 Neighbourliness (helping) 667 85.9 241 3 86.8 3080 86.6 
14 Respect for religion 667 62.7 241 1 61 .O 3078 61.3 
1 5 Respect for cultures 665 86.5 241 7 90.7 3082 89.8 
16 Generosity (contributing 671 90.3 241 3 89.6 3084 89.7 

to fund-raising 
17 Pride in country 670 86.1 241 2 83.3 3082 83.9 
18 Loyalty (Nation) 667 80.2 2402 89.0 3069 87.1 
19 Commitment (Nation) 666 63.1 2408 72.5 3074 70.5 
20 National defence 670 86.1 241 0 90.9 3080 89.9 
21 Justice 666 68.6 241 3 64.2 3079 65.2 
22 Equality (racial harmony) 666 87.2 241 0 91.6 3076 90.1 
23 National survival 664 87.2 2403 93.6 3067 92.2 
24 National prosperity 667 79.9 2409 85.5 3076 84.3 
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Table 8: Moral value responses of Express and Normal schools 

MORAL VALUE 

1 Filial piety 
2 Spirit of inquiry 
3 Self-discipline 
4 Humility 
5 Perseverance 
6 Trust 
7 Loyalty (School) 
8 Forgivingness 
9 Social work (Charity) 

10 Caring for aged 
11 Courtesy 
12 Respect for law 
13 Neighbourliness (helping) 
14 Respect for religion 
15 Respect for cultures 
16 Generosity (contributing 

to fund-raising) 
17 Pride in country 
18 Loyalty (Nation) 
19 Commitment (Nation) 
20 National defence 
21 justice 
22 Equality (racial harmony) 
23 National Survival 
24 National prosperity 

EXPRESS 
n % 

1969 95.8 
1970 92.2 
1963 80.3 
1969 97.7 
1971 91.2 
1969 89.8 
1967 77.2 
1970 90.6 
1968 86.1 
1970 95.4 
1967 93.1 
1965 84.7 
1966 87.9 
1962 65.0 
1967 90.0 
1968 91 .l 

NORMAL 
n 7'0 

1119 91.2 
1121 90.3 
1118 73.8 
1121 95.1 
1122 91.9 
1124 92.5 
1123 82.5 
1121 88.5 
1120 89.6 
1122 95.1 
1 1  19 91.4 
1 1  1 1  85.0 
1114 84.4 
1 1  14 55.0 
1115 89.5 
1116 87.4 



Table 9: Moral value responses of boys and girls 

l MORAL VALUE 

1 Filial piety 
2 Spirit of inquiry 
3 Self-discipline 
4 Humility 
5 Perseverance 
6 Trust 
7 Loyalty (School) 
8 Forgivingness 
9 Social Work (Charity) 

10 Caring for aged 
11 Courtesy 
1 2 Respect for law 
13 Neighbourliness (helping) 
14 Respect for religion 
1 5 Respect for cultures 
16 Generosity (contributing 

to fund-raising) 
17 Pride in country 
18 Loyalty (Nation) 
19 Commitment (Nation) 
20 National defence 
21 Justice 
22 Equality (racial harmony) 
23 National survival 
24 National prosperity 

BOYS 
n O/O 

GIRLS 
n TO 
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Table 10: Moral value responses of Secondary 1 and Secondary 2 pupils 

1 Filial piety 
2 Spirit of Inquiry 
3 Self-discipline 
4 Humility 
5 Perseverance 
6 Trust 
7 Loyalty (School) 
8. Forgivingness 
9 Social work (Charity) 

10 Caring for aged 
11 Courtesy 
1 2 Respect for law 
13 Neighbourliness (helping) 
14 Respect for religion 
1 5 Respect for cultures 
16 Generosity (contributing 

to fund-raising) 
1.7 Pride in country 
18 Loyalty (Nation) 
19 Commitment (Nation) 
20 National defence 
21 Justice 
22 Equality (racial harmony) 
23 National survival 
24 National prosperity 

SECONDARY 1 SECONDARY 2 

n O/O l % 



Gender Differences in Mathematics Attainment of 
Singaporean Pupils 

Berinderjeet Kaur 

Abstract 

This study compares the performance of Singapore boys and girls in Ordinary ('Of) level Mathematics 
(Syllabus D). A sample of 88 boys and 88 girls was used to identify some areas of concern as regards 
gender and Mathematics attainment. The findings of the study were as follows: 
(i) Boys performed better than girls on Paper I questions. 
(ii) For the compulsory questions on both papers boys did significantly better than the girls on the 

following topics - mensuration, statistics, arithmetic, geometry and probability while the girls 
out-performed the boys on algebra and graphs. 

(iii) Boys also surpassed girls on the compulsory questions which tested spatial ability. 
(iv) In Paper 11, section B, girls showed a marked preference for questions on algebra and graphs, 

and vectors in two dimensions while the boys' only marked preference was the question on 
mensuration. 

The pupils' grades in Mathematics were also compared with those of the other subjects they took 
in the English medium examination and i t  was found that grades in Physics, Science (Chemistry, 
Physics) and Metalwork - the so called Mathematics-related subjects - did not correlate to the same 
degree for the two sexes. 

The Mathematics results of the Singapore candidature in '0' level Mathematics examination 
revealed that on the whole boys performed better than girls. 

Descriptors: gender, Mathematics, examinations, secondary 

Introduction 

erformance in Mathematics by 
males and females appears generally equivalent 
up to ninth grade ( 1  4 years of age), after which 
time, male superiority in Mathematics has been 
widely noted (Mullis, 1975; Wilson, 1974; 
Wood, 1976). This study makes an attempt to 
investigate the above hypothesis at the '0' level 
standard. 

Driver ( l  980) showed by comparing achieve- 
ment at sixteen-plus in Mathematics, Science 
and English Language that West Indian girls do 
better than West Indian boys while among Eng- 

lish pupils, the boys usually do better than the 
girls. Although Driver mentions "those Asian 
pupils whose results I noted in the course o i  
comparing English and West lndian pupils, got 
higher average results than their classmates of 
other ethnic affiliation", he does not specify any 
sex differences among them. This study aims to 
build on it for Singapore (Asian) students in 
Mathematics. 

Work by psychologists (Coltheart, Hull and 
Slater, 1975) points to differences in the 
processing of information, boys favouring spatial 
mediation and girls verbal mediation. As many 
boys and girls in Singapore are taught together, 
the way a subject like Mathematics i s  taught 
and the success with which it is  taught, may be 

I 
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different for the sexes. When it comes to testing 
boys and girls with the same examination, any 
differences in specialisation or outlook that exist 
may become crucial. 

Two studies that focus on GCE '0' level 
examinations are those of Juxon (1975) and 
Wood (1 976). Juxon concluded that boys were 
significantly superior to girls in spatial geometry 
questions. Wood writes, "in '0' level Math- 
ematics examinations there are certain ques- 
tions on which boys and girls differ significantly 
in performance", and summarises his findings 
thus: "On the whole boys do perform better, on 
both multiple and free response types of ques- 
tions. When school effects have been allowed 
for, differences in favour of boys on certain 
kinds of problems persist. These problems are 
concerned with scale or measurement, prob- 
ability and space-time relationships." 

Table 1 : Sample of '0' level Mathematics students studied 

Grade No. of girls 

A 15 
B 14 
C 13 
D 17 
E 15 
U 14 

Total 88 

Principal objectives of the study 

Taking the GCE '0' level examination results in 
Mathematics as a standard of Mathematics at- 
tainment, the principal objectives of this study 
were as follows: 
1 To locate gender differences in Mathematics 

attainment and to note any pattern of such 
differences, using the following methods: 

(a) Compare the total marks on: 
(i) Paper l 
(ii) Paper II 
(iii) Paper I1 Section A 
(iv) Paper II Section B 

This study also attempts to pinpoint or con- 
firm any such differences for a sample of Singa- 
pore students by taking their GCE '0' level 
examination answer scripts as a measure of at- 
tainment. 

The Study 
Sample 

Out of a population of 42,627 Singapore candi- 
dates (21,037 boys and 21,590 girls) who took 
the November/December 1986 GCE '0' level 
Mathematics examination, a random sample of 
176 (88 boys and 88 girls) was used for the 
study. The breakdown of the sample by ability 
grades is shown in Table 1. 

No. of boys Total 

(b)Compare marks for all parts of the questions 
in both papers. 

(C) Identify parts of the questions in both 
papers on which the difference in 
performance was statistically significant. 

(d) Compare preference for questions, given 
choice (applicable only to Section B of 
Paper 11). 

(e) Compare performance on compulsory 
questions grouped by topics. 

(f) Compare performance on compulsory 
questions which test spatial ability. 

2 To compare pupils performance in Math- 
ematics in relation to the other subjects they 
took in the examination and identify any 
gender differences which may exist. 



Design in relation to Statistical and 
Computing Aspects 

The main technical function of any research 
design is to control variance. The statistical 
principle behind this mechanism is: maximize 
systematic variance, control extraneous sys- 
tematic variance and minimize error variance 
(Kerlinger, 1964, p 280). For the purpose of this 
study, it was easy to satisfy the first condition, 
since there were only two groups (boys and 
girls) under consideration. For the control of 
extraneous variables, there are three main 
methods to minimize their effects. 

First, one can choose subjects so that they 
are as homogeneous as possible; secondly, 
whenever possible, randomly assign subjects to 
the experimental groups and conditions and 
randomly assign conditions and other factors to 
experimental groups; thirdly, an extraneous 
variable can be built into the research design as 
an assigned variable, thus achieving control and 
yielding addit ional research information 
(Kerlinger, 1964, p 284). In this study there 
were many extraneous variables to be consid- 
ered, for example, intelligence, motivation, atti- 
tude, social class, teaching methods, type of 
school and last but not least the subject options 
of each candidate. This study has adopted the 
first method, as in both groups (boys and girls) 
there were equal numbers of the same ability 
(i.e. grade). 

The error variance is associated wi th  
individual differences among subjects. Owing 
to random selection of sample data it was 
expected that the variance wi l l  be minimized. 
However, another source of error variance is 
that associated with error of measurement. The 
examination board authorities are usually very 
careful with their examination marking and 
indeed a good number of sample scripts were 
double marked. 

The Data 

, The '0' level results were recorded with letter 
grades A, B, C, D, E, U; A representing the top 

and U the bottom of the ability range. The 
examination consisted of two papers, each of 
2'1, hours duration, based on the University of 
Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate's '0' 
Level Mathematics Syllabus D. Paper I has 28 
compulsory short questions; the first 20 each 
carry 3 marks while the next 8 each carry 5 
marks. Paper II Section A has 5 compulsory 
questions which carry 52 marks while Section B 
has 7 questions of which the candidate is to 
answer 4, and each carries 12 marks. Marks 
gained for every part of a question on both 
papers were recorded and used for data analysis. 

Statistical Aspects 

There are several ways to analyse the same data 
and no method of analysis is perfect. After the 
collection of data, the first task was to obtain 
descriptive statistics. For all the parts of the 
questions in both papers the means and stand- 
ard deviations (s.d.) for the two groups were 
tabulated. For Paper I1 Section B questions the 
frequency distribution table was constructed. 
Vertical and horizontal bar charts were used 
where appropriate to display the data collected. 

The main purpose of the data analysis was to 
find gender differences in Mathematics attain- 
ment. These are best tested by using the statisti- 
cal method of the analysis of variance - the total 
variance is broken down into two major com- 
ponent sources of variance, between-groups 
variance and within-groups variance. The one- 
way analysis of variance test was considered 
unsuitable for this study as the two groups un- 
der consideration had their subjects matched 
by ability and for both groups the sample was 
constructed to represent all grade levels in ap- 
proximately equal proportions which resulted 
in the sample being fairly uniformly distributed 
over the entire ability range. 

The two-way analysis of variance test was 
used extensively in this study as it was able to 
control the other known sources of variances, 
particularly ability levels, which was not possi- 
ble with the one-way analysis of variance test. 
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Computing aspects 

Computer programs for statistical data analysis, 
contained in the Programmed Methods for 
Multivariate Data (PMMD) package (Youngman 
1975, 1976) were used. This package.contains 
a set of programs designed to serve the analysis 
needs of both research workers and students in 
the social sciences. For this study only simple 
and most appropriate statistical methods were 
used to analyse the data. 

The CATT and CATM programs were used to 
obtain the means and standard deviations to all 
parts of the questions in both papers. The AVAR 
program was used to carry out the two-way 
analysis of variance giving significance-level 
marking and probability values for the test of 
various effects. The CATM program was also 
used to calculate the Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient for the sample's perform- 
ance in Mathematics and other subjects taken 
in the examination. 

Analysis of the Examination Papers 

The questions were classified by topic and test 
of spatial ability. Using the elementary Math- 
ematics syllabus for the New Education System, 
Singapore, as a guideline the questions were 
categorized under the specific topics - 
(A) Arithmetic; (M) Mensuration; (AG) Algebra 
and Graphs; (G) Geometry; (T) Trigonometry; 
(ST) Statistics; (S) Sets; (P) Probability; (V) Vec- 
tors in two dimensions; and (MT) Matrices and 
Transformations. 

Spatial visualisation involves visual imagery 
of objects, movement by objects themselves or 
change in their properties. In mathematical 
terms, spatial visualisation requires that objects 
be mentally rotated, reflected or translated. As 
long as a question contained a spatial element it 

was categorized under test of spatial ability, 
although some pupils who have encountered 
similar problems before may use only rote- 
learned skills. 

The marks gained for every part of a question 
on both papers were recorded and used to: 

(a) Compute the total marks on: 
(i) Paper I 
(ii) Paper l l  
(iii) Paper II Section A 
(iv) Paper II Section B 
(V) Compulsory questions for each of 

the ten topics 
(vi) Compulsory questions which test 

spatial ability for every pupil and 
locate any differences in attainment 
by the two sexes. 

(b) Compute the means and standard devia- 
tions of marks for all parts of the ques- 
tions in both papers for the two groups 
(boys and girls) and locate any differ- 
ences in attainment. 

(C) Construct the frequency table for ques- 
tions in Paper II Section B. 

Statement of Results 

The population 

Before reporting the results of this study, some 
general facts and figures are given in Table II 
regarding Singapore's population (all the 
candidates, who took the '0' level, Syllabus D 
November/December 1986 examination). 

Since C is a pass grade, it is reasonable to 
divide the pass grades into two categories - 
grades A and B as an upper-grade pass and C as 
a lower-grade pass. The third category is the fail 
grade - grades, D, E and U. From Table 2 the 
following further observations can be noted: 
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Upper-grade pass (A, B) 

Lower-grade pass (C) 
64'1 1 78.4 
14.3 

56'0 1 72.0 
16.0 

'O'O 1 75.2 
15.2 

Fail grade (D, E, U) 21.6 28.0 24.8 

Seventy-five percent of the candidates passed X 6) chi-square test was performed on the data ' the examination. A higher proportion of the in Table 2 and the result was statistically highly 
boys obtained an upper-grade pass while a significant (p < 0.01), which shows that the ' higher proportion of the girls obtained a lower- results of the boys were significantly better than 
grade pass and the fail grade. A sex by grade (2 those of the girls in '0' level Mathematics. 

I Table 2 Singapore's population results - grade by sex 

Grade No. of males ('10) No. of females ('10) Total (%) 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

U 

Total 

The Sample Paper II Section B (Variable 4). For all four 
variables the analysis showed highly significant 

Analysis of total marks on the papers markings for the condition Ability. Only vari- 
able 1 has a highly significant marking for the 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the two-way condition Sex. This means that the difference in 

analysis of variance for Sex by Ability for the performance on Paper I was highly significant 

total marks on Paper I (Variable l ) ,  Paper I I  for the two sexes and the boys did significantly 

(Variable 2), Paper II Section A (Variable 3) and better (mean 54.06; s.d. 23.27) than the girls 
(mean 50.87, s.d. 24.07). 



Table 3: Two-way analysis of variance for sex by ability 

Variable 2: Paper II Total 567.957 175 
Between 8458.332 11 

mean (s.d.1 Sex 28.406 1 0.7335 0.6026 
Ability 18508.649 5 477.9579 0.0000** 

Female 94.000 5 2.4274 0.0369* 
38.724 164 

Variable 1 : Paper I 

Sex mean (s.d.) 

Female 50.87 (24.07) 
Male 54.06 (23.27) 

124.903 175 
1626.424 11 

mean (s.d.j 4.436 1 0.1 834 0.6729 
Ability 3522.765 5 145.6243 O.OOOO** 

Female 54.479 5 2.2521 0.0509? 
Male 24.191 164 

Source m.s. d.f. F-ratio Probability 

Total 563.619 175 
Between 8369.482 11 
Sex 445.830 1 11 .l 304 0.001 4** 
Ability 18306.768 5 457.0376 O.OOOO** 
Sex by Ability 16.926 5 0.4226 0.8337 
Within 40.055 164 

185.830 175 
271 1.789 11 

mean (s.d.) 10.390 1 0.6333 0.5669 
Ability 5928.61 8 5 361.3620 O.OOOO** 

Female 35.239 5 2.1479 0.0616? 
Male 16.406 164 

? slightly significant p < 0.1; * significant p < 0.05; ** highly significant p < 0.01. 
s.d., standard deviation; m.s., mean sum of squares; d.f., degrees of freedom 

Comparison of marks for all the parts given at the left. A bar to the left of the vertical 

of the questions in both papers line indicates a question answered better by the 
girls, otherwise the boys were just as good or 

Figures l ,  2, 3 and 4 show standardised mean better. 

differences (mean differences divided by the A two way analysis of variance for sex by 

pooled standard deviation) between boys and ability showed significantly markings for the 

girls for each part of the question with the topic condition sex for the following questions. 
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/ Paper I I 

I Paper I1 

Higher 
achievement 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

Higher 
achievement 

Sex 

Female 

Level of significance 

(p < 0.01) 
highly 
significant 

2a,9b,24iii, 
27iii,28ii 

None 

(p < 0.01) 
highly 
significant 

(p < 0.05) 

significant 

(p < 0.05) 

significant 

3bi,5i,l6iii, 
8ii,21 ii,28i 

3a, 22aii 

(P < 0.1) 
slightly 
significant 

(P < 0.1) 
slightly 
significant 

4b,5ii,l 8i, 
19ii,25i 

12a, 17iii 

None 4iv, 6iii, 

None None 2aiii 
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Paper One 

Q.No Topic 

l ai A 

l aii A 

I b A 

2a A 

2bi A 

2bii A 

3a S 

3 bi S 

3bii S 

4.3 A 

4b A 

4c A 

5 i G 

5ii G 

5iii G 

6a AC 

6b AG 

6c AG 

7i T 

7ii T 

8i S 

8ii S 

8ii1 S 

9a A 

9b A 

IOi MT 

l Oii MT 

l 1  AG 

12a AG 

12b AG 

13i T 

13ii T 

14i A 

14ii A 

15 i  AG 

15ii AG 

-0-4 -0.3 



Paper One 

Q.No Topic 

21 iii ST 

( Boys - Girls Standardised mean difference 
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Paper Two Section A 

Q. No. Topic 

l ai A 

la i i  A 

l bll A 

Fig. 3 

S 
Boys G i r l s  Standardised mean diierrence 
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Paper Two Section B 

Q. No. Topic 

6ia M 

bib M 

6ii M 

6iii M 

7a T 

7bi T 

7bi1 T 

7biii T 

7biv i 

8i A 

8ii A 

8iii A 

8iv A 

$v A 

9i A C  

9ii A G  

9iii A G  

9iv A G  

9v A G  

9vi A G  

1 Oi T 

l 0 1 i  T 

lOiii T 

l Oiv T 

l l i d  V 

l l i b  V 

l l i c  V 

l l i i  V 

lliii V 

l l i v  V 

l l v  v 

l l v i  V 

12i St 

l 2 i i  S1 

12iii St 

12iv St 

12v St 

12vi St 

Fig. 4 

-0.4 0 . 3  -0.2 0 1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 l 
Boys - Girls Standardised mean difference 
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Preference for questions in Paper I 1  Section B 

Table 4: Frequency table of questions attempted in Paper II Section B by sex and overall ability in Mathematics 

Ability 

Question 
Number Sex A B C D E U Total 

6 F 9 9 
M 13 7 

7 F 12 11 
M 12 10 

8 F 10 8 
M 11 9 

9 F 10 10 
M 3 4 

10 F 7 8 
M 11 10 

11 F 9 7 
M 7 9 

12 F 3 3 
M 3 6 

F, female; M, male 

Table 4 summarizes the questions attempted 
by the boys and girls by ability groups in Paper 
I I  Section B. From Figure 5 it may seen that girls 
showed a marked preference for question 9 
(Algebra and Graphs) and question 11 (Vectors 
in two dimensions) with the test of difference of 
proportions showing a highly significant differ- 

ence (p < 0.01) for question 9 and a significant 
difference (p < 0.05) for question 11. Boys 
showed a preference for question 6 (Mensura- 
tion) and question 10 (Trigonometry - latitude 
and longitude) but the test of difference of pro- 
portions only showed a slightly significant (p < 
0.1) difference for question 6. 



Analysis of questions grouped by topics 

The analysis showed highly significant mark- 
ings for the condition Ability across all 10 vari- 
ables (topics). Only variables 6 (Mensuration) 
and 10 (Statistics) have highly significant mark- 
ings for the condition Sex. For both Mensura- 
tion and Statistics the boys performed better 
than the girls. Variables 5 (Arithmetic), 7 (Alge- 
bra and Graphs) and 8 (Geometry) have signifi- 
cant markings for the condition Sex. The boys 
performed better than the girls on Arithmetic 
and Geometry but not on Algebra and Graphs. 

Table 5: Two-way analysis of variance for sex by ability 

Variable 12 (Probability) has a slightly signifi- 
cant marking for the condition Sex and the boys 
performed better than the girls. 

Analysis of questions which test spatial 
ability 

It may be seen from Table 5 that for both con- 
ditions, Ability and Sex, the markings were highly 
significant. The boys (mean 39.32; s.d. 19.51) 
were superior to the girls (mean 36.60; s.d. 
20.74) in performance on questions that con- 
tained a spatial element. 

** highly significant p < 0.01. 

Variable 18 
Spatial ability 

Pupils' performance in Mathematics in 
relation to the other subjects they took 
in the English medium examination 

Source m.s. d.f. F-ratio Probability 

Total 407.963 175 
Between 581 3.1 64 11 

Altogether there were 20 subjects, which were 
taken by the sample collectively, although each 
pupil only took eight or less. The Pearson's 
product-moment correlation coefficients (where 
possible) were calculated using the PMMD. 
CATM programme for the boys, girls and total 
sample. Table 6 summarizes the correlation 
coefficients. 

It may be seen that Additional Mathematics 

mean (s.d.) 324.867 1 7.1 527 0.0082** 
Ability 1:; by Ability 

12692.533 5 279.4550 O.OOOO** 
Female 31.454 5 0.6925 0.6323 

39.32 (1 9.51) Within 45.41 9 1 64 

correlated highly significantly and also closely 
with Mathematics for both sexes; and this is not 
surprising as only a pupil who is very good in 
Mathematics in secondary two in Singapore is 
allowed to do it. Not all Mathematics-related 
subjects (Physics, Science (Chemistry, Physics) 
and Metalwork) correlated to the same degree 
for the two sexes; this may be due to a number 
of underlying causes some of which may be 
attributed to teaching styles, concentration on 
certain aspects of the curriculum only and ratio 
of boys to girls in a class taking the particular 
subject. 
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Table 6: Correlation coefficients (frequency values in brackets) between performance in Mathematics and 
other subjects in the English medium 

Subject Boys Girls Total Sample 

Additional maths 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Combined Science 
Science (Chemistry, Physics) 
Science (Chemistry, Biology) 
Biology 
Human and Social Biology 
English language 
English literature 
Geography 
History 
Art 
Food and Nutrition 
Fashion and Fabric 
Bible knowledge 
Commerce 

Principle of Accounts 

Metalwork 

0.8547** 
0.8923** 
0.91 29* 
1 .ooo** 
0.521 5** 
0.741 9* 
-0.5000 
0.6446* 
0.4766** 
0.41 40** 
0.9007** 
0.4481 * 
0.2439 
No data 
No data 
0.1 838 
insufficient 
data 
insufficient 
data 
0.6308** 

0.8094** 
0.3550 
0.8783 
0.3705 
0.7385** 
0.8508** 
0.9623* 
0.5750* 
0.4989** 
-0.0950 
0.4866** 
0.1 604 
0.0840 
0.8677* 
0.0000 
0.5739** 
insufficient 
data 
0.4824 

** highly significant (p < 0.01); * significant (p < 0.05); ? slightly significant (p < 0.1). 

Discussion 

The analysis of the GCE 'Of level Mathematics 
results of the population of this study reveals 
that on the whole boys do  perform better than 
girls. This is a similar finding to other studies 
(DES, 1980; Sharma and Meighan, 1980), which 
compare the performance of boys and girls in  
Mathematics attainment. The contribution of this 
study is to suggest areas of concern in  Math- 
ematics attainment where boys and girls differ 
significantly in  performance when matched by 
ability. 

This study has examined the performance in  
Mathematics of a sample (which was so con- 
structed to have equal numbers of boys and 
girls for the same ability grade across the ability 
range) of Singapore candidates in the GCE '0' 
level examination and found significant differ- 
ences between the performance of boys and 

girls in the following areas. Boys performed 
better than the girls on Paper I questions on the 
whole and in particular on  questions 2a, 9b, 
24iii, 27i i i  and 28ii. For the compulsory ques- 
tions on both papers boys d id  significantly bet- 
ter than the girls on the following topics - Men- 
suration, Statistics, Arithmetic, Geometry and 
Probability while the girls out-performed the 
boys on  Algebra and Graphs. Boys also sur- 
passed the girls on  the compulsory questions 
that tested spatial ability. In Paper II Section B 
girls showed a marked preference for questions 
on Algebra and Graphs, and Vectors in  two- 
dimensions while the boys' only marked prefer- 
ence was the question on Mensuration. Ability 
grades in  Physics, Science (Chemistry, Physics) 
and Metalwork '0' level examinations d id  not 
correlate with Mathematics grades to the same 
degree for the two sexes. 



Possible reasons for observed 
dserences 

It i s  interesting to note that the few questions in 
Paper I on which girls surpassed boys were 
generally of the type that call for recognition or 
classification, application of techniques, substi- 
tution of numbers into an algebraic expression 
and so forth, just the kinds of operations that are 
most susceptible to drilling. These questions 
mainly centred on the topics Arithmetic, Sets, 
Algebra and Graphs, Vectors in two-dimensions, 
Trigonometry, and Matrices and Transforma- 
tions. The fact that these questions were from 
any particular topic or groups of topics may be 
irrelevant; as Benford (1976) points out, chil- 
dren 'learn' vectors in much the same way as 
they learn long division. It appears that rote- 
learning is more congenial to females (Wood, 
1977), and Jones (1 973) in his study notes that 
there appears to be a female tendency to keep 
to methods they have been taught, to reproduce 
techniques, to show caution, to avoid being 
wrong and generally to use a method with which 
they feel most confident and secure and which 
i s  approved by the teacher. This may, perhaps, 
be due to girls' supposed greater conformity 
and passive-dependency as opposed to boys' 
supposed greater independence and activity, 
differences which, however, may be entirely a 
product of the social learning involved in the 
acquisition of sex-roles (Maccoby and Jacklin, 
1974). 

There were altogether five parts of questions 
in Paper I on which the boys surpassed the girls 
highly significantly. One of which was as follows: 

9 (b) An amount of $80 is shared among 
three people in the ratio l : 6 : 9. Find the 
difference between the largest and smallest 
shares. 
This problem - which in essence is about 

proportionality - exposed girls' weakness in this 
area, which may in turn help to explain their 
inferior performance on the probability ques- 
tion (number 25). Incidentally, the American 
NAEP (1975) found that from age 13 onwards 
boys out-performed girls in the area of probabil- 
ity and statistics. It is interesting thatlones (1 973) 

studying 11 year olds should have noticed that 
girls have greater difficulty comparing the mag- 
nitude of two fractions and should have specu- 
lated whether this leads to a greater difficulty 
with proportion later on in their learning. Cable 
(1976) attributes this weakness of being unable 
to cope with problems on proportionality to 
'comparison factors'. Fractions and proportions 
are examples of comparison factors and what 
Cable is saying is that one cannot get anywhere 
with quantification or measurement unless one 
feels comfortable with comparison factors. Are 
girls then not comfortable with comparison fac- 
tors? Would certain teaching styles and meth- 
ods put girls at ease with comparison factors. 

Girls' weakness at spatial visualization has 
already been mentioned. Questions 24(iii), 27(iii) 
and 28(ii) all contained a spatial element. 
Analysis of results showed that boys out-per- 
formed the girls markedly on all of them. For 
question 24(iii), shown in Figure 6, the inability 
to visualize a rearrangement of the figure may 
have led the girls into complex calculations 
eventually resulting in an incorrect response. 

A piece of card is cut to the shape shown in 
the diagram. The perimeter of the card consists 
of three semicircular arcs AEB, B D 0  and OCA. 
Given that AO=OB=l Ocm and taking R to be 
3.14, calculate 

(iii) the area of the card. 
E 

Question 27(iii) was as follows: 
Use as much of the information below as is 

necessary to answer the following questions. 
The areas of two similar figures are in the ratio 
9 : 50. Given that the length of one side of the 
smaller figure is 30 cm, find the length of the 
corresponding side of the larger figure. 

[d5 = 2.24, 450 = 7.071 
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This question involved a comparison factor 
coupled with spatial visualization of a figure 
(left to the imagination of the pupil) in two 
dimensions. Question 28(ii) (see Fig. 7) involved 
the calculation of the volume of a three-dimen- 
sional solid block drawn on a two-dimensional 
piece of paper and called for some form of 
spatial visualization too. 

The diagram represents a solid block of  wood 
of  length 50crn. The faces ABCD and EFGH are 
horizontal rectangles. The faces ABFE, BCGF 
and ADHE are vertical. BC = AD = 70cm, 
BF = A E = 6cm and FG = EH = 18cm. Calculate 

(ii) the volume of  the block. 

Table 7 Number of pupils with technical-related 
experience who had a correct response to the stated 
question 

Sex 24iii 27iii 28ii 

Boys (n = 24) 9 3 14 
Girls (n = 4) 2 0 2 

It may be said that the study of a technical 
subject like Metalwork helps pupils in these 
threequestions (24iii, 27iii, 28iij and since more 
boys than girls study this subject it is not sur- 
prising that there is a significant difference in 
performance between the two sexes on such 
problems. However, in this study, this was not 
found to be the case as may be seen from Table 
7, which summarizes the correct responses to 
the three questions of the 24 boys and 4 girls in 
the sample who had technical subject (Metal- 
work) related experience. It is likely then that 
such observed differences may have their roots 
elsewhere. 

It appears then that girls are most vulnerable 
on two classes of problem, those involving what 
Cable (1976) calls quantification and those in- 
volving spatial visualization. There has been a 
tendency to treat the last class as quite separate 
and distinct, but perhaps the two are related. 
The struggles girls have with the understanding 
of ideas like fractions - and, as Cable (1976) 
notes, it is now being realized that fractions are 
much more difficult conceptually than was for- 
merly imagined - may be just another expres- 
sion of their deficit in spatial ability, reflecting a 
greater capacity on the part of boys to perceive, 
recognize and assimilate patterns within the 
conceptual structure of Mathematics. If spatial 
awareness is genetically controlled and sex- 
linked, girls may get off on the wrong foot with 
the Mathematics that matters before they start 
learning in earnest. 

It may be speculated from the preference of 
questions where there was a choice and also the 
topics on which one sex performed markedly 
better than the other, that Algebra and Graphs 
was the topic for the girls and Mensuration the 
topic for the boys. At the ordinary level, Algebra 
and Graphs centres mainly on computational 
skills (substitution of numbers into an algebraic 
expression) and application of techniques such 
as factorization, drawing a graph, etc. on which 
girls appeared to be better in this study. Al- 
though both questions (numbers 9 and l l )  for 
which the girls showed a marked preference in 
Paper II Section B had diagrams to aid the ques- 
tion it may not be true that girls are attracted to 
such questions as question 6 (Mensuration) for 
which the boys showed a marked preference 
also had a diagram. Boys have been reported to 
be significantly better than girls on measures 
(DES, 1980). In this study this perhaps holds the 
cue to boy's marked preference for the question 
on Mensuration. 

It is  interesting to note from Table 6 that the 
correlation coefficients between the perform- 
ance of Mathematics and Physics for the boys 
and girls were significantly different. Physics is 
often spoken of as a Mathematics-related sub- 
ject yet the girls' scores in Mathematics and 
Physics seem to be weakly correlated. It may 
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well be because Physics is a 'male-oriented' 
subject which puts the girls off but as Math- 
ematics is  compulsory for all Singapore pupils 
in the secondary school and a decisive factor 
for further/higher education opportunities that . 
girls have had no choice but to make the best of 
the situation. Boys' Mathematics scores corre- 
lated negatively (-0.5000) with Biology while 
that of girls' correlated highly (0.9623). This 
means that achievement in Biology was directly 
and closely related to that in Mathematics for 
girls but definitely not for boys. 

Fennema and Sherman (1977) reported that 
sex differences in performance were linked to 
sex-related differences in attitude. In a society 
like Singapore's, which differentiates role in 
terms of gender, it follows that individual be- 
haviour will be influenced by what is consid- 
ered to be sexually appropriate. Since the ex- 
penditure of time and energy on any task is  
contingent upon the value that has been as- 
signed to it, tasks that are considered to be not 
useful or sexually inappropriate will be ignored 
in favour of more appropriate or useful tasks. If 
society deems that engineers and scientists are 
men, then Physics, Mathematics and mechani- 
cal activities are the province of males and 
nurses, secretaries and social scientists are 
women then biology, literature and social stud- 
ies are the province of females, these judge- 
ments will be reflected in the amount of effort 
expended by girls and boys on these subjects. 

This study has shown that among Singapore 
pupils the boys achieved better results than the 
girls at Mathematics. Driver (1 980) explains the 
superior performance of West lndian girls on 
Mathematics as compared to West lndian boys 
in terms of the aspirations and achievements of 
young West lndian pupils in whose culture the 
women, rather than their husbands or brothers, 
are the guardians of their family's good name 
and the providers of its staple income. In Asian 
(Singapore) society traditionally men are the 
family providers. Is it then surprising that the 

, aspirations of the boys in Singapore are reflected 
in their performance in Mathematics? 

Conclusion 

To say that this study has compared boys and 
girls of the type like with like by merely match- 
ing them in ability - defined by the score on an 
examination - is not true, as Mathematics-re- 
lated experiences in other subjects, the varia- 
tion between schools and within schools which 
may be present due to different specialisations 
and type of school (single-sex or CO-educational) 
besides other variables some of which may be 
motivation, intelligence, social class, teacher 
attitude and teaching methods have not been 
considered. Although the examination scores 
have been used to pass judgement on spatial 
ability, one must not rule out the possibility of 
pupils being drilled on examination type of 
questions. In most if not all secondary graduat- 
ing classes in Singapore the past year's Math- 
ematics examination papers of the Syndicate 
are an integral part of the classroom written 
exercises in an attempt to 'master' examination- 
type questions. 

Although the writer feels that the sample was 
representative of a typical Singapore candidature 
in a typical year, she cannot demonstrate this 
and as such cautions against over-generalizations 
and recommends that this study be read in its 
context. 

In this study it appears that spatial visualiza- 
tion skills are important to the learning of 
Mathematics. Among the Singapore pupils it 
was found that girls were lacking in such skills 
and the issue does warrant attention. Would 
teaching girls and boys separately using sex- 
biased examples and methods of instruction 
match the performance of the two sexes on 
parallel sex-biased problems which contain a 
spatial element? Does the upbringing of chil- 
dren in most Asian homes, where boys enjoy 
more attention from their parents and more time 
and freedom in outdoor unsupervised activities 
as compared to girls, contribute to the nurturing 
of spatial visualization skills! 

In a society like Singapore's where academic 
excellence, more so in the Sciences than the 
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arts, is viewed as success in life, parental influ- a selective type of education system) nothing 
ence on pupil's performance in Mathematics as can be more desirable than to investigate it by 
well as sex-role differentiation through sex-typed following the progress and performance of a 
leisure activities, subject preferences and career sample of boys and girls over the period of their 
intentions may well be worth investigating. secondary or primary to secondary school edu- 

For a general study on gender differences in cation, with built in tests for cognitive and af- 
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Putling the Case for tfie Case Study 

Jane Chia and AUan Walker 

Abstract 

This paper sets out to review the on-going case study debate. We do not aim to enter the qualitative/ 
quantitative discussion, nor do we suggest that the case study is the ultimate or only form of research. 
We suggest that case studies should be used in conjunction with other forms of research. What is 
important is that the techniques selected are appropriate for any proposed research undertaking so 
that quantitative and qualitative strategies can meaningfully CO-exist within the same research 
project. 

We do, however, suggest that in certain sectors the case study approach is misunderstood and 
under-utilized. The focus of the paper is an objective discussion of a number of issues which have 
been raised about the case study strategy. The discussion does not assume that there is 'one type' of 
case study, rather it refers to the multitude of case study approaches which can be classified under 
the case study label. 

In  addition to a review of the case study debate and some research strategies associated with the 
approach, the paper discusses a number of pertinent issues which continue to generate much debate. 
The issues of procedure, a multi-method strategy, objectivity, generalizability and presentation are 
reviewed in relation to case study research. 

The case study approach has weaknesses, and its share of critics, but has become an established 
and respected form of research. Issues involved in case study research still need to be considered as 
i t  becomes more accepted as a viable and insightful form of research. 

Descriptors: case study, research, classroom research, multi-method, teachers 

a teacher is to conduct an effective lesson she 
should review previous learning, employ an 
advanced organizer, provide guided and 
unguided practice, allow adequate opportunity 
for seatwork and then check for understanding. 
Following this procedure.. . . 

This passage may be useful for a practicing 

teacher to alert her as to what should be involved 
in an effective lesson. The teacher quickly 
becomes aware of the sterile steps suggested by 
research. A useful start, no doubt, but how much 
more valuable would it be for the teacher if she 
had, in addition, an actual example upon which 
to attach the somewhat jargonistic terms? A 
rich, 'real-life' example of a teacher conducting 
an effective lesson. Would it clarify understanding? 

The example presented here might appear 
somewhat simplistic, but makes a point. An 
idea is often understood more comprehensively 
if we are presented with an example or an 
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illustrative account to explain theoretical prin- 
ciples and abstract ideas. A case study is actu- 
ally a scientific extension of the simple anec- 
dote used by teachers. However, even though it 
possesses similar qualities to an anecdote such 
as interest, relevance and a sense ot reality - it 
goes beyond simple illustration: 

"It (the case study) gathers information sys- 
tematically, in a scientific way ... (and) is con- 
cerned essentially with the interaction of fac- 
tors and events" (Nisbet and Watt, 1977, p 73). 

At the 1976 2nd. Cambridge Conference on 
Case Studies, the most widely accepted defini- 
tion of a case study was adopted which was: 

"An umbrella term for a family of research 
methods having in common the decision to 
focus an enquiry around an instance"(Adelman, 
Jenkins and Kemmis, 1977, p140). 

A case study is not a label for a static meth- 
odological package, it i s  necessarily eclec- 
tic, capable of drawing on a number of natural- 
istic and other techniques. Therefore, a case 
study i s  not, as Cohen and Manion (1986) im- 
ply, synonymous with an observational study. 
Nor is it purely a forerunner for experimental 
research. 

In short, a case study is "a systematic inves- 
tigation of an instance" (Adelman et. al., 1 977, 
p141). It examines an instance or individual 
unit such as a child, a group, a class, a commu- 
nity, a specific policy, issue or event. Ideally, 
but not necessarily, a case study is a multi- 
method, systematically conducted form of re- 
search that concentrates on providing detailed, 
'real life' data in order to provide a deeper 
understanding of a specific, delineated natural 
phenomenon. Case studies have provided and 
continue "to produce creative perspectives on 
education, schooling, and child and adult 
learning" (Goetez and LeCompte, 1984, p 24). 

Research Strategies 

The case study is an approach to research and 
should not be regarded as a method. Approaches 
used in educational research are never 
atheoretical, neutral or value-free because they 
are selective. The case study approach is also 

value-laden. An exclusive reliance on any one 
method of research may well bias or distort a 
study. The more the methods utilized by a 
researcher contrast with each other then the 
more confidence can be attached to the 
outcomes of the study, provided that the 
approaches are appropriate and consistent with 
the aims of the research. If, as seems likely, 
outcomes are artefacts of research approaches, 
then the use of contrasting strategies would 
considerably reduce the possibility that any 
consistent findings could be attributable to 
similarities of approach. A multi-method 
approach to research may ameliorate the 
possibility of 'method-boundness' and alert the 
researchers to be aware of their own 
predilections to favourite research techniques: 

"Much research has employed particular 
methods or techniques out of methodological 
parochialism or ethnocentrism. Methodologists 
often push particular pet methods either be- 
cause they are the only ones they have familiar- 
ity with, or because they believe their method is 
superior to all others" (Smith, 1975, p 73). 

The multi-method approach i s  often used in 
educational research. Although not a prerequi- 
site of the case study approach, we believe that 
the strategy has certain advantages in this in- 
stance. It aims to avoid the problem of 'method- 
boundness' and since the education milieu is so 
multi-faceted, reliance on a single method could 
easily result in misleading or limited data. 

A multi-method approach requires value 
judgements to be made about which particular 
methods will be employed. Also, once a selec- 
tion of methods has been made, questions arise 
as to how the various techniques are to be 
combined into a meaningful research strategy 
and how the data collected are to be used and 
presented. 

When using more than one method, there is 
no eitherlor in terms of so-called qualitative or 
quantitative techniques. Both can CO-exist in 
any given research undertaking provided the 
techniques selected are congruent with and 
appropriate to the study being undertaken. 

A judicious combination of quantitative and 
qualitative methods can provide further safe- 
guards against the possibility of methodological 



parochialism. Within educational institutions, 
such as schools, where research questions are 
seldom simple to define and pursue, it seems 
realistic to adopt a multi-method approach. Any 
single research strategy seems unlikely to be 
able to penetrate the the complexities of educa- 
tional life: 

"Combining .....q uantitative and qualitative 
methods is not uncommon. Given the assets 
and liabilities in single-method designs when 
researching social phenomena, the desirability 
of this linkage has been strongly advocated by 
various social researchers. The primary benefit 
in  combining methods is that each method can 
be used to provide insight to the research prob- 
lem that neither method alone can provide" 
(Bifano, 1989, p 58). 

Indeed, many research studies may begin 
with a statistical survey in order to provide a 
broad appreciation and overview of the issues 
under review and, subsequently, case studies 
may then be developed in order to penetrate 
beyond the rather bald data yielded by the re- 
sultant statistical analysis. Alternatively, a re- 
searcher may begin with a case study and then 
conduct a quantitative study in an attempt to 
find congruence with a wider population. 

A case study, therefore, should not be con- 
sidered as a standard methodological package. 
Data collection techniques appropriate for the 
case study researcher include familiar techniques 
such as interviews, accounts, both participant 
and non-participant observation, and document 
analysis. Data can also be collected through 
more innovative approaches such as group in- 
terviews, diaries, video and audio tapes, photo- 
graphs and other non-written artefacts (Taylor 
and Bogden, 1984). 

Although it i s  not the intention of this paper 
to describe case study approach in detail, a 
brief review of the major methods i s  useful. 
Interviews, observation and document analysis 
are perhaps the most commonly utilized data 
collection methods. However, almost any data 
collection technique, including various statisti- 
cal procedures, can be used. 

In depth interviews are employed in the be- 
lief that people are more willing to communi- 
cate orally than in writing and, therefore, pro- 

vide complete data as compared to the informa- 
tion supplied in a questionnaire. A face-to-face 
meeting allows the researcher to encourage and 
probe into a deeper analysis of a particular 
instance. This can be especially useful when 
dealing with emotionally charged issues or po- 
tentially evasive individuals, and for observing 
the non-verbal behaviors of respondents (Baily, 
1978; Best and Kahn, 1986, Van Dalen, 1966, 
Williamson, Karp, Dalphin and Gray, 1982). 

The analysis of primary documents, original 
materials such as correspondence, newspapers 
and public documents generated at the time of 
an instance, and secondary documents, usually 
a reflection on an instance, are also valuable to 
the case researcher (Williamson et al, 1982). 
Documents are pertinent because they catalogue 
and express peoples' sensations, experiences 
and knowledge which in turn are a reflection of 
opinions, values and feelings. Documents are 
the material manifestations of the behaviors and 
beliefs which constitute a culture (Goetez and 
LeCompte, 1984). 

Perhaps the most common technique of case 
researchers is some form of observation. Both 
participant and non-participant observation are 
often utilized, depending on the type of setting 
(Cohen and Manion, 1986). Participant 
observation engages the researcher in complete 
immersion in the case being studied. Participant 
observation : 

"...involves social interaction between the 
researcher and informants in the milieu o f  the 
latter, during which the data are systematically 
and unobtrusively collected" (Taylor and 
Bogden, l 984). 

Non-participant observation detaches the 
observer from the group she is investigating. 
One example of this type of observation is the 
researcher recording student-teacher interaction 
from the back of the classroom. 

The types of methods employed in the case 
study approach are determined by the context 
in which the research is being conducted and 
the issues being addressed. The eclectic nature 
of the case study allows the researcher to tailor 
her methodology to the instance identified for 
investigation. Whichever techniques are selected 
must be appropriate to the particular instance, 



systematically employed and checked against 
other methods. 

The case study approach i s  accepted as a 
respectable research strategy in a wide range of 
disciplines. Indeed, the range and scope of the 
case study is impressive in its application which 
includes the areas of medicine, law, engineer- 
ing, psychology and anthropology, and has be- 
come increasingly used in education. 

Researchers who support the use of the case 
study in education include Adelman et al(1977) 
Gross, Giaquinta and Bernstein (1 971) Oja and 
Smulyan (1989) and McNiff (1988). Further 
support for the approach comes from many 
social scientists and qualitative psychologists 
who believe that context has a significant in- 
fluence upon the human behavior which occurs 
within it. 

Having in these initial sections of the paper 
defined the case study and reviewed the range 
of techniques commonly to be found in the 
case researcher's strategic approach, the major 
issues of ethical considerations, objectivity, 
generalizability and presentation will now be 
addressed. For although over the last twenty 
years the case study approach has been legiti- 
mized and accepted as a useful vehicle for re- 
search in its own right, these particular issues 
continue to arise and need to be discussed in 
relation to the approach. 

Case Study: Issues 

1 Principles of Procedure 

"The growth of educational research ... has been 
accompanied in recent years by a growth in 
criticism about its methods and consequently 
about its results. There are so many variables 
that it is impossible to control all of them; even 
obviously important variables may sometimes 
remain uncontrolled. In addition, there are un- 
predictable effects. Human subjects when as- 
signed to experimental and control groups dif- 
fer from the biologist's wheat grains in being 
autonomous" (Beard, Bligh and Harding, 1978). 

For researchers embarking upon the case 
study approach certain principles of procedure 

need to be observed and be integral to the 
whole enterprise. Three such principles, those 
of the integrity of the subject focus, the research 
relationship and objectivity, which the authors 
consider to be the sine qua non of the case 
study method are elaborated here. 

Firstly, there is the central ethical issue of the 
integrity and uniqueness of each subject focus 
of the case study whether this is an individual, 
a class or group or a whole institution, and that 
all possible care i s  taken to ensure that this i s  
preserved. The notion of integrity is an affirma- 
tion that each subject involved in case study 
research has a coherent wholeness and totality 
which have to be respected. Goode and Hatt, 
(1952), referred to this ethical aspect as the 
"unitary character of the single object being 
studied". 

Confidentiality, or the promise of it, has to 
be made explicit to all concerned, including 
those sponsoring the research. If this can not be 
guaranteed then participants in the case study 
will be less than forthcoming, with good rea- 
son, and thus make the development the work 
an impossibility. Researchers need to be abso- 
lutely clear of what precisely it is  they are as- 
suring their respondents. It is axiomatic of 
qualitative research that "if you can't guarantee 
it, don't promise it". 

Case studies inevitably emphasize collabo- 
ration and participation of those being 're- 
searched', not an 'us and them' situation but 
one of genuine partnership. The approach there- 
fore has wide implications for school-based, in- 
service provision as it provides a systematic 
means whereby teachers are able to reflect upon 
their practice. 

Collaborative research of this type is a rela- 
tionship as well as a technique, and as such has 
implications for the role of the investigator. Any 
organization which admits a researcher is mak- 
ing as considerable commitment in terms of 
time, effort and patience and the researcher's 
approach must therefore be highly professional. 
In addition, the investigator has to establish an 
independence from the institution to avoid be- 
ing perceived as a tool of the establishment. 

Finally, any researcher utilizing the collabo- 
rative approach will need to develop a theoreti- 



cal framework for the study which will, in some 
measure, provide a safeguard against an excess 
of subjectivity which might be a feature of such 
an approach. A formative study of the relevant 
literature will enable the research to progres- 
sively focus upon areas of interest, the foreshad- 
owed problem or 'foci for analysis' (Smith and 
Pohland, 1974) and develop this essential theo- 
retical structure. 

It is this question of objectivity which has 
been the focus of much of the criticism levelled 
against the case study researcher which we will 
now examine and which requires a separate 
section to adequately answer that criticism. 

2 Objectivity 

Objectivity is a central concern of those who 
remain unconvinced of the case study as a valu- 
able and worthy research strategy. In other 
words, critics question how one person, who by 
necessity becomes immersed in a situation, can 
possibly retain an objective view and present 
unbiased conclusions. One could argue that all 
researchers hold certain biases which will affect 
the study from the instant the research is con- 
ceptualized and so determine the design and 
subsequent data collection. 

All educational research has its subjective 
side and it i s  highly questionable to maintain 
that any observation whether, for example, par- 

*%pant or non-participant, can be totally neu- 
tral or value-free as observations will be filtered 
through personal perceptions. 

And case studies, which usually involves a 
close interaction with people over a period of 
time, almost inevitably leads to personal in- 
volvement: 

"Educational research has its subjective side. 
It involves the study of human beings by other 
human beings .... The researchers point of view, 
feelings and emotions influence what is looked 
at and what interpretations are made" Uohnson, 
1975, p 2). 

This i s  not necessarily undesirable provided 
that care is taken to present the evidence in 
such a way that the reader has the opportunity 
to make his or her own judgement about the 

degree of confidence to be assigned to any 
inferences made and conclusions drawn. 

Scriven (1 971) defines subjectivity and ob- 
jectivity as : 

" 'Subjectivity' refers to what concerns or 
occurs to the individual subject and his experi- 
ences, qualities and dispositions while 'objec- 
tivity' refers to what a number of subjects of 
judges experience - in short, the phenomena in 
the public domain" (p 95). 

Lincoln and Guba (1 985) when discussing a 
naturalistic approach to case studies, suggest 
that if Scrivenfs definition i s  adopted, the criteria 
for objectivity (or what they term 'confjrmability') 
i s  inter-subjective agreement. For naturalistic 
researchers this can be reached either through 
'people' or 'technical' approaches. In people 
approaches: 

"...if multiple observers can agree on a 
phenomenon their collective judgement can be 
said to be objective" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, 
p 292). 

Technical approaches, or what many term 
triangulation, test objectivity through the appli- 
cation of multiple methods for the purpose of 
cross-checking data to ensure that objectivity as 
well as validity and reliability. Professional case 
researchers use a combination of people and 
technical approaches both of which are meth- 
ods of triangulation. 

Naturalistic researchers are aware that their 
data can be polluted by themselves becoming 
closely involved with their subjects and so em- 
ploy a range of data collection techniques. As 
noted earlier, a case study is inherently a multi- 
method approach. The use of multiple methods 
allows the researcher to triangulate data. Trian- 
gulation combines methods and sources of data 
in single study. It i s  a way of cross-checking 
accounts from different respondents, guarding 
against researcher bias and of gaining a clearer 
understanding of the people and setting being 
studied (Denzin, 1 978; Williamson et al. 1984). 
Miles and Huberman (1 984) view triangulation 
as an essential part of qualitative research: 

"If you self consciously set out to collect and 
double check findings, using multiple data 
sources and modes of evidence, the verification 
process will largely be built into the data gath- 
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ering process and little more needs to be done 
than report the procedure" (p 235). 

Triangulation checks the researchers' objec- 
tivity by preventing her from accepting the va- 
lidity of initial impressions: 

"It enhances the scope, density and clarity of  
the constructs developed during the course of  
the investigation" (Glaser and Strauss, l967 as 
cited in Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p l l ) .  

Objectivity then is  tested and retested in cor- 
rectly conducted case studies through the utili- 
zation of a number of methods such as inter- 
views, observation and document analysis. 

Case researchers guard against personal bias 
contaminating their study by involving other 
people in the verification process. The 
importance of this strategy diminishes somewhat 
if the case study is developed by a team of 
researchers. Studies such as this have an almost 
built in self-check mechanism. However, even 
in such cases it is worthwhile to have 'outsiders' 
review the data. For case researchers working 
alone, verification of objectivity through actors 
not intimately involved in the study i s  standard 
practice. This involves the researcher making 
her data available to others for scrutiny and to 
provide the opportunity for that data to be 
challenged as to their assumptions and 
interpretations. 

Data can also be verified through 'member- 
checks', where members of the stakeholding 
groups from whom the data are collected, test 
the analytic categories, interpretations and 
conclusions (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). 
Stakeholding groups are not disinterested by- 
standers to the research, rather they introduce 
the problem of 'value-boundness' into any 
research project as they are self-interest parties. 
'Value boundness' can arise from the limited 
perceptions, prejudices and concerns of any 
individual respondent or a researcher. 

The care taken by researchers using the case 
study strategy to check their personal biases 
indicates how seriously they consider the issue 
of objectivity. They are aware of the need to 
ensure that data is as free as possible from their 
own assumptions, prejudices and biases. 
Triangulation both through other researchers or 
outside actors and through the utilization and 
cross-checking of varied data collection 

techniques, go a long way towards ensuring 
objectivity. 

If the whole debate surrounding objectivity 
requires lengthy discussion, then the question 
of generalizability - stated as a central purpose 
of all research - necessitates an even closer 
examination. For generalizability has the status 
of a credo when applied to research, an essen- 
tial characteristic which, if limited, evokes seri- 
ous doubts from some quarters that the under- 
taking can even be called research at all. 

Section three of this paper then focuses on 
the weighty matter of generalizability and ex- 
amines its validity within research generally and 
case study methods specifically. 

3 Generalizability 

Generally, any educational research justifies its 
existence on two fundamental premises. Firstly, 
the claim is made that research must contribute 
to the improvement of practice and secondly, 
that findings from research studies must be 
generalizable which will eventually coalesce 
into educational theory. Without these underly- 
ing, basic principles it is  claimed that educa- 
tional research has no purpose. 

Of the former basic premise, much has been 
written concerning the failure of much 
educational research to have any noticeable 
impact on practice. Many reasons have been 
adduced for this unhappy state of affairs which 
has involved many people in the research 
industry in many hours of painstaking work and 
elaborate presentation of data. The fact remains 
that the majority of practitioners remain largely 
unaware of many research findings and, 
consequently, their practice is largely unaffected 
by the reports of such findings. Suggestions as 
to why this might be so have included the view 
that research reports are written in largely 
incomprehensible jargon, that research does not 
actively involve teachers and that their 
experience has tended to be dismissed by 
researchers. Indeed, much of the impetus for 
the action research movement derived from the 
articulation by teachers of criticism of this type 
vis 2 vis traditional research techniques. 

Generalizability, the second basic principle 
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which is  proffered in defence of the existence of 
educational research, has been ranged as the 
heavy artillery of criticism levelled against the 
case study method. In the simplest terms, em- 
pirical generalization: 

"...is a collation of observed results, or find- 
ings, or conclusions. If a result rises from the 
study of one set of events, then a generalization 
is a statement which collates the results from a 
number of sets of events" (Bassey, 7 98 l). 

It is further necessary to differentiate between 
empirical generalizations which are based on 
facts and logic and normative generalizations 
which are grounded in value judgements. Such 
statements as 'teachers ought to have warm 
personalities' and 'the nation needs more com- 
puter experts' are normative generalizations 
based on someone's value judgements and not 
empirical generalizations unless supported by 
research findings. 

In his 1981 paper, Michael Bassey addresses 
this central issue of the generalizability of edu- 
cational research which has implications for all 
those engaged in research activities. Bassey, as 
a result of a survey of research findings, defines 
two categories of generalization, namely closed 
and open generalization. 

Closed generalizations are attributable to a 
closed or clearly circumscribed set of events 
and are encapsulated in a statement which re- 
fers to that specified set of events. No attempt is 
made to extrapolate the statement or findings to 
similar events as the statement is descriptive 
and does not necessarily purport to predict out- 
comes. Such a generalization, summarizes veri- 
fied experience within the boundaries of time 
and space and although not primarily concerned 
to predict outcomes may be used by teachers to 
relate in a systematic way, experience in other 
classrooms to their own situations. This type of 
generalization has something in common with 
the Stenhouse (1 981 ) notion of retrospective 
generalization and what Stake (1 978) has termed 
'naturalistic'. 

Such a generalization, summarizes verified 
experience within the boundaries of time and 
space and although not primarily concerned to 
predict outcomes may be used by teachers to 

relate in a systematic way, experience in other 
classrooms to their own situations. Stake sum- 
marizes the value of 'natualistic' generalization 
as allowing the researcher to optimize: 

" .... reader opportunity to relate the case 
described directly to their own cases, to infer 
particularistic understandings not necessarily 
mediated by general rules" (Stake, 7 985, p 280). 

The following statement is an example of a 
closed generalization: 

"In 1987 in six schools in the south west 
region of England, teachers were developing 
formative methods of assessment and utilized 
these strategies: 

- Regular tutorials 
- Peer review 
- Criterion-referenced assessment 
- Subject and pastoral profiles 
- Goal setting 
- Parental involvement 
-The compilation of a record of achievement". 
Crucially, when such generalizations are. 

presented within the contextual frame of refer- 
ence created by a case study, they provide a 
powerful stimulus for reflection and thinking 
which can influence judgements and decision- 
making. 

Open generalizations, similar to the predic- 
tive generalizations of Stenhouse (1981) and 
the formal generalizations of Stake (1978) refer 
to a statement pertaining to an open, universal 
set of events which statement can subsequently 
be extrapolated to similar events and be simi- 
larly applicable, descriptive and predictive. An 
example of an open generalization might be 
that: 

"Examinations motivate students to learn sub- 
ject matter which is to be examined." 

Both statements are empirical generalizations 
in that they are based on factual information 
and evidence from a research study. That closed 
generalizations have been classified as descrip- 
tive and open generalizations as descriptive and 
predictive should not be taken to mean a rigid 
dichotomy, rather they are two polarizations 
along a continuum. The statement about six 
schools in the south west of England could be 
used to make predictions about other teachers 



in the region or about the practice of teachers 
generally who are engaged in a similar innova- 
tion. Similarly, the statement about examina- 
tions makes an accurate prediction for many 
students but for some, the prediction will be 
false as in the case where anxiety about exami- 
nations inhibits learning. 

Researchers tend to value open generaliza- 
tions more than closed ones, indeed the subset 
of researchers who perceive themselves as sci- 
entists are, with rare exceptions, only concerned 
with open generalizations. Whereas, in educa- 
tion, there exist far more opportunities for mak- 
ing closed generalizations than open ones, as in 
the example above about a particular group of 
schools at a particular time. 

That research which extrapolates open gen- 
eralizations is of value to planners, administra- 
tors and polemicists in undeniable. However, 
various studies have indicated the paucity of 
open generalizations which are relevant to class- 
room practice (see, for example, Maccoby and 
Jacklin, 1974, who reviewed 1400 studies on 
gender differentiation and classroom perform- 
ance and identified only four statements about 
sex differences which they considered to be 
fairly well-established). 

In educational research, the common proce- 
dure in analyzing data is to obliterate the indi- 
vidual and to consider averages and standard 
deviations . It is argued, that this procedure is 
necessary to draw meaningful conclusions from 
the data, but inevitably this conceals the evi- 
dence of individuals who are different. With 
open generalizations much information is lost 
because similarities are looked for rather than 
differences so the detailed examination of cases 
is potentially more valuable to teachers than 
any open generalizations 

The more information that is provided with 
closed generalizations the better for teachers 
trying to relate it to practice. However, educa- 
tional research within the quantitative paradigm 
has concentrated upon large populations 
whereas in teaching, the fundamental unit is the 
individual student or students which central fo- 
cus is consonant with the case study approach. 

Pedagogical research needs to be identified 
and described as a subset of educational re- 

search which by embracing the fundamental 
principle of contributing to the improvement of 
practice, can fulfil this obligation by making 
closed generalizations accessible to teachers. 

Teachers need to have access to closed gen- 
eralizations within which they can identify par- 
allels to their own practice. By identifying simi- 
larities and differences with their individual situ- 
ations, closed generalizations may offer them a 
range of possibilities for action and decision- 
making. 

Relatability, the ability of pedagogic research 
to identify issues and suggest possible courses 
of action, is more important to practitioners 
than generalizability: 

"..an important criterion for judging the merit 
of a case study is the extent to which the details 
are sufficient and appropriate for a teacher 
working in a similar situation to relate his deci- 
sion making to that described in the case study. 
The relatability of a case study is more impor- 
tant than its generalizability" (Bassey 7 98 7, p 85). 

Bassey also considers that if case studies: 
"..are carried out systematically and critically, if 
they are aimed at the improvement of educa- 
tion, if they are relatable, and if by publication 
of the findings they extend the boundaries of 
existing knowledge, then they are valid forms of 
educational research" (Bassey, 7 98 7, p 86). 

An issue related to generalizabilty, that of 
presentation, is the subject under review in the 
following section. For practitioners to be able to 
relate the data presented in a case study to their 
own situations, how the material is arranged 
and organized is critically important. 

4 Presentation 

A central concern of those working with the 
case study approach is how to present the 
veritable mountain of data resulting from 
qualitative research. There are no short cuts 
when analyzing data, complex coding schemes 
and impeccable triangulation techniques are 
required. (For examples of suggestions on how 
to analyze qualitative data see Goetez and 
LeCompte, 1984; Guba and Lincoln, 1 984, Miles 
and Hubberman, 1984;Taylor and Bogden, 1984). 
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After analysis, the case researcher is usually still 
faced with a formidable amount of 'paper' to 
write into a case. What then should be included? 

Lincoln and Cuba (1985) suggest informa- 
tion be presented in two broad categories, sub- 
stantive considerations and methodological con- 
siderations. They suggest substantive considera- 
tions be placed in the case itself and include the 
problem studied, the context or setting, the trans- 
actions, the salient points of interpretation and 
outcomes of the inquiry. Methodological con- 
siderations are included in case study reports, 
as in any study, but are perhaps more important 
in naturalistic reporting as it is  repeatedly ac- 
cused of being 'soft' or 'sloppy' (Lincoln and 
Cuba, 1985). When recording the methodology 
in a case study report the writer should include 
information about the investigator, the methods 
used to collect and analyze the data and the 
'trustworthiness' or triangulation procedures em- 
ployed. 

Case study reports are often criticized be- 
cause they are much longer than traditional 
research reports. Inevitably, cases are usually 
longer but this can not and should not be avoided 
since case research aims to provide an accurate 
picture of reality. Real descriptions can not be 
reduced to such an extent that they lose the 
very richness that makes them valuable to such 
a wide range of researchers and audiences. Case 
researchers are, however, sensitive to the fact 
that they write for a variety of audiences and 
have developed strategies to increase the effect 
of their work. One such method is to keep 
conclusions (if any are drawn) separate from the 
evidence and methodology. Large appendices 
can be effective in this regard. By segmentalizing 
the case findings and conclusions, the findings 
are available to the lay reader in a shortened 
form and the detailed evidence is accessible to 
other researchers or those who want more in 
depth information. By this means, the authors 
interpretations can be checked or challenged. 
Of course, to be effective a case study also 
needs to be well written and to engage the 
reader. 

It is  exceedingly difficult to present a case 
study, one which captures the essence of a 
situation both succinctly yet intelligibly. Besides 

being faced with the inevitable 'data overload', 
case study researchers have less avenues for 
publishing and often struggle with precisely what 
to include and what to omit. Taylor and Bogden 
(1 984) recommend that the writer be concise 
and direct, clearly state what they are trying to 
do, ground the writing in specific examples and 
target audiences before commencing writing. 
Standard case presentation includes methodol- 
ogy, time and length of the study, number of 
informants, the setting, the research design, the 
writer's frame of mind, the writer's relationship 
with the informants and how the data was 
checked. A case writer who includes these cat- 
egories not only meets accepted research prac- 
tice but provides a practical interpretation of an 
instance which can be invaluable in under- 
standing education. 

The preceding discussion, central to case 
study research, has attempted to present in as 
objective a way as possible, a range of views 
about case study research. The next three sec- 
tions review the advantages of case studies and 
suggest situations where they may be useful. 

Advantages 

Adelman (1 977) and his colleagues suggest a 
number of advantages associated with case stud- 
ies which can be summarized as: 
1 Case studies are 'strong in reality' but difficult 

to organize whereas quantitative research is 
'weak in reality' but more easily organized. 
The advantages inherent in reality are that it 
tends to hold the readers attention and so 
allow her to utilize natural processes for 
judgement and generalization. Readers of 
case studies can associate what they are 
studying with concrete situations which they 
have experienced. Lincoln and Cuba (1 985) 
agree with Alderman and believe that case 
studies are valuable because they allow the 
reader to build on their own tacit knowledge. 

2 Case studies allow the reader to generalize 
about or from an instance. Their strength 
lies in their attention to detail and the subtlety 
inherent in a particular case. 
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3 Case studies recognize that social research 
is rarely straight forward, there are usually 
issues and feeling below the surface, what 
Alderman labels 'embededness'. The care- 
ful attention and depth provided by cor- 
rectly conducted cases can present the con- 
flicts and ambiguities usually present in any 
social setting. Case studies have the poten- 
tial for more readily presenting and chal- 
lenging various interpretations. 

4 Correctly conducted case studies, if consid- 
ered products, can provide data rich enough 
for later interpretation. Different cases can 
be re-examined through various analytic 
models to provide greater insight. Research- 
ers from varying educational specializations 
can dissect and examine given sections of 
cases to glean insights relevant to their inter- 
ests. 

5 Case studies, by virtue of their grounding in 
reality, can readily contribute to the world of 
action. The insights provided by case studies 
can be directly interpreted and used in 'front 
line' educational situations. These include 
whole staff and individual development, 
intraorganizational feedback, evaluations and 
in educational policy making. 

6 Case studies, once again by virtue of their 
attention to reality, provide a more practical, 
accessible form of research than other re- 
search reports. The language used in case 
studies should be less 'jargonistic' and de- 
pendent upon trained interpretation. 

7 Case studies are capable of appealing to a 
wider range of educational practitioners than 
quantitative research. The readability of the 
case study reduces the readers dependence 
on knowledge of specialized research tech- 
niques and their implicit assumptions. Case 
studies, therefore, may encourage greater 
participation and debate in educational is- 
sues by a wider range of participants involved 
in and peripheral to the educational process 
(Adelman et a1.,1977). 

8 Case studies are immediately intelligible to 
the reader. A well written case study can be 
compared to a television documentary. It 
has the potential to communicate a powerful 
image of an 'instance' to a diverse audience. 
Used professionally, this can promote a par- 

ticular issue in a particular political or social 
situation. 

9 A case study has the potential to identify 
patterns of interest that are considered too 
infrequent or 'insignificant' to interest or be 
identified by conventional statistical analysis. 

lOCase studies are more amenable to single- 
researcher studies, whether they be in the 
classroom or the wider community. Other 
styles of research tend to be more dependent 
on teams of researchers and ever-more-so- 
phisticated computer and analysis packages 
which often require great expertise and very 
specific knowledge. 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) believe the case 
study to be the primary vehicle for emic in- 
quiry. They also promote the case as the most 
effective way of demonstrating the interplay 
between inquirer and respondent. Case studies 
provide the reader with the opportunity to check 
for internal consistency, something not always 
possible in studies using traditional techniques. 

There are additional advantages of the case 
study as a research method, the most powerful 
of which i s  the real possibility of actively 
involving teachers in a genuine partnership 
which in turn could provide the focus for school 
based professional development. True 
collaboration of this type requires an appraisal 
of the relationship between 'researchers' and 
'researched', particularly on the part of 
'professional' researchers who are frequently at 
least one step removed from the context of the 
enquiry. Partnership in this context, means that 
no one participant in the research undertaking 
has a superior claim to insight or perceptions of 
the situation under review rather that both have 
unique contributions tomake. Teachers, in the 
case of school-based research, have their wealth 
of experience and local knowledge to impart 
which has too frequently been dismihed by the 
researchers. The 'researchers', who too often 
have a perception of themselves as 'Researchers' 
have tended not to subscribe to the Stenhouse 
(1981) notion of the teacher as researcher: 

"It is not enough that teachers work should 
be studied: they need to study it for themselves" 
(Stenhouse, 198 1). 
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Teachers have repeatedly criticized much 
research as being done to them rather than 
attempting to involve them as active partners. 
One reason perhaps for the familiar phenom- 
enon of teachers being little-influenced by re- 
search findings. 

Case studies contextualize research findings 
which teachers would find more meaningful in 
relation to their practice. A case study is not 
simply an extended example or an anecdote 
interestingly narrated. Rather they exemplify an 
attempt to create the reality of a context which 
reality is generated by the systematic collection 
of data. This systematic investigation of a spe- 
cific instance (which will have involved a great 
deal of cross-checking and other techniques 
such as triangulation) has to allow the reader to 
penetrate the superficial record of events and to 
be able to check the author's interpretation of 
events by an examination of an appropriate 
selection of the evidence from which the case 
study has been generated. 

Centrally, the case study method is concerned 
with the interaction of factors and events as: 

"...sometimes i t  is only by taking a practical 
instance that we can obtain a full picture of  this 
interaction" (Nisbet and Watt, 7977). 

With the inherent potential of enabling the 
research undertaking to concentrate upon a 
specific instance(s) or situation(s) and to iden- 
tify, or attempt to identify the various interactive 
processes at work, the case study illuminates 
these processes which remain hidden in a large 
scale survey but may be crucial to the success 
or failure of systems or organizations. Case 
studies are also frequently generated to extend 
and elaborate a survey or can precede a survey 
and used to identify key issues which merit 
further investigation. However, the majority of 
case studies are free standing exercises which 
are used to explain, elucidate and understand 
complex, interactive phenomena. Such case 
studies may either be used as a communicative 
mechanism or alternatively, as a basis for deci- 
sion making. 

Additionally, case studies can generate theory 
as well as test one because in seeking theory 
grounded in the reality of a particular case, a 
researcher is familiar with previous work. Rather, 

the research contributes to knowledge by indi- 
cating the corroboration and contradiction of 
findings with those of other workers. This does 
not mean that quantitative methods have no 
place in case studies. As stated at the outset, the 
methods used in case research should be ap- 
propriate to the questions being asked and col- 
lect the most pertinent data. The advantages 
presented need to be weighed against and bal- 
anced with the commonly accepted benefits of 
statistical techniques. 

Case studies have the unique advantage of 
being able to penetrate aspects of organizations 
which are not readily accessible by statistical 
analysis and attempt to identify unique features 
of interaction within an instance(s) in order to 
present the information in such a manner as to 
recreate the multi-dimensional reality of a par- 
ticular context. And, it is the contexts or situa- 
tions in which the case study methodology can 
be appropriately applied which provides the 
focus for the penultimate section of our paper. 

Situations 

Case studies have provided valuable contribu- 
tions to knowledge and understanding in a 
number of situations both inside and outside of 
education. Although no one typology of the 
various types of case study exists, Lincoln and 
Guba (1985) suggest that case studies can be 
written for a variety of purposes. These include 
case studies written to chronicle an event, to 
provide vicarious experience to the reader, to 
teach (as in Harvard Law School) or to trial 
certain theories. Furthermore, case studies can 
be written at various levels, where they are used 
depends on the researcher, the purpose or the 
clients involved. 

Goetez and LeCompte (1 984) divide ethno- 
graphic case studies conducted in education 
into five groups. The groups are: 

i) Career and life histories or role analysis 
of individuals (e.g. Walcott, 1973; Oja 
and Smulyan, 1989) 

ii) The study of small groups within class- 
rooms or schools; 

iii) Studies of individual classrooms, groups 



of classrooms or schools (e.g. King, 1979, 
Rutter, 1979, Chew, 1988, Chia, 1987) 

iv) Studies of school districts or discrete units 
(e.g. Dalin, 1973). 

V) Conceptualizing controlled comparisons 
of the previous four groups across num- 
bers of individuals or groups 

To these categories we would add one, addi- 
tional focus of research particularly well-suited 
to the case study approach. Studies of specific 
policy or political issues related to education at 
a local, regional, state or federal level (e.g. 
Peterson, 1976; Edwards, 1979; Walker, 1990). 

Case study as a method of enquiry has al- 
ready gained acceptance in the educational re- 
search community in Singapore. Chew (1 988) 
used case studies to examine the nature, forms 
and modes of moral education in Singapore. 
And, through an ethnographic study of one sec- 
ondary school, Low (1 988) employed in depth 
interviews and questionnaires to develop cases 
which examined the differences on several is- 
sues between female and male administrators, 
whereas Chen (1 990) used clinical and natural- 
istic research methods to explore the phenom- 
enon of success as experienced by several fe- 
male administrators. 

It is difficult to specify an educational situa- 
tion where a case study approach would not be 
appropriate. Possibly, for long term planning of 
educational provision, those responsible for 
administering an educational system do not re- 
quire in depth evidence of likely future demo- 
graphic trends. Bald statistics are sufficient for 
their needs. Whereas practitioners and policy 
makers frequently request case studies in situa- 
tions as diverse as studying an individual child, 
a federal policy issue and an entire educational 
community. 

The case study does not exist, there are as 
many examples of the methods and applica- 
tions as there are practitioners. Undoubtedly, 
some of the most valuable case studies have not 
been those published and publicized but are 
those conducted by individual teachers or other 
educational practitioners for the purpose of bet- 
ter understanding their students or programme. 

Case Studies and Teachers' 
Professional Development 

It i s  perhaps in the area of in-service training, 
both initial and post-qualification, where the 
case study has so far failed to make an impact 
on teachers in Singapore. As part of any in- 
service and pre-service programme teachers 
could be taught basic research techniques which 
will enable them, in collaboration with other 
researchers who might be other teachers or lec- 
turers from institutes of higher education, to 
systematically reflect upon their practice. And, 
by reflecting upon practice in this focused way, 
the teacher as researcher becomes a reality: 

"The real purpose of collecting and record- 
ing data during the lesson is so that the teacher 
can become more informed on some aspect of 
hidher teaching. The teacher is in effect pro- 
vided with a unique window on his/her teach- 
ing and is assisted in the process toward enact- 
ing a role as researcher of hisher own class- 
room practices" (lohn Smyth, 1982). 

Researchers must establish modes of work- 
ing which recognizes and respects different in- 
terests and perspectives. Educational research 
should be linked to the educational processes 
and life of school if it is  really concerned with 
improving practice. 

Networks of school-based research groups 
could be established so that any closed gener- 
alizations which are formulated can be easily 
disseminated. 

Such a suggestion has many implications for 
all the participants the most significant being 
time as the approach discussed is extremely 
labour intensive and time consuming. This 
important prerequisite can not be under- 
resourced as the consequence may be a 
superficial case study, one which has no 
relevance to any practitioner. 

For a case study approach to professional 
teacher development which is envisaged here, 
personnel from institutions of higher education 
will need to develop a relationship which has 
much in common with the mentoring role when 
engaged in the promotion of the requisite re- 
search skills. Experimentation and action are 
important concomitants to teacher awareness 
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of their own teaching performance and class- 
room practices. Pedagogical research must es- 
tablish modes of working which recognizes and 
respects different interests and perspectives. 
Educational research should be linked to the 
educational processes and life of school if it is 
concerned with improving practice. The rela- 
tionship between all parties must involve mu- 
tual respect and a genuine willingness to col- 
laborate. Professional researchers in the field of 
education have much to achieve if they are to 
demonstrate and convince teachers of the truth 
of their intent to collaborate in equal partner- 
ship in any given research undertaking. 

Research as defined here is indeed a rela- 
tionship as well as a methodology. The case 
study, multi-method strategy stands in sharp con- 
trast with the ubiquitous, but more limited and 
misleading, single method approach which char- 
acterizes so much research in education. 

A major advantage of the case study lies not 
in the extent to which it can be generalized but 
in the extent to which a teacher reading it can 
relate it (or aspects of it) to his or her own teaching. 
Closed generalizations can be extremely 
effective in assisting teachers: 

i) To expand their own perceptions so that 
they may identify their own strengths 
and weaknesses more readily; 

ii) To systematically view their own teach- 
ing so that there is congruence between 
their own teaching behavior and intent; 

iii) To illuminate systematically whatever 
classroom issues they wish. 

If the skills required by teachers to reflect 
systematically upon practice are considered 
central to the teacher's professional repertoire, 
then it is  clearly essential that they are sup- 
ported and encouraged: 

".. to develop and sustain a heightened sense 
of awareness of their own classroom 
efficacy.. "(Hook and Rosenshine, 7979) 

and also that: 
"..they be helped to develop methods of dis- 

tancing themselves from the act of teaching, 
while at the same time remaining involved in 
it ... "(Hook and Rosenshine, 7 979). 

Traditional techniques used in educational 
research, largely borrowed from the sciences, 
have had little effect upon classroom practice. 

Distinguishing pedagogical research as a sub- 
set of educational research has the beneficial 
effect of acknowledging in a practical way the 
teacher as researcher and of espousing the de- 
velopment of closed generalizations which are 
common within educational practice. Case stud- 
ies can effectively contribute to the develop- 
ment of these closed generalizations in a sys- 
tematic way and thus increases the individual's 
potential for problem solving by providing pos- 
sibilities for action and further deliberation: 

'I think that recent years have seen a move 
away from the naive idea that problems are 
solved by educational research; that is the old 
'Educational Science' idea and it is a myth. 
Educational research can strengthen the infor- 
mation base of decision making ... investigate 
important issues ... encourages debate and the 
exchange of views and thus deepens 
understanding ... Research of this kind aims to 
increase the problem-solving capacity of the 
educational system, rather than provide the fi- 
nal answers to questions" (Nisbet, BERA, 1974). 

Conclusions 

In this paper, the case study has been examined 
as an appropriate technique for educational re- 
search with particular relevance in the area of 
pedagogical research and the generation of 
closed generalizations within which teachers 
can discern relatability to their own circum- 
stances. Certain central issues have been ad- 
dressed, notably principles of procedure, ethi- 
cal considerations, generalizability, objectivity, 
staff development, techniques and questions of 
presentation. Crucially important to the case 
study strategy is that it is  not random interven- 
tion into the lives of people but a systematic 
and rigorous methodological approach. An ap- 
proach which is both time-consuming and la- 
bour intensive. 

The scope and range of the case study ap- 
proach is impressive as the following examples 
will serve to illustrate: the in-depth study of an 
individual, as a mechanism for enabling teach- 
ers to systematically reflect upon their practice, 
to monitor changes within an organizational 
structure and as a teaching strategy for trainee 
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teachers. Any educational system could utilize 
the case study approach with great benefit at a 
variety of levels and Singapore is beginning to 
perceive the value of the strategy. 

It is perhaps the use of case studies in the 
professional development of teachers where we 
feel that there is much scope which has yet to 
be fully realized. Enabling practitioners to be 
actively involved in true partnership with a 're- 
searcher', would contribute significantly towards 
a teacher's ability to reflect systematically upon 
practice: 

"In the past ..... there was no connection 
between those who did the research, and those 
upon whom the research was done ... In its 

crudest form rules were devised and used in the 
process of converting teachers. This conversion 
process contained all manner of problems, not 
least of  which was untold damage to the 
teachers' self-concept and their vision of 
themselves as professionals. A more constructive 
and positive scenario involves the concept of 
transformation ..." (Smyth, 7 982, p 339).s 

It is the process 'transformation' which the 
case study can promote and develop effectively. 
This paper is our contribution to the 'more con- 
structive and positive scenario' in which we 
believe the case study approach has a unique 
role to play. 
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Science Learning Outcomes After Accounting for 
Opportunity to Learn: 'Ihe Effect of Gender and 

Science Stream 

K C Cheung 

Abstract 

This article examines the effects of gender and Science stream differences on the cognitive and 
affective outcomes of schooling at thk Sixth Form level (Grade 12) in Hong Kong, using data collected 
for the Second IEA lnternational Science Study (SISS). I t  seeks to derive some dimensions of gender 
difference on these outcomes amongst the physical and biological Science stream pupils. The 
problem of the confounding effect of gender and Science stream, and the pattern of curriculum 
implementation effect across Science streams and courses are handled. Social and psychological 
implications of the findings for curriculum developers, teachers and pupils are discussed. Results of 
the analyses provide a basis for comparisons across school systems participating in the SISS surveys. 

Descriptors: gender difference, Science stream, Science attitudes, Science achievements, opportunity 
to learn 

1986, the lnternational Association for the Evalu- 
ation of Educational Achievement (IEA) under- 
took the Second International Science Study 
(SISS) involving twenty-four countries. The study 
covered a wide range of levels of national de- 

w 

velopment, from the developing to the devel- 
oped, at three key agelgrade levels in each school 
system. This article draws its data and informa- 
tion from the third level, which is the matricula- 
tion level (grade 12) of pre-university in Hong 
Kong (IEA, 1988; Holbrook, 1990). Grade 13 
pupils, who opted for a two-year matriculation 
and a three-year university programme, are not 
examined because this cohort i s  a truncated 
one: half of the grade 12 pupils who were in the 

one-year matriculation programme had com- 
pleted their study and they subsequently dropped 
out of the educational system or entered a four- 
year university programme. In Hong Kong, pu- 
pils are normally streamed into the Arts and 
Science streams at grade 10. Within the Science 
academic stream, the major difference between 
the physical and biological sub-streams is that 
the former studies more Mathematics whereas 
the latter studies more Biology. 

The purpose of this paper i s  to examine the 
effects which gender difference and Science 
(physical/biological) streaming have on students' 
attitudes towards Science learning, and their 
achievements at this stage of schooling; bearing 
in mind the fact that the two effects of gender 
and Science streaming are generally confounded. 

Since the curriculum implementation effects 
in the two Science courses (one-year Higher 
Level matriculation for the four-year Chinese 



University of Hong Kong / two-year Advanced 
Level matriculation for the three-year Univer- 
sity of Hong Kong) are expected to be substan- 
tial especially between the physical and bio- 
logical streams, there is a need to adjust the 
Science achievement measures (Physics/Chem- 
istry/Biology) taking into account the opportu- 
nity to learn the curriculum materials. This study 
seeks to derive the most pertinent dimensions of 
gender difference on Science achievements and 
attitudes for the physical and biological streams. 
Implications for curriculum developers, teach- 
ers and pupils are then discussed. 

Sample Design 

The data examined in this article were collected 
in 1985 in Hong Kong. All secondary schools 
offering Science in their grade 12 curriculum 
are classified into four major exclusive strata of 
types of school (government, grant, subsidised, 
and private) and the numbers of these schools 
are obtained to define a target population of 
272 schools. A stratified probability designed 
sample of 163 schools is randomly drawn at the 
first stage of sampling, followed by 100% 
population of Science pupils selected from the 
sampled schools at the second stage. 

Data are obtained from 6103 pupils in 21 7 
classes, in the achieved sample of 158 schools. 
The numbers of Physics, Chemistry and Biology 
pupils were 5958, 601 2, and 3008 respectively. 
Virtually all pupils studied Physics and Physics 
whereas approximately half of them studied 
Biology, resulting in classes categorised under 
the physical and biological Science streams. 
Amongst the 21 7 classes in the achieved sam- 
ple, only 172 classes studied all the three Sci- 
ence subjects (biological stream) whereas the 
rest studied Physics, Chemistry, and more 
Mathematics such as applied Mathematics 
(physical stream). This design permits analyses 
at the between-school level, where there is  a 
response rate of 96.g0/0, and at the between- 
pupil level, with a response rate of 84.2%. The 
achieved sampling fractions of pupils and 
schools are 50.4% and 58.1 % respectively. For 

further discussions on sample design and the 
conduct of inquiry, the National Report of the 
Hong Kong Science Study should be consulted 
(Holbrook, 1990). 

Cumculum Implementation Effects 

The Physics, Chemistry, and Biology achieve- 
ment measures are based on a core test of the 
three Science subjects and three specialised tests 
on Physics, Chemistry, and Biology respectively. 
The raw totals of the Physics, Chemistry, and 
Biology items in the core and specialised tests 
form the Physics, Chemistry, and Biology 
achievement measures. The test development 
procedures seek to ensure cross-national com- 
parability and curriculum relevance by employ- 
ing a combination of national and international 
items in the core and specialised tests. 

The Opportunity-to-Learn (OTL) ratings serves 
as a check on the implementation of the in- 
tended curriculum. Teachers were asked to rate 
"when the concepts or skills as required by the 
test items were last taught to the target class". 
These ratings are used as a post-hoc remedy for 
the statistical control of variations in teaching 
progress as at the date when the tests were 
administered. These ratings also reflect to some 
extent the emphasis placed by the teachers on 
the implemented curriculum. Those who paid 
no attention would delay teaching the concepts 
and skills as required by the test items or rated 
these items as not in the curriculum at all. In 
this study, the OTL ratings are essential because 
there are two different Science streams and 
matriculation curricula for preparing entry to 
the two universities. These ratings may be used 
to ensure that the pupils are not compared un- 
fairly through analyses that do not account for 
their opportunity to learn. 

The adjusted Science achievement measures 
are labelled as APHYSCRE, ACHESCRE, and 
ABIOSCRE for Physics, Chemistry, and Biology 
respectively. These adjusted scores are actually 
the standardised residues after regressing the 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology raw total scores 
at the pupil level on the OTL ratings of the items 
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in the respective Science subject areas (Cheung, 
1989). Pupils in the physical stream, who did 
not study Biology, were also administered the 
Biology test items. The corresponding Biology 
achievement measure, which is not adjusted for 
opportunity to learn, i s  named BIOTOTAL. This 
measure, albeit its curricular validity may be 
questioned for those pupils who did not study 
the subject, can be used to throw light on the 
effect of schooling. This effect is seldom as- 
sessed experimentally because it i s  ethically 
unviable to assign subjects into experimental 
and control groups. The combined Science 
achievement scores, whether adjusted or not, 
are not used because gender and Science stream 
differences are known to vary amongst the three 
Science subjects because of differential pupil 
abilities and sex-stereotyped behaviours. 

Measures of Pupils' Attitude towards 
Science Learning 

Science achievement and attitude development 
are endorsed outcomes of schooling. Recipro- 
cal relationships between the two types of learn- 
ing outcomes are generally assumed. Favour- 
able attitudes towards Science and Science learn- 
ing are interpreted in terms of pupils' ability to: 
enjoy Science lessons, find Science an interest- 
ing and easy subject to pursue, understand the 
importance of the contribution of Science to 
society, acknowledge and be aware of the harm- 
ful aspects of Science under adverse or abusive 
conditions. Of  course, the list of these favour- 
able affective outcomes can be endless, de- 
pending on how elaborately these attitudes are 
defined. For example, one can add scientific 
attitudes towards adopting roles and norms as a 
scientist or towards engaging in scientific inves- 
tigations. 

At the pre-university matriculation levels, 
Science achievement i s  generally weighted to 
be of more importance than favourable Science 

attitudes. This is because favourable attitudes 
do not contribute to gaining a place in the 
university and are not easily subjected to valid 
and reliable measurement. The intensity of the 
reciprocal relationship between achievement 
and attitude and the underlying mechanisms 
through which they operate are less clear in a 
highly examination-oriented setting. This i s  es- 
pecially so when pupils' learning and subse- 
quent work place orientations play a significant 
part in motivating pupils to learn. However, it is 
generally believed that some favourable atti- 
tudes are particularly conducive to Science 
learning and these normally form part of the 
hidden curriculum. 

Fifty-six, 5-point (scale value ranges from 1 
to 5) Likert-type attitude items were used to 
gauge pupils' attitudes towards Science and 
Science learning. They may be grossly grouped 
conceptually into four subscales, namely : 
(1) The enjoyment of schooling and school 

Science; 
(2) Difficulty of school Science; 
( 3 )  Good aspects of Science; and 
(4) Harmful aspects of Science. 

One may tend to construe (3) and (4) as the 
two poles of the same attitude object and group 
them under the same subscale. However, it i s  
plausible that pupils elicit or isolate different 
aspects of Science when they rate these attitude 
statements. It i s  in this sense that the underlying 
attitude objects are supplementary to each other 
and are different. Table 1 details the logical 
groupings of the attitude items. The labels of 
these subscales are chosen to reflect their un- 
derlying attitude objects. Of  course, what they 
entail wil l  be as meaningful as the attitude state- 
ments which describe them. Some of the state- 
ments are phrased negatively to avoid response 
set and should be reversed in direction when 
these statements are scored. In particular, (2) 
and (4) would have scale values reversed in 
direction such that scale values of 5 indicates 
the easiness of school Science and non-harmful 
aspects of Science respectively. 
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Table 1 : Logical Groupings of Attitude Items (56 items) 

(1) Enjoyment of Schooling and School Science (1 6 items) 

ltem 

01 

Direction ltem Description 

Working in a Science laboratory would not be an interesting 
way to earn a living 
I find school challenging 
School is very enjoyable 
Physics is an enjoyable school subject 
Chemistry is an enjoyable school subject 
Biology is an enjoyable school subject 
I enjoy everything about school 
The Biology taught at school is interesting 
The Chemistry taught at school is interesting 
The Physics taught at school is interesting 
I am bored most of the time in school 
There are many school subjects I don't like 
I want as much education as I can get 
The most enjoyable part of my life is the time I spend at 
school 
I would not like to become a Science teacher when I leave 
school 
I generally dislike my school work 

(2) Difficulty of School Science (l  5 items) 

Item Direction Item Description 

if properly taught, almost all students could learn Physics 
If properly taught, almost all students could learn Chemistry 
If properly taught, almost all students could learn Biology 
Physics is a difficult subject 
Chemistry i s  a difficult subject 
Biology is a difficult subject 
Physics is difficult when it involves calculations 
Chemistry is difficult when it involves calculations 
Biology is difficult when it involves calculations 
Physics is difficult when it involves handling apparatus 
Chemistry is difficult when it involves handling apparatus 
Biology is difficult when it involves handling apparatus 
There are too many facts to learn in Physics 
There are too many facts to learn in Chemistry 
There are too many facts to learn in Biology 



(3) Harmful Aspects of Science (1 0 items) 

Item Direction Item Description 

Science has ruined the environment 
Much of the anxiety in modern society is due to Science 
Public money spent on Science in the last few years has been 
used unwisely 
The government should spend less money on scientific 
research 
Scientific inventions have made the world too complex 
Scientific inventions have increased tensions between people 
Scientific discoveries do more harm than good 
Scientists are responsible for the way in which their discover- 
ies are applied 
Science and technology are the causes of many of the world's 
problems 
In the next five years, things in this country will probably get 
worse 

(4) Useful Aspects of Science (1 5 items) 

Item Direction Item Description 

Science is useful for solving the problems of everyday life 
In the future most jobs will require a knowledge of Science 
Science is  very important for a country's development 
Money spent on Science is well worth spending 
It is not important to know Science in order to get a good job 
People who understand Science are better off in our society 
Science is  a very good field for creative people to enter 
Scientific inventions improve our standard of living 
In future, I would like to use the Science I learned at school 
Science will help to make the world a better place in the 
future 
People who work with modern inventions such as computers 
have more interesting jobs 
I want to learn more about the world we live in 
Physics is relevant to everyday life 
Chemistry is relevant to everyday life 
Biology is relevant to everyday life 

The factorial validity of these conceptual pupils would agree that if properly taught, almost 
groupings is  evaluated using factor analysis. all pupils could learn Science, irrespective of 
Items 5-7 and 47-50, which stand on their own whether they felt Science difficult or not. 
as weak factors, are separated from the factor Likewise, the overloaded Science matriculation 
analysis in order to enhance the fidelity of the syllabus and the way in which it i s  taught would 
factor structure. Items 5-7 were found to pertain lead the pupils to agree that there are too many 
less to the Difficulty of School Science subscale facts to learn in Science. 
because these are conditional statements. Most 



Of particular interest is item 50 which re- 
veals that pupils tend to think that scientists are 
responsible for the way in which their discover- 
ies are applied. Clearly this is a value judge- 
ment and for the sake of analysis is regarded as 
an unfavourable attitude. The addition of this 
item to the Harmful Aspects of Science subscale 
decreases the reliability of the subscale if the 
direction of favourable attitude is kept un- 
changed. This item should then be treated as a 
singleton and should not be included in the 
factor analysis. 

Apart from the problems described above, 
the empirical factor structure is highly satisfac- 
tory because it coincides with the proposed 
conceptualisation underlying the attitude state- 
ments (except items 36 and 39 which load on 
other factors as well). The four attitude factors 
(ENJOY, DIFFICULT, HARMFUL, USEFUL) are 
only weakly intercorrelated (r = 0.06 to 0.39). 
The largest correlation can be found between 
ENJOY and USEFUL (0.39), and the smallest 
between DIFFICUILT and USEFUL (0.06). In to- 
tal, the four oblique factors (out of a total of 49 
attitude items) account for 21% of the total 
variance. 

The four attitude scales are then subjected to 
reliability analyses. The mean of item means of 
ENJOY is  3.38 (out of a maximum of 5) which 
indicates that the pupils do not enjoy their school 
Science and schooling. Two items (1 7 and 43) 
have item means below 3 (2.42 and 2.59) which 
show that school life still has much room for 
improvement. 

After reversing the direction of the items in 
the subscale DIFFICULT, this subscale then per- 
tains to the perceived easiness of the Science 
subjects. The mean of item means i s  3.27, 
showing that Science was perceived as a sub- 
ject of average difficulty. Comparing the item 
means of items 26, 27 and 28, Physics is the 
lowest, whereas Biology is the highest (2.57, 
2.75, and 2.94). All show that the Science that 
they learned, especially Physics, is quite difficult. 

Even after reversing the negatively-phrased 
attitude statements in HARMFUL and USEFUL, 
the mean of item means is higher for USEFUL 
than HARMFUL (3.94, and 3.21). This shows 
that pupils tend to agree more freely on the 

usefulness of Science, but are rather conserva- 
tive in disagreeing with statements concerning 
the harmfulness of Science. There is some indi- 
cation that pupils have a tendency to think that 
much of the anxiety in modern society is due to 
Science, and that scientific inventions have in- 
creased tensions between people (means = 2.75, 
2.85), although they may not agree that scien- 
tific discoveries do more harm than good (mean 
= 4.02). Pupils also disagree that people who 
understand Science are better off in our society, 
and do not on the whole believe that it is  impor- 
tant to know Science in order to get a good job 
(means = 2.72, 2.93). The attitudes held by the 
pupils reveal the rational judgement made by 
them: that in a highly commercial city like Hong 
Kong chance and experience are sometimes 
more important than a diploma in Science 
training. 

In sum, the four validated attitude scales are 
fairly homogeneous (mean corrected item-total 
correlations range from 0.31 to 0.44), and ex- 
hibit satisfactory reliabilities (coefficient-Alpha 
range from 0.66 to 0.77). Two more subscales 
have been constructed from the omitted items 
5-7 and 47-49 respectively and these were la- 
belled PROTAUGHT and FACTUAL. As a result 
of these additions and for the sake of uniform- 
ity, the attitude measures on these six subscales 
are calculated by taking the average value of 
the item scores, instead of taking the factor 
scores. This poses little problem in the light of 
the high conceptual clarity of the items forming 
each subscale. 

Gender and Science Stream Differences 
on Attitudes 

In the last decade, researches on female students 
and Science often approached the topic of gen- 
der by examining attitudes and personality traits 
in order to understand why girls tended to avoid 
physical Science (e.g. see Kelly, 1988). Hence 
gender effects are often confounded with Science 
stream effects on Science learning outcomes, 
even though there is no interaction effect. Table 
2 shows a cross-tabulation of pupils by gender 
and Science stream in the achieved sample. 



Only 34% of the girls opted for physical Sci- a statistically significant relationship between 
ence compared with 55% for the boys. There is gender and Science stream (phi = 0.1 8). 

Table 2: Cross tabulation of Sex of Pupil and Science Stream 

BIO 
Science 
Stream 

PHY 

Sex 
Girl BOY 

Total 1440 4537 

Total 

2999 

(Coefficient Phi = 0.1 8) 

Note: 124 pupils had missing data on the classifying variables. 

Since it is inappropriate to consider gender dif- 
ferences without taking into account Science 
stream differences, two-way ANOVA (with the 
interaction effect adjusted for the two main ef- 
fects and the two main effects adjusted between 
themselves) was used to examine whether there 
were gender and Science stream effects on the 
six attitude measures constructed in the last 
section. The results of these are summarised 
below, with Alpha significance level chosen at 
0.05. 

(1) ENJOY - There are no interactions nor 
any independent Science stream and 
gender effects on pupils' enjoyment of 
schooling and school Science. The sig- 
nificant overall main effect refers to the 
slightly more favourable attitude of girls 
than that of boys in both Science streams. 

(2) DIFFICULT - There are no interactions 
between Science stream and gender nor 
any independent gender effect. Pupils in 
the physical Science stream report that 
Science is less difficult for them than the 
biological stream pupils. This difference 
i s  significant irrespective of gender. 

(3) HARMFUL - There i s  no significant 
gender and Science stream interaction 
effect, whereas the two independent 
main effects are significant. Girls disa- 

gree more on statements regarding the 
harmful aspects of Science than boys. 
Boys in the physical streams also disagree 
more on these statements than boys in 
the biological streams. 

(4) USEFUL - There is no interaction nor 
independent Science stream effect. 
Gender difference is significant in favour 
of boys, especially for those in the 
physical stream. 

(5) PROTAUGT - There is significant inter- 
action effect. In the biological stream, 
boys tend to agree that if properly taught 
almost all pupils could learn Science 
while in the physical stream girls tend to 
hold more of this favourable attitude. 

(6) FACTUAL - No Science stream nor gen- 
der effect is observed. However, pupils 
in the biological stream tend to hold less 
favourable attitudes in that they agree 
more strongly that there are too many 
facts to learn in Science. 

A more detailed account of these gender 
differences can be derived by examining the 
item level broken down by Science streams. 
Table 3 provides a concise summary of all items 
that have significant (Alpha = 0.05) gender ef- 
fect in either or both Science streams. This set of 
results supplements the findings in the previous 



paragraphs and furnishes concrete pictures re- dimensions of attitudinal outcomes. The find- 
garding gender differences along the six ings are summarised below : 

Table 3: Summary of Attitude Items of Significant (Alpha =0.05) Gender Difference Broken Down by Science Stream 

Attitude Scale 

ENjOY DIFFICULT HARMFUL USEFUL PROTAUGT FACTUAL 

01 (G) 26(B) 08(B) 05(B) - 
PHY & 12(B) 27(G) 16G)  1 1 (B) 
BIO 21 (8) 33(B) 29(B) 
Streams 3 1 (G) 35(G 39(B) 

45(G) 4O(B) 46(B) 
56(G) 

BIO 03(G) 28(G) 23(G) 18(B) 06(B) - 
Stream 24(G) 30(G) 
Only 38(G) 32(G) 

14(G) 
PHY 19(G) 
Stream 
Only 

Note 1: (B) means boys were significantly holding more favourable attitude than girls 
(G) means girls were significantly holding more favourable attitude than boys 

2: All negative items indicating unfavourable attitudes had been reversed. 

(1) ENJOY - The findings indicate that in 
both the physical and biological streams, 
girls tend to agree more than boys that 
working in a Science laboratory would 
be an interesting way to earn a living 
and that they generally liked their school 
work. Boys, however, agree more than 
girls that Physics is an enjoyable and 
interesting subject to learn. Girls in the 
biological stream find schooling chal- 
lenging and enjoy their school life more 
than the boys. It is  also interesting to 
learn that girls in the physical stream 
agree more than the boys that Biology i s  
an enjoyable and interesting subject to 
learn despite the fact that they have opted 
out of the subject already. 

(2) DIFFICULT - This supplements previous 
findings in reporting no independent 
gender effect after controlling for Science 
stream effect. In both streams, boys tend 
to think that Physics is less difficult for 

them whether or not it involves calcula- 
tions or handling apparatus. However, 
girls seem to feel that neither Chemistry 
nor the calculations in Biology is diffi- 
cult for them. Girls in the biological 
stream feel that Biology as a subject is 
not difficult either. 

(3) HARMFUL - In both streams, girls tend 
to disagree more than boys that Science 
has ruined the environment and that 
much of the anxiety in modern society is 
due to Science. In the biological stream, 
girls also hold a much more favourable 
attitude than boys in thinking that more 
money should be spent on scientific re- 
search and that money had been used 
not too unwisely in the last few years. 

(4) USEFUL - This reflects previous findings 
that boys hold more favourable attitudes 
towards the contribution of Science to 
society. Only in item 56 do girls agree 
more than boys that Biology is relevant 
to everyday life. 



(5) PROTAUGT - In both streams, boys tend 
to agree more than girls that if properly 
taught, almost all pupils can learn 
Physics. Boys in the biological stream 
also hold a similar attitude towards the 
study of Chemistry. 

(6) FACTUAL - Girls in the physical stream 
tend not to think that there are too many 
facts to learn in Chemistry. 

This section has examined in detail the effect 
of gender and Science stream on students' atti- 
tudes towards schooling and Science learning. 
The findings that girls generally enjoy Science 
more than boys, find Physics more difficult, 
disagree more on statements about the harmful 
aspects of Science, and are less prone to strongly 
agree about the usefulness of Science are all 
worth reiterating here. How these may help to 
explain the pattern of gender differences in 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology achievement i s  
the theme of the following two sections. 

Gender and Science Stream Differences 
on Science Achievement 

Girls are generally known to prefer Biological 
Science over Physical Science. They tend to 
avoid Physics and opt for Biology. Unfortunately 
in Hong Kong, the division of the matriculation 
curricula into the two Science streams means 
that Physics and Chemistry are mandatory and 
Biology is the option. Gender difference in 
Science achievement is not unexpected, 
especially since previous research indicates that 
the gap widens in upper secondary grades (e.g. 
see Comber and Keeves, 1975). One can also 
predict that this gap widens even more in Physics 
and Chemistry when there is  no genuine choice 
for these subjects. 

In this study, one can examine gender differ- 
ence in Biology between those who opted for 
and those opted out of the subject. This will 
highlight the necessity of taking into account 
the question of whether the Science subjects 
offered to the pupils are genuine options or not, 
when gender differences are examined. Other- 
wise, gender difference in a subject which is 

compulsory and attractive to one sex may mean 
more than an ability difference: it may be in- 
dicative of the avoidance behaviour such as 
indifference to the subject. ANOVA analyses 
(with similar adjustment of effects as before) of 
Science achievement by Science stream and 
gender have been conducted, through which 
gender and Science stream effects can be exam- 
ined. The findings are summarised below and 
the significance level is set at Alpha = 0.05. 

(1) There are no significant interaction ef- 
fects between Science stream and sex of 
pupil on APHYSCRE and ACHESCRE. 
However, the independent Science 
stream and gender effects are all signifi- 
cant showing that boys are better than 
girls and pupils in the physical stream 
are better than pupils in the biological 
stream. It is also important to point out 
that boys in the biological stream are 
even better than girls in the physical 
stream (i.e. in Physics and Chemistry). 

(2) The Science stream effect is absent on 
ABIOSCRE because only those in the 
biological stream studied Biology. Again 
the boys performed significantly better 
than the girls although the effect is less 
marked than that for Physics and 
Chemistry, which are mandatory. 

(3) Comparing the two sexes on BIOTOTAL 
for those who had not opted for Biology 
shows that there are no significant gen- 
der differences. At this stage, it cannot 
be concluded that any gender difference 
found is a result acquired through school 
instruction since the pupil-entry charac- 
teristics for both Science streams are not 
comparable. However, it is safe to assert 
that the pupil-entry characteristics have 
interacted with the Science curriculum 
and the instruction process to produce 
the gender difference. 

(4) Consistently, girls' performances in 
Science are more homogeneous than 
boys'. Similarly, physical stream pupils' 
performances in Science were more 
homogeneous than those of the 
biological stream pupils'. 
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Dimensions of Gender Difference on 
Outcomes of Science Learning 

The previous two sections examine gender dif- 
ferences in Science attitudes and achievements 
which are regarded as outcomes of schooling. 
These outcome measures are not isolated com- 
ponents but are interrelated. Favourable atti- 
tudes on the enjoyment and difficulty of school 
Science may be related to better Science 
achievements. A more coherent picture on 
gender differences can be drawn if both the 
cognitive and affective outcome measures are 
analysed simultaneously. The question to ask is: 
What dimensions underlying the outcome 
measures are best in discriminating between 
the two sexes? Statistically, one or more inde- 
pendent linear combinations of the original 
outcome measures are formed which maximise 
the between-group differences relative to the 
within-group differences. The findings for the 
biological and physical streams are interpreted 
in order as follows. 

One significant discriminant function for the 
two sexes, which is all that is needed, was 
extracted . The dimension which best discrimi- 
nated between the two sexes loads essentially 
on the three achievement measures (r = 0.78, 
0.71, and 0.40 for Physics, Chemistry, and Bi- 
ology respectively). Among the six attitude 
measures, HARMFUL, PROTAUGT, and USE- 
FUL are strongest in differentiating between the 
two sexes (r = -0.21,0.20, and 0.1 8). The nega- 
tive sign of the structure coefficient indicates 
that these measures (HARMFUL, ENJOY and 
FACTUAL) are in favour of the girls. The ca- 
nonical correlation is a measure of association 
between the single discriminant function and 
gender, and is equal to 0.25. 

A similar pattern of results, for the physical 
stream pupils, can be observed except that this 
time the attitude variables USEFUL and ENJOY 
are best in discriminating between the two sexes 
(r = 0.39 and -0.1 2). Since no Biology achieve- 
ment score i s  used as a discriminating variable 
the canonical correlation (r = 0.20) i s  found to 
be slightly smaller than the biological stream 
pupil's coefficient. 

The results in this section summarise the pre- 
vious sections' findings on gender differences 
and highlight the pattern of gender differences 
between the two Science streams. The two dis- 
criminating functions, one for each stream, 
provide two parsimonious dimensions to reca- 
pitulate the effects of gender on the outcomes of 
schooling. 

Implications for Curriculum 
Developers, Teachers and Learners 

Discussions on the implications of the differ- 
ent patterns of cognitive and affective Science 
learning outcomes across different Science 
streams and gender should not neglect the pros 
and cons of the elite-oriented, subject-special- 
ised, and examination-led sixth form (grade 12) 
Science curriculum in Hong Kong. This narrow 
specialisation accounts for the extraordinarily 
high Science attainmen-t levels in comparison 
with other school systems in the SlSS surveys 
(IEA, 1988). 

Furthermore, research findings at the process 
level such as the importance of Mathematics 
aptitude on academic motivation; and the inter- 
actions amongst academic motivation, pupils' 
engagement in their Science learning, enjoy- 
ment of school Science, and their perception of 
the difficulty of school Science all contribute to 
an explanation of Science achievement varia- 
tions (see Cheung, 1989). Consequently, specu- 
lations beyond the findings at the outcome level 
are needed for the discussions which follow. 
1 With regard to educational provision, the 

problem of educational wastage and the no- 
tion of specialised curriculum have a bear- 
ing here. Pupils continue to regard university 
admission as their sole purpose of schooling. 
Unfortunately, the means and prospects of 
achieving this are not unproblematic. The Arts/ 
Science division in the secondary curriculum and 
the two rigid physical and biological Science 
streams have prematurely defined their academic 
and career paths. The overwhelming content- 
and process-oriented Science curriculum also 
hinders the inculcation of the value of Science to 
mankind and society. 
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2 Facilitative psychological conditions of 
learning have often been neglected by the 
teachers, particularly at senior secondary and 
tertiary levels. Teaching methods should fit 
the mental structures which learners bring to 
the learning task. Pupils should be allowed 
opportunities to exercise freedom and imagi- 
nation to reformulate learning tasks for active 
engagement and enjoyment. It has been 
demonstrated that academic motivation i s  
the central variable in the enhancement of 
Science achievement (Cheung, 1989). Even 
though we know about this, it wi l l  be diffi- 
cult for teachers to nurture intrinsic motiva- 
tion and enjoyment if the Science curricu- 
lum in Hong Kong continues to be examina- 
tion-led. 

3 With regard to the feelings and perceptions 
of learners, girls appear to lack confidence in 
their study of Science as a result of their 
perceived ability orientation$. They gener- 
ally enjoy Science, but try to avoid physical 
Science because they perceive it to be diffi- 
cult, and because their Mathematics aptitudes 
are relatively lower. The dilemma for pupils 
in the Hong Kong situation is that whichever 
Science stream they enter, they have to take 
Physics and Chemistry. Boys also appear to 
benefit more than girls from involvement in 
lessons and laboratory exercises (Cheung, 
1989). Perhaps boys not only have more 
experience of leisure activities related to Sci- 
ence and technology but are also more 

prompt and apt to be involved in manipulat- 
ing equipment than girls in the laboratories. 
The message for teachers i s  that differences 
in achievement may have their genesis in 
differential opportunities to engage in aca- 
demic tasks. More male activity, influence, 
or leadership in groups of mixed sex should 
be avoided. 

4 For the curriculum developers, the following 
recommendations may be offered: Exclusion 
of feminine, people-oriented topics consti- 
tutes a distortion of the image of school 
Science. The male-dominated Science 
teaching profession and passive didactic 
teaching are also not very healthy. School 
Science, without forfeiting rigour and bal- 
ance, can be repackaged in a form more 
palatable to girls and for the inquiring minds. 
The task of making Science less masculine 
and more lively i s  also one of making it more 
human. 

The Hong Kong Science Study, which 
was set within an international perspective, 
is valuable for any cross-national study within 
the SlSS framework because Hong Kong sixth 
form (grade 12) Science attainment levels 
ranked amongst the top positions in the IEA 
surveys (IEA, 1988). This paper demonstrates 
that evaluation of gender differences on Science 
learning outcomes should take into account 
the Science learning provision such as Science 
streaming and courses in the Hong Kong. 
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RESEARCH REPOKJ3 

The Effectiveness of Knowledge-based Tools in 
the Humanities 

George P L Teh 

conducted to determine the effectiveness of pro- 
viding students with computer-aided learning 
vis-a-vis the traditional expository method in 
terms of student achievement and student atti- 
tudes (Hasselbring, 1984; Bangert-Drowns, 
1985; Clark, 1985; Kulik, Kulik and Shwalb, 
1986; Nelson, 1988). Results have been con- 
flicting due to the many different conditions 
under which studies have been undertaken. 
However, recent meta-analyses carried out by 
Kulik and Kulik (1987) on the effectiveness of 
computer-aided learning suggest a meaningful 
treatment impact. 

It has been difficult to assess the impact of 
computer-based learning materials on achieve- 
ment. Could this be, in part, because few if any 
studies have used specific courseware tailored 
to the needs of the school curriculum? 

Although some initial studies have been 
carried out to assess the effectiveness of 
PROLOG-based knowledge-based tools (e.g. 
Dean, 1986), a large study involving more 
experimental subjects and schools would 
perhaps verify the extent of effectiveness of using 
knowledge-based tools in schools. 

The questions that formed the focus of this 
study were: 

1 Will lower ability students studying in Sec- 
ondary Two Normal who have been pro- 
vided with knowledge-based learning mod- 
ules perform better than students who use 
the traditional materials prescribed by the 
Singapore Ministry of Education on MEAsures of: 
(a) achievement of the experimental topics, 
(b) attitudes towards learning. 

2 Will the knowledge-based learning mod- 
ules be differentially effective for boys and 
girls in this sample in terms of these two 
criterion measures? 

Methodology 

Sample 

A total of 671 lower ability students (345 boys, 
326 girls) of Secondary Two Normal classes 
from 12 randomly selected secondary schools 
in Singapore served as the subjects for the study. 
These schools are all located in the four educa- 
tion zones and a stratified sampling technique 
was used to randomly select three schools from 
each zone. 

In each school, two classes of Secondary 
Two Normal were selected by random sam- 
pling techniques and assigned as experimental 
and control groups, respectively. For each of 
the experimental and control groups, the number 
of subjects was 348 and 323, respectively. All 
schools are co-educational in order to allow an 
unconfounded test of whether the use of knowl- 
edge-based tools in learning geography is dif- 
ferentially effective for boys and girls. 
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Instrumentation 

The data was collected using the Geography 
Achievement Test (GAT). This instrument was 
designed to measure students' cognitive 
achievement in geography and was developed 
by the investigator. The GAT was a paper and 
pencil multiple-choice test consisting of 30 items 
with four alternatives each. Respondents were 
asked to mark the correct answer by circling the 
appropriate alternative. The reliabil ity 
(coefficient alpha) for the 30 item GAT for the 
whole group was 0.95. A 20-item semantic 
differential instrument (SDI) was also developed 
by the investigator and was designed to measure 
attitudes towards learning geography using 
knowledge-based tools. A seven-point scale was 
placed between each adjective pair, and 
respondents were asked to circle the number on 
the scale which reflected their feelings about 
the lessons in learning geography. The alpha 
(reliability coefficient) for the 20 items of the 
semantic differential instrument for the whole 
group of the study was also 0.95. 

Design and Procedure 

The experimental design used for this study was 
the pretest-posttest control group design 
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963). Random assign- 
ment with subjects in experimental and control 
groups from each school, was used to examine 
the treatment effect due to exposure to the knowl- 
edge-based learning mode. The experiment was 
carried out with l 2  schools comprising an ex- 
perimental and a control class in each school. 
One experimental and one control class in each 
school was taught by the same teacher, who 
also was involved in administering the pretests 
and posttests. 

The treatment materials for this study con- 
sisted of a set of computer-aided learning mod- 
ules on the concept of decision-making in ge- 
ography used for sixteen 35-minute lessons, over 
a period of two months. This is the most difficult 
concept to teach and is one of the five concepts 
that students have to cover in their Secondary 
Two Geography syllabus for Singapore. The 

teaching method for the experimental groups 
was the computer-aided learning (CAL) mode 
of instruction. The teaching method for the con- 
trol groups was the traditional expository ap- 
proach. 

To maintain group equivalence, both the ex- 
perimental and control groups were: 
(i) subjects who used a computer before. Prior 

experience of the experimental group with 
a computer would control any Hawthorne 
effect which might arise; 

(ii) taught by means of the cooperative ap- 
proach. Lessons were generally student- 
centred. Students also worked on a small 
group basis. 

At the end of the treatment period, both the 
experimental and control subjects were admin- 
istered the GAT and semantic differential instru- 
ments as posttests in the same way that these 
two instruments had been administered as pre- 
tests before the commencement of the study. 
The administration of the pretests and posttests 
was done within a two-lesson period of 35 
minutes each. 

Analysis of Data 

For the achievement tests, statistical procedures 
were based on two phases: descriptive and in- 
ferential. In the first phase, histograms were 
made for each dependent variable, for each 
group, and presented in a manner which ena- 
bled inter-group comparisons to be made. Three 
quantitative indices of between-group differ- 
ences were computed: the effect size estimator 
from meta-analysis; "eta-squared", the correla- 
tion ratio (formed by dividing the between-group 
sum of squares by the total sum of squares); and 
"omega-squared", the estimate of the value of 
the correlation ratio of the population. 

Since the results of the descriptive phases 
signal the presence of a meaningful treatment 
impact, such as a minimum value of 0.3 for the 
meta-analysis estimator, analysis of covariance 
was computed to test the hypothesis that ob- 
served between-group differences could be at- 
tributed solely to sampling error. The value of 
0.3 was suggested as a usable cut-off point as it 
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was the average effect found in Kulik and Kulik's 
1987 meta-analysis of computer-based learning 
effectiveness. 

For the affective tests, profiles of group means 
on the 20 semantic pairs were generated to 
show the relative effect on subjects' attitudes 
towards knowledge-based learning environ- 
ments and expository learning environments. 

omega-squared. Table 1 reports the results of 
these between-group differences. 

Table 1 : Quantitative Indices of Between-Group 
Differences on the GAT 

Effect-size Estimator 
Eta-squared 
Omega-squared 0.83 

Findings 

The histogram of the posttest scores on the GAT 
for the whole group shows wide inter-group 
differences in terms of treatment effects (Figure 
1). The histogram of the posttest scores of the 
experimental group (Figure 2) further confirmed 
the disparity when compared to that of the con- 
trol group (Figure 3). The mean score of the 
experimental group was 26.12, with a S.D. of 
2.56 and a high score of 30 and a low of 14. 
The corresponding figures for the control group 
was mean = 9.91, S.D. = 4.68 with a high of 27 
and a low of 1. 

Three quantitative indices of between-group 
differences were also computed: the effect size 
estimator from meta-analysis; eta-squared and 

These indices signal the presence of a very 
meaningful treatment impact. The value of the 
effect-size estimator was 3.46, far in excess of 
the 0.3 which was the average effect found in 
Kulik and Kulik's 1987 meta-analysis of compu- 
ter-based learning effectiveness. 

The ANCOVA procedure, with subjects' 
PSLET-scores (a public examination promotion 
score used to assign students to different schools) 
and their semestral assessment scores as 
covariates, was computed to test the hypothesis 
that observed between-group differences could 
be attributed solely to sampling error. Table 2 
reports the results of the ANCOVA computa- 
tion. 

The ANCOVA results confirm the presence 
of a reliable treatment effect. With the covariates 

Lo = 1 Mean = 18.32 S.D. = 8.92 Hi = 30 I 
l l 

Figure .l : Histogram of posttest scores of GAT by treatment 
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Histogram of CogTotal 
- . .~-- - - - .~~--- - -~~-  

Lo= 14 Mean = 26.12 S.D. = 2.56 Hi = 30 

Figure 2: Wistogram of posttest scores of experimental group 

Histogram of CogTotal 
---....----.....--.. 

Lo = 1 Mean = 9.91 S.D. = 4.68 

l 

Figure 3: Histogram of posttest scores of control group 
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partialled out of the total variance, the squared 
multiple correlation coefficient (equivalent to 
eta-squared) remained high, having a value of 
0.82. Within the sample, more than four-fifths 
of the variance in posttest GAT scores, with 
covariates partialled out, can be attributed to 
the treatment. 

To determine the consistency of the seman- 
tic scale responses for the pretests and posttests 
of experimental and control groups, coefficient 
alpha was computed. It was found that alpha 
values for the experimental group were 0.86 
and 0.91, respectively; the control group had 
alphas of 0.88 and 0.93, respectively. Without 
any exception, subjects in the experimental 
group positively reassessed their prior opinions 
about knowledge-based tools in learning geog- 

raphy. The profile of group means on the 20 
semantic pairs for the experimental group is 
shown in Figure 4. 

Of interest is the fact that subjects found 
knowledge-based learning environments more 
interesting, meaningful and colourful. Subjects 
also positively reassessed their opinions that 
knowledge-based learning environments were 
special, uncommon and creative. Subjects in 
the control group were also asked to rate their 
feelings about their expository learning envi- 
ronment. The profile of group means indicates 
that feelings were largely unchanged (Figure 5). 
There were no significant reassessment of opin- 
ion when compared with subjects' initial feel- 
ings about their expository learning mode. 

Table 2: ANCOVA Results for Group (Experimental/ControI) in Post test Scores on the GAT 

Source Sum of Mean Sig. 
of variation squares D F square F of F 

Covariates 1 802.60 2 901.30 66.22 .000* 
Main effects 42473.82 1 42473.82 31 20.84 .0OO1 
Explained 44276.42 3 14758.81 1 084.43 .OOOt 
Residual 9077.69 667 13.61 

Total 53354.1 1 670 79.63 

* Significant at p < .O1 

Table 3 reports the results of the boys and correlation ratio, was .02 in the case of the 
girls in the experimental group in terms of their GAT, and zero in the case of the SDI. It can 
achievement and attitudes. As shown in the therefore be concluded that there were no gen- 
Table, both GAT means, and both SDI means, der differences on either measure. 
were very similar. The value of eta-squared, the 

Table 3: Gender Differences in Posttest Scores on the GAT and SDI within the Experimental Group 

(N = 175) (N = 173) 
S.D. X S.D. ETA 

26.51 25.73 2.78 
11 7.61 11.37 1 17.46 10.75 .OO 

Gender 
Boys Girls 
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Figure 4: Self-rating of opinions by subjects in the experimental group 
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X 0  
Understandable _ _ _ a  - _ _ a  ___. _ _ _ a  - _ _ S  ___. 

X 0  
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ox 
Normal . __-. _ _ _ S  ___. ___. _ _ _ a  ___. 

ox 
Dull . ___. ___. _ _ _ a  ___. _ _ _ S  _ _ _ m  

o pretest rating 
X posttest rating 

Confusing 
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Unfriendly 

Helpful 

Successful - 

Meaningful 

Unimportant 

Uncomfortable 

Useful 

Active 
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Complicated 

Easy 

Uncommon 

Not colourful 

Boring 

Pleasant 

Worthless 

Special 

Creative 

Figure 5: Self-rating of opinions by subjects in the control group 
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Discussion Of Results 

The study investigated the relative effectiveness 
of an instructional intervention program on 
achievement and attitudes towards geography 
learning. It also sought to find out if gender had 
any effect on achievement and attitude for the 
experimental group. Experimental evidence ob- 

\ 

tained in the study indicated that instruction 
using knowledge-based tools was efficacious in  
terms of treatment effect. It also engendered 
positive attitudes towards the study of geogra- 
phy. One interesting aspect of the study was 
that in  the experimental group, gender did not 

relate to subjects' attitudes towards learning 
geography. 

Three significant implications are discern- 
ible from the findings of this study. The first is 
that knowledge-based tools has a place in  com- 
puter-aided learning environments. Second, the 
non-significant gender effect suggests that there 
were no significant differences between boys 
and girls in terms of their attitudes. Third, in  
meritocractic societies like Singapore, boys and 
girls are well motivated enough to excel in 
whatever they do, not withstanding the fact that 
they are slow learners. 
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Project on the Effectiveness of Learning Strategies 
and Metacognitive Skills 

Agnes Chang Shook Cheong 

concerned with the products of learning but 
also with the processes of learning as good 
teaching involves teaching pupils how to learn 
effectively. The importance of teaching pupils 
'to learn how to learn' has gained momentum 
as recent research provides more and more 
evidence that substantial variance in learning 
outcomes can be attributed to learning 

strategies instructional programmes have been 
able to report substantial gains in academic 
performance in post-intervention assessment. 

NIE, being the sole trainer of teachers in 
Sirrgapore, is conducting on-going research in 
the area of effective teaching and learning strat- 
egies. The project reported here aims at assess- 
ing the effectiveness of methods used in foster- 
ing learning strategies and metacognitive skills 
in pupils with varied background characteris- 
tics. The findings will then be incorporated into 
the curriculum for NIE trainees. There are two 
phases to the project: 

approaches adopted by pupils (Marton, 1976; 
Marton and Sayo, 1978; Svenssin and Theman Phase 1 (1988-1989) 
1983; Marton and Saljo, 1984; Biggs, 1987; 
Chew 1988; Cheng, 1985). In Phase I, members were assigned to five sub- 

A number of learning strategies curricula have groups, according to their cognate area of inter- 
been developed to investigate intervention with est. The five subgroups were Science, Math- 
pupils (Dansereau, 1985; McCombs, 1981 and, ematics, Social Studies, Languages and Adult 
Weinstein and Underwood, 1985). Most learning Learners (IE students). 

Project Leader 

l l I I l 
Science Maths Language Social Adult 
Team Team Team Studies Team Learners Team 

There were two concurrent studies, A and B 
which were completed in two years, 1988 and 1989. 

Study A attempted to find out the learning 
strategies and metacognitive processes used by 
tE student teachers and secondary pupils in 
school. Through the use of questionnaires and 
interviews, information on the following were 
gathered: secondary teachers' views on the 
teaching of learning strategies and metacognitive 

processes in their respective subjects; second- 
ary pupils' learning strategies and metacognitive 
processes in the different subjects; and IE adult 
learners' learning strategies and metacognitive 
processes and their views on the teaching of 
these strategies and processes to their pupils. 
Data for the main study were collected from 
nine secondary schools, two junior colleges and 
two Pre-U Centres. 
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The results revealed that the SAP pupils em- 
ployed better learning strategies and 
metacognitive processes than the Express pupils 
who in turn fared better than the Normal pupils. 
The teachers teaching the different streams also 
placed varying emphasis on the importance of 
learning strategies in effective learning. Teach- 
ers teaching the Normal stream believed strongly 
in the use of learning strategies compared to the 
other two streams. Older pupils were also more 
inclined towards the adoption of deep and 
achieving strategies. 

Research has shown that the conscious teach- 
ing of learning strategies has helped weak pu- 
pils to learn better and experience greater satis- 
faction from their learning experiences. Study B 
focused on the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
some methods used in fostering learning strate- 
gies and metacognitive processes in pupils. In 
the pilot study, participating methods lecturers 
in different subjects alerted the 1988 batch of 
Dip Ed trainees to the effectiveness of learning 
strategies on their respective subjects. Selected 
Dip Ed trainees were observed during their 
Teaching Practice in the teaching of these strat- 
egies. The effective use of these strategies was 
evaluated through a pre-post questionnaire on 
the pupils taught by the Dip Ed students. 

The trainee teachers were anxious and inex- 
perienced, and competing demands were made 
on them during their teaching practice. Hence 
it was decided that trainee teachers may not be 
the best experimenters. Nevertheless, the train- 
ees claimed that their pupils had shown im- 
provement in their work. Most participating train- 
ees reacted positively to the teaching of learn- 
ing strategies to their pupils. 

Phase I1 (1990 to date) 

After examining the findings of the pilot study 
on intervention, it was decided that the inter- 
vention should be carried out in schools by 
experienced teachers. 

In mid 1989, some principals were invited 
by the Project Leader to a presentation which 
introduced the idea of partnership between IE 

lecturers and teachers in teaching learning strat- 
egies to the pupils. Two principals responded 
positively and the intervention projects were 
scheduled to start in 1990. 

The principal chose the subject, the level for 
intervention and the experimenting teachers. A 
common design was used for both interven- 
tions. One teacher would teach two Normal 
classes and another, two Express classes. One 
of the Normal classes and one of the Express 
classes formed the experimenta l classes. The 
intervention was carried out for 2 terms. 

There are currently six intervention projects 
carried out in five schools. Subjects requested 
for intervention include Mathematics, Science, 
English and Management Studies. In schools 
where principals prefer not to have control 
classes, the pupi Is' performance before the in- 
tervention is used as a pre-treatment score for 
comparison. 

The Project Leader and the lntervention 
Leader spent three months preparing the experi- 
menting teachers for the task. Through inter- 
views with the teachers, their strengths, their 
pupils' weaknesses and their knowledge of strat- 
egies were assessed. Suitable strategies were 
suggested to the teachers who were given the 
choice of accepting or rejecting them. Further 
meetings were arranged for the lntervention 
Leader and the teachers to work out the strate- 
gies for the different topics to be covered in the 
two terms. 

The strategies suggested and adopted by the 
intervention schools show variation between 
subjects. 

Science 

From the discussions with the science teachers 
in the two schools, it was concluded that pupils 
encounter difficulty in comprehending the 
textbook. So the pupils are taught the skill of 
analysing the text and extracting the key words 
from it. Concept mapping is further used to link 
up the concepts extracted in an organized man- 
ner. Observation and inferential skills are also 
included in the intervention package devised 
for science. 



English 

Metalinguistic Awareness is the key approach 
adopted for language intervention. Strategies 
comprise semantic mapping, syntactic develop- 
ment and discourse analysis. 

Mathematics 

Pupils were found to be weak in their Math- 
ematics vocabulary. To build up their Math- 
ematics vocabulary pupils are helped to pre- 
pare their own vocabulary and terminology note- 
book with terms explained in pictures, diagrams 
or examples. As an extension from the vocabu- 
lary/terminology notebooks, pupils are encour- 
aged to write out relational statements and con- 
struct their own sentences and examples. To 
consolidate their understanding of mathemati- 
cal concepts, pupils are guided to generate their 
own examples, non-examples and problems. 
Getting pupils to create problems for their class- 
mates to solve is a great favourite with the pu- 
pils and contributes much to building up their 
confidence and esteem. 

Management Studies 

For the Pre-University Three students, the im- 
mediate task is to help them to comprehend 
their text, extract the key concepts and perceive 
the relationships between the concepts. They 
also need examination skills and practice in 
answering application questions. 

From time to time, the Intervention Leader 
was present to monitor the experimental classes. 
Pre-post questionnaires on attitudes were given 
to the pupils, and pupils' performance in class 
tests and examinations was closely monitored. 
Tasks requiring pupils' verbalisation of steps 
taken to solve the problem also formed part of 
the assessment. The Principal and the Project 
Leader took part in the post-intervention 
feedback conference. 

The results from the Mathematics Interven- 
tion in Serangoon Garden Secondary School 

and the English intervention in Bendemeer Sec- 
ondary School were encouraging. The Normal 
pupils were performing better and showed 
greater interest in their lessons. The principals 
observed that the experimenting teachers have 
grown professionally as a result of their partici- 
pation in the intervention. 

Papers on the interventions presented at the 
ERA have aroused the interest of other princi- 
pals in the Project and they have requested for 
interventions in their schools. The existing 
projects have been extended to more classes 
and higher grades. 

Future Plans 

1 There have been requests by some princi- 
pals for interventions in Chinese and Phys- 
ics. This would be considered at a later 
date. 

2 With all the changes announced for the 
Primary school system, it wouid be a chal- 
lenge to extend the interventions to the 
Primary levels, preferably Primary 4 and 
above. The SPELT Programme (R. Mulcahy) 
could probably be adapted for the Primary 
as well as the Secondary schools. 

3 The current interventions concentrate on 
teacher-generated strategies and getting 
pupils to be aware of strategies. The long 
term goal i s  to develop pupils into inde- 
pendent learners who are able to generate 
their own strategies and transfer these strat- 
egies to different subjects and situations. 
For this purpose, longer periods of inter- 
vention are needed and follow-up studies 
would be necessary. 

4 Existing measures on process skills are few. 
It is hoped that the studies will generate 
some good instruments on process skills 
which can be validated and used by NIE 
colleagues and school teachers. 

5 Research into the professional development 
of teachers involved in the intervention 
programmes should also be looked into. 
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Do Singapore Science Students Possess Positive 
Attitudes Toward Science and Scientific Inquiry? 

- Implications of an Ejq>loratory Study 

H K Boo, L K Chen and Y K Wan 

Introduction 

ere is a growing interest in 
attitude research in recent years since the 
development of positive attitudes toward science 
and scientific inquiry has been widely accepted 
as an important aim of science education. 
Review of the research on students' science- 
related attitudes shows that not many studies 
have been carried out in Singapore. Of the few 
studies related to this area, quite different 
variables have been examined in the search for 
substantial influences in students' science-related 
attitudes. 

In a multivariate study of the attitude- 
achievement association in Secondary three 
students, Lim (1986) used 5 subscales to meas- 
ure the students' attitudes to science. These 
su bscales are: the importance of science, the 
quality of school life, the enjoymenVfacility of 
science, the career interest in science and so- 
cial consequences of science. It was found that 
the students' attitudes correlate significantly with 
science achievement. Boys are also found to 
have significantly more positive attitudes than 
girls. They enjoy science more and are more 
positive toward science-related careers. The 
study also found that stiidents in all streams 
have a moderate degree of interest in science- 
related careers. In addition, Special and Express 
stream students are enjoying Science more than 
their counterparts in the Normal Stream. 

Another study of the attitude-achievement 
association was carried out by Foong and Lam 
in 1988. The Attitudes to Science Instrument 
was developed to assess the attitudes to science 
of lower secondary students in the Singapore 
context. The 5 subscales of attitudes to science 
referred to in the study are: attitude towards 
science experiments, enjoyment of science, ca- 
reer preference for science, social implications 
of science and perception of ability to cope in 
science learning. The results of the study show 
that except for the subscale of attitude towards 
science experiments, all the other subscales 
correlate significantly with measures of class- 
room climate and science achievement of both 
males and females. 

The measures of classroom climate consists 
of two subscales - teacher enthusiasm and 
teacher support. This study suggests that "What 
a science teacher does in the classroom or how 
students perceive the science classroom does 
make a difference in attitudes and achievement". 

A recent research (Toh, 1 9901on Secondary 
two pupils, carried out to explore the extent to 
which performance in science laboratory inves- 
tigations was affected by affective and cognitive 
factors also showed that attitudes to science do 
correlate positively and strongly with perform- 
ance in laboratory investigations. Using elabo- 
rate measures to compare like with like, he 
found no significant gender differences in per- 
formance in laboratory investigations. However, 
girls performed better than the boys under con- 
ditions of progressive familiarity. 
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The Study Sample 

The study sample comprised 231 Secondary 
one and 57 Secondary three pupils. The Sec- 
ondary three pupils were taken from a single 
school. The Secondary one pupils were drawn 
from three different government schools and 
represented a spread of abilities. The sample 
includes 11 8 and 11 3 pupils from Normal and 
Express streams respectively. It includes 1 02 
girls and 129 boys. 

The Questionnaire 

The Questionnaire is adapted from Fraser's 
(1 978) TOSRA (Test of Science-Related Attitudes) 
Instrument. this instrument has been developed 
and validated extensively in Australia and was 
rated as a good instrument with sound empiri- 
cal validation (Haladyna and Shaughnessy, 
1982; Shrigley, 1983). It comprises 50 items 
spread over 5 subscales. There are 10 items per 
subscale with half of the items representing 
positive positions and the other half negative. 

The 5 subscales are: 
Attitude towards Scientific lnquiry 
Adoption of Scientific Attitudes 
Enjoyment of Science Lessons 
Leisure lnterest in Science 
Career lnterest in Science 

The Attitude towards Scientific Inquiry 
subscale measures attitude towards scientific 

experimentation and inquiry as ways of obtain- 
ing information about the natural world. Adop- 
tion of Scientific Attitudes subscale measures 
specific attitudes which are generally consid- 
ered as important for fruitful scientific investiga- 
tions, such as open-mindedness, willingness to 
revise one's opinions in the light of new evi- 
dence, etc. The meaning of the remaining 3 
subscales are reflected in their titles. 

A five-point Likert-scale format was used. 
Positive position statements are scored by 
allotting 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 for responses strongly 
agree, agree, not sure, disagree, strongly 
disagree, respectively. Negative posit ion 
statements are scored in the reverse manner. 

Results and discussion 

For both the Secondary one and three students, 
the highest mean scores were recorded on the 
first two subscales, namely, the Attitude towards 
Scientific lnquiry and The Adoption of Scien- 
tific Attitudes Subscales (Tables 1 and 2). This 
finding is not surprising in view of the fact that 
since the early 1980's with the introduction of 
new science curricula materials developed by 
the CDlS (Curriculum Development Institute of 
Singapore), the inquiry approach to science 
learning has been advocated. Science teachers 
have also been urged to pay more attention to 
the achievement of objectives in the affective 
domain. 

Table 1 : Mean Scores on Various Subscales for Sec One Students ( N = 231) 

1 Leisure lnterest in Science l 34.9 1 6.1 7 I 

Subscale 

Attitude towards Scientific Inquiry 

1 Career lnterest in Science 

-- p 
Mean 

40.0 

Std Deviation 

5.27 

Adoption of Scientific Attitudes 

Enjoyment of Science Lessons 

38.9 4.29 
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Table 2: Mean Scores on Various Subscales for Sec One and Sec Three Students 

1 Attitude towards Scientific Inquiry 

Su bscale 

1 Adoption of Scientific Attitudes I 38.9 1 36.9 1 2.75* 1 

Sec 1 

1 Career lnterest in Science 

Enjoyment of Science Lessons 

Leisure Interest in Science 

Table 2 shows a comparison of the mean scores 
on the various subscales for the Secondary one 
and three samples. The data shows clearly that 
the mean scores on the various subscales of the 
Secondary three students are significantly lower 
than each of those for the Secondary one stu- 
dents (p < 0.01). This implies a decline in atti- 
tudes with increasing exposure to science. This 
is an educationally significant finding, and 
should be of particular concern to all science 
educators. Are we teaching science rightly? At 
the expense of sounding alarm bells, it may be 
necessary therefore to investigate the factors 

Sec 3 

behind this, and if at all possible, how to arnel- 
iorate this decline in attitudes despite a greater 
exposure to science teaching. 

Table 2 also reveals that the lowest mean 
scores for both Secondary one and Secondary 
three students are recorded on the Career In- 
terest in Science subscale. The values are close 
to the average value of 30. Investigation of the 
data shows that 46% of the responses to that 
subscale are "Not Sure". This implies that al- 
most 50% of the students have not decided on 
the type of career they want; or, that they are 
uncertain what a career in science means. 

t-value 

37.0 

34.9 

Table 3a: Mean Scores on Various Subscales For Boys and Girls (Sec One) 

31.7 

30.7 

1 Attitude towards Scientific Inquiry 

4.27* 

4.00* 

Subscale 

1 Adoption of Scientific Attitudes 

1 Enjoyment of Science Lessons 

Boys 
(N=129) 

1 Leisure lnterest in Science 

1 Career interest in Science 

Girls 
(N=l02) 

t-value 
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Table 3a shows a comparison of mean scores 
on various subscales for Secondary one boys 
and girls. The data reveals that with respect to 
the first two subscales, Attitude toward Scientific 
Inquiry and Adoption of  Scientific Attitudes, there 
are no significant differences between the sexes. 
However, the mean scores of the boys on the 
last three subscales, namely, the Enjoyment of 
Science Lessons, Leisure lnterest in Science and 

Career lnterest in Science subscales, are sig- 
nificantly higher than those of the girls (p < 
0.05). This implies that boys are more likely to 
have science-related leisure. They are also more 
likely to have science-related careers and that 
they enjoy science lessons more. These last 
two findings are similar to those reported by 
Lim (1 986). 

Table 3b: Mean Scores on Various Subscales For Normal and Express Stream Students (Sec One) 

Table 3b shows the mean scores on thevarious 
subscales for the Secondary one students by 
streams, i.e. Normal and Express. It reveals that 
except for the Adoption of  Scientific Attitudes 
subscale, there are no significant differences 
between the scores of the Normal and Express 
streams students. The finding that students in 
both streams show a moderate degree of interest 
in science-related careers is in line with Lim's 
(1 986) findings. However, while she reported a 
greater enjoyment of Science among Special and 
Express students compared to Normal Stream 

students, this present study reveals no significant 
difference between the Normal and Express 
Streams students in terms of Enjoyment ofscience 
Lessons as well as of Leisure Interest in  Science. 

However, the-significant difference between 
the mean scores on the Adoption of  Scientific 
Attitudes subscale (p < 0.05) reveals that the 
Express stream students are more likely to adopt 
scientific attitudes such as open-mindedness, 
tolerance of others' opinions and willingness to 
revise one's opinions in the light of new evidence. 

Subscale 

Attitude towards Scientific Inquiry 40.3 39.6 0.98 

Adoption of Scientific Attitudes 39.4 38.3 2.05* 

Leisure lnterest in Science 

Career lnterest in Science 

Normal 
(N=118) 

Express 
(N=113) 

t-value 



Table 4: Correlation Coefficient for Mean Examination Scores and the Mean Scores on Various Subscales (Sec One 
Students) 

Whole Group 
(N=226) 

Normal 
(N=114) 

Express 
(N=112) 

Girls 
(N=99) 

Boys 
(N=127) 

I Subscales 

Inquiry Attitudes 

Table 4 shows the correlation coefficient for 
mid-year examination scores for Science and 
the scores on various subscales for the Second- 
ary one students, the group as a whole, and by 
stream as well as by sex. The data shows that for 
the sample taken, there is no significant correla- 
tion between the examination score for Science 
and the scores on the various subscales. For 
female students, the poor correlation between 
the mean examination score and those of the 5 
subscales seems to indicate no linkage between 
science achievement and attitudes toward sci- 
ence and scientific inquiry. The same may be 
inferred for the Normal stream students. For 

Enjoyment Leisure Career 

71 

both the male students as well as the Express 
stream students, a significant correlation exists 
between mean examination scores and mean 
scores on two subscales: Adoption of Scientific 
Attitudes and Leisure Interest in Science (p < 
0.05). This seems to indicate that Express or 
male students who do well in the Science ex- 
amination are more likely to adopt scientific 
attitudes and are also more likely to have lei- 
sure interest in science. It could also imply that 
Express or male students who are more positive 
toward adopting of scientific attitudes and sci- 
ence-related leisure interests are more likely to 
do well in Science examination. 
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1 Table 5: Correlation Coefficients for the Various Subscales i 

Table 5 shows the correlation of a given 
subscale with the other four subscales. It shows 
s ign i f i cant  inter-correlat ions among  the 
subscales, w i th  the highest subscale inter- 
correlations (values of 0.70, 0.69 and 0.66) 
between the last three subscales, namely, 
Enjoyment of Science Lessons, Leisure Interest 
in Science and Career Interest in Science. 
Although these three attitudes are conceptually 
distinct, one could expect a student who enjoys 
science lessons to also spend some of his leisure 
time engaging in  science-related activities. He  
can also be expected to  prefer a career which 
requires scientific knowledge and skills. This 
same pattern also exists in the data reported by 
Fraser (1 978) for the Australian scene. 

The same trend can also be seen if  one 
analyses the data by stream and by sex. 

The findings presented and discussed in this 
exploratory study wi l l  be re-looked and further 
discussed in  a light of a main study which is 
being planned and wi l l  be carried out in  Janu- 
ary 1991. By extending the study to include 
more levels and therefore more students, and 
by longitudinal studies in  this whole area of 
students, science-related attitudes, i t  is hoped 
that a knowledge base for intervention studies 
in  the future would be provided. 

5 

Career 

0.20** 

0.35** 

0.66** 

0.69** 

1 

Inquiry 

(The authors would like to thank Dr Toh K.A. and Dr 
Coh N.K. for their assistance, encouragement and 
support in the writing of this paper.) 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Evolution of Educational Excellence: 25 Years of 
Education in the Republic of Singapore 

Edited by John Yip Soon Kwong and Sirn Wong Kooi, Longman Singapore 
Publishers, 1990 

Jasbir K S Singh 

Introduction 

{olution of Educational Excel- 
lence: 25 Years of Education in the Republic of 
Singapore appears on the international scene at 
an appropriate time when concern for the qual- 
ity of education is seriously on the agenda of a 
large number of international educational fora. 
Coming in the wake of the World Conference of 
Commonwealth Education Ministers in Barba- 
dos in October 1990, with its principal theme 
of improving the quality of basic education, the 
book presents concrete experiences and meas- 
ures taken by one country which has success- 
fully achieved human resource development 
through education. 

One is usually advised not to judge a book 
by its cover: this is exactly what one is tempted 
to do in this case. It is  bold and vibrant and 
glossy, spelling out the confidence behind the 
success story of Singapore's efforts to achieve 
excellence in education. Most of these impres- 
sions are borne out. The book details the joint 
efforts of different agencies who under the guid- 
ance of the Ministry of Education have trans- 
lated the single minded objective to excel in all 
spheres. This is Singapore's story of excellence 
in education. 

There is much in this book that is of interest 
to those seeking the path to educational excel- 

lence and human resource development in de- 
veloping countries. The book is highly informa- 
tive, covering a spectrum of aspects that have 
contributed to educational development. Many 
lessons may be learnt about overall reform, spe- 
cific innovations in curriculum planning and 
development, teacher education and the role of 
research to support reform. 

A systematic format i s  used to discuss each 
of these aspects: a historical perspective is pro- 
vided, the socio-political background that 
shaped the rationale for the innovations i s  
sketched, the different stages of the reform are 
outlined and future directions are indicated. In 
the first chapter, the principal reforms that have 
changed the Singapore education system over 
the past twenty-five years are outlined; changes 
are traced from the post-colonial period of rapid 
expansion in the 1960s and 1970s to the late 
1970s and 1980s that concentrated upon recti- 
fying deficiencies and fine tuning of the system 
to meet national and individual needs. The mid- 
1980s onwards are represented as working to- 
wards upgrading the workforce - striving to re- 
spond to the national call for excellence "both 
in schools and in the Singapore society at large." 
The subsequent chapters are devoted to giving 
accounts of the critical changes in what are 
considered to be key elements in the evolution 
of excellence: school management, curriculum 
planning, curriculum development, educational 
technology, research and testing and teacher 
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education. The last chapter provides some fu- 
ture scenarios and roads Singapore may wish to 
go down for sustainable growth and mainte- 
nance of the success that has been achieved. 
The future perspective is optimistic and realistic 
rather than pessimistic. 

In each of the component elements in which 
the evolution of excellence has been traced, the 
major periods of innovation are delineated and 
future possibilities outlined. In the development 
of school management, the stages comprise the 
phase of establishing authority over schools, 
and restructuring the school system with a spe- 
cial focus on the school principal. The writers 
have concentrated on the role of principals, and 
the provision of handbooks. Much importance 
i s  placed on work procedures and processes 
with principals portrayed as the managers of 
work performance. In curriculum planning, the 
critical phases pass through from early dynamic 
action, consideration and systematic curricu- 
lum planning to, finally, excellence and inno- 
vation. In teacher education Singapore is shown 
to have moved from the colonial heritage, re- 
sponding to qualitative demands, and improv- 
ing training conditions to in-service training and 
enhancing a professional image. Each chapter 
represents a record of the stages of develop- 
ment and strategies employed. 

In the final analysis excellence i s  defined as 
"being the best we can be as individuals, insti- 
tutions or a society characterised by autonomy, 
balance and coherence." The interplay of three 
factors - Autonomy, Balance and Coherence - 
known as the ABC factors are advocated as the 
key to achieving excellence. Autonomy in school 
administration, especially in giving school head 
teachers or principals greater freedom and re- 
sponsibility, balance between different types of 
curriculum and coherence or articulation among 
the varied aspects of a school/education system 
are identified as the major contributors to excel- 
lence. 

The search for excellence has been presented 
as the cumulative effort of the Ministry of Edu- 

cation, the Institute of Education and the schools. 
While this model presents the principal actors 
and the areas of common interest which they 
take forward, the actual writing up of the report, 
largely by the officials of the Ministry of Educa- 
tion and staff of the lnstitute of Education, does 
create an impression that here is a window 
display, complete with photographs, of Singa- 
pore's educational achievements in which the 
dominant view of the Ministry of Education, the 
principal stakeholders in the reform, clearly pre- 
vails. From the perspective of the educational 
researcher and planner, a more independent 
view from those with less vested interest in the 
story and sufficient distance from the process of 
planning and implementation may have pro- 
vided a more objective insight into Singapore's 
educational reform. What we receive now ap- 
pears to be the official version of how and why 
schooling was improved in Singapore. 

The book's title indicates that the progress of 
education in Singapore has been an evolution- 
ary process. In keeping with that, the book rep- 
resents an expression of faith that each step 
taken has been a step forward, that there has 
been some logical development of the system 
of education. To the outsider, it may have been 
more refreshing to take account of the outcomes 
of some of the efforts that have been considered 
so fruitful. An accompanying evaluation of the 
effects of the changes would have been more 
helpful. While we get an account of the state of 
research and testing, none is attempted in the 
account of each aspect of educational reform. 

The book may be a little disconcerting to 
some, as they see the strong hand of the govern- 
ment which sets the direction of the change. 
Although there is much consultation and au- 
tonomy, it is largely concerned with the process 
and the how to achieve the designated goals. 
The overall ideology and framework for educa- 
tion, as in most Asian countries, are not for 
questioning. This is not to detract from the book, 
but merely to point out that it does present the 
government's view of the story of success. 


